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Like me, I hope you began Term 3 feeling relaxed and inspired.  I came 

home from the 2005 AATE / ALEA National Conference, Pleasure, 

Passion and Provocation, on the Gold Coast energised and with 

much food for thought. It was a very successful conference and our 

Queensland colleagues deserve hearty congratulations. 

Of particular interest was James Gee’s keynote address, in which he 

outlined a series of principles for quality learning, which he believes 

underpin the design of video games. Gee provocatively argued that 

schools run the risk of becoming increasingly alienating for students if 

teachers do not move out of the late 19th century in their approach and 

clue into what young people today are beginning to understand about 

how they best learn. A strand of the online members’ bulletin board 

on the ETA website has been set up for the national conference. There 

you will find more information about what Gee had to say about the 

relationship between gaming and learning, as well as other items about 

the conference posted by Darcy Moore, Kelli McGraw and Eva Gold. 

Darcy has provided a number of links for the keynote presenters and 

other invaluable sources of information and professional learning.

Unlike me, I hope that you did not find your post-holiday relaxed state 

of mind disappearing all too quickly.

The recent ‘debate’ about English teaching which has been given front 

page status in The Australian has left me by turns puzzled, bemused 

and enraged. I have been provoked and, let me tell you, I am no longer 

taking much pleasure in it.

The sloppy, ill-informed diatribes which have been passed off as fair 

comment and journalism must be called to account.

It should now be evident to all that The Australian’s reporting is 

another element of what is shaping up as a sustained attack on the 

professional autonomy of English teachers.

Brendan Nelson’s repeated claims that the nation is experiencing a 

literacy crisis, despite OECD testing which shows that the reading 

outcomes of our 15 year-olds are second only to Finland, sounds a 

clear warning. Our political masters are very interested in getting 

control of not only what is taught in English classrooms, but also 

prescribing how it is taught. 

An enquiry into literacy teaching is being undertaken nationally -

instigated, you might remember, at the behest of a group of academics 

from Macquarie University who are proponents of phonics based 

reading programs. The wild accusations of a post-modern hijacking of 

the English curriculum opens up another front for English teachers to 

be represented as irresponsible ideologues. And, with The Australian’s 

Luke Slattery having prepared the ground for him, Minister Nelson is 

certainly charging ahead. In both the SMH and the Weekend Australian 

on Saturday, 6 August 2005, he emotively flagged his intention to take a 

very close interest in what is happening in English classrooms around 

the nation, describing English teaching as having become infected 

with the “virus” of “outdated literary theories and “academic language”, 

which has reduced the subject to “cappuccino courses”. 

We can be thankful that here in NSW both ex-Premier Carr and 

the current Minister for Education, Carmel Tebbutt, have publicly 

endorsed our syllabuses  - Mr Carr quite effusively in front of 

the nation’s English teachers at the opening of the 2004 National 

Conference at Darling Harbour.

Teachers in other states have not been so lucky, with Luke Slattery’s 

Chicken Little -like cries of crisis causing a peculiarly knee jerk reaction 

in Queensland. There, the newly-appointed Minister for Education 

laughingly suggested that he was not going to allow anything to 

remain in the Queensland syllabus that he does not understand. What 

a vote of confidence in the professional knowledge and expertise of 

that state’s teachers!

The heart of Slattery’s argument, namely that the teaching of literature 

in schools no longer ascribes to universal and timeless truths, and that 

critical literacy is making impossible cognitive demands of students 

who are barely able to read and write, strikes me as a retrograde 

sideshow to the main event: preparing students for the complexities 

of the modern world.

Meanwhile, while English and English teachers have come under heavy 

fire, we have continued to struggle to get our professional voice heard. 

What follows is an opinion piece I wrote with assistance from ETA 

Executive Officer, Eva Gold. It was submitted to the SMH on August 

7, but was not published.   In recent weeks a curious debate about 

how English is taught in Australian schools has been taking place. The 

debate has been characterised by wild claims of a literacy crisis and the 

post-modern takeover of syllabuses.   

What has been missing from the ‘controversy’ has been any real sense 

of what is actually taking place in English classrooms.On Saturday 

(August 6) in the Herald, the NSW Minister for Education, Carmel 

Tebbutt, brought some badly needed sanity to the frenzied criticisms 

of English curricula, affirming her confidence in NSW syllabuses and 

acknowledging the good work being done by English teachers. And 

she has good reason for doing so.

Despite Brendan Nelson’s talk of ‘narrow ideological approaches’ 

and ‘cappuccino’ courses’, the nation’s English teachers are at the 

international forefront in developing a literate community. That 

Australia is spectacularly successful in achieving this end has been 

confirmed by OECD testing. The reading outcomes for our 15 year 

olds are, by international measures, second only to Finland. 

While the rest of the world looks on at our students’ achievements 

with envy, Australian teachers and teacher educators are mindful 

that test results provide only a partial glimpse of what needs to be 

happening in classrooms in order to prepare our young people for the 

world in which they live.

THE PRESIDENT’S REPORT: PLEASURE, PASSION  
PROVOCATION AND CRITICAL LITERACY BY MARK HOWIE
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The complexities of the twenty first century remind us that functional 

literacy is necessary but not sufficient. How we define literacy has 

shifted dramatically over the years and must continue to evolve. The 

ability to recite the parts of speech correctly and to parse a sentence 

is not, on its own, going to equip young people for the demands of 

contemporary life and the modern workplace.

Let me now describe the realities of the teaching of English in NSW 

secondary schools. Here in NSW, the study of Shakespeare is a 

mandatory requirement for all secondary students. But along with 

the immortal Bard, and other familiar great names such as Euripides, 

Austen and Wordsworth, students will also study film and television, 

and electronic texts such as web sites and CD-Roms. 

Rest assured, the ability to communicate clearly and effectively is still 

valued by those who teach in our schools. NSW English syllabuses 

also put great emphasis on students reading for pleasure and 

understanding.

Today, as in past decades, great works of literature play an invaluable 

role in exposing students not only to the pleasures of masterful writing 

and beautiful language, but also challenging questions about who we 

are and how we are best to live. 

However, in this digital age the questions which must be asked by 

students so that they may live what the ancients termed an ‘examined 

life’ have become as diverse as the range of books and other forms of 

communication they read, use and enjoy. Contemporary works and 

the electronic media have much to say to students about themselves 

and their world. Some of it, we as teachers and parents might think, 

is worth consideration, some of it not. The study of English, then, 

becomes a way for students to learn to negotiate their way through 

the white noise of popular culture in a discriminating and considered 

way.

My Year 10 students have recently read and enjoyed Andrew Marvell’s 

wonderfully witty poem, ‘To His Coy Mistress’. This poem has 

continued to give pleasure and inspiration to readers for hundreds 

of years. Its theme of carpe diem, or seize the day, is considered by 

literary critics to be of enduring and universal significance. 

My group of fifteen year-olds found the seize the day theme to be 

particularly relevant to them at their stage of life. However, what 

became quickly obvious to them as they were concurrently following 

preparations for the Live8 concerts on television and the web, was that 

not everyone is free to seize the day. That such things as our gender, 

age, nationality, economic circumstances, and even where we live 

determine our possibilities in life. 

Having first read Marvell’s poem for pleasure and understanding, the 

students came to see the necessity of reading it critically. In short, they 

felt compelled to consider how the poem reflects a view of the world 

that is at once partial and chauvinistic. They understood that the call 

to seize the day is not one to which all of humanity may subscribe, 

contrary to the claims of some that the poem presents a universal and 

timeless truth.

My work as a 

teacher in assisting 

students to arrive 

at these different 

understandings of 

the poem was not 

about ideology or 

political correct-

ness. What I 

was doing was 

encouraging the 

students to move 

from the poem to 

considering the 

factors that shape 

who they are and 

what they may yet 

become. 

I was also encouraging them to imaginatively and empathetically 

connect with the experiences of others outside of their classroom, in 

order to give them a deeper understanding of the human experience 

in an increasingly globalised world. 

This critical literacy does not amount to a ‘dumbing down’ of the 

curriculum. It is a necessary and logical extension of the traditional 

concerns of English. Kelli McGraw takes up the issue of critical literacy 

in an article in this edition of mETAphor. You might also wish to share 

your views with other ETA members by posting a comment at the 

critical literacy thread on the ETA website’s online bulletin board.

Advocacy
Members of ETA Council met with Dr John Bennett and 

Carol Taylor from the Board of Studies in early June, raising 

a number of issues of concern for members, which had been 

communicated to Council. A summary of the agenda for 

that meeting, and the ensuing discussion is provided below. 

1. Representation of regional teachers on SC and HSC examination 

committees.

OBOS is shortly to call for expressions of interest for these positions and 

there is to be at least 1 regional representative on each. The definition 

of ‘region’ is to extend beyond Sydney and the Blue Mountains. 

ETA will promote regional applications through its branches.

2. The definition of ‘Foundation’ skills of English and how these will be 

examined in the SC.

It was acknowledged that  a broader definition of literacy should be 

recognised in the English-Literacy Test Scope Statement to include 

the significance of context (rather than simply a presentation of texts 

in a range of contexts) to meaning (the full extent of Outcome 4) and 

aspects of critical literacy relating to positioning by texts. (Outcome 

2 and Outcome 10). Questions in the SC examination should bear 
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some relationship to ‘awareness of purpose, context and audience’ as 

specified in the first sentence of the Test Scope Statement. The SC will 

include multimodal texts.

3. The assessment of English and Literacy for the School Certificate

The Board recognises that atomistic assessment can limit the 

achievement of talented English students and is working towards 

recognising the creativity and flair of students by reworking rubrics 

to reward students both for degree of mastery of and controlled 

experimentation with generic text forms and processes, investigating 

the use of sample marking guidelines with fewer scales, rebalancing 

components of the SC to give more weight to school-based 

assessment.

4. SC Specimen Paper

There will be no specimen papers. However The Scope Statement will 

be published in the Board Bulletin and on the web. In July, information 

about the format and context of the examination will be released.

5. ‘Draft’ Course Performance Descriptors

The Levels of Achievement were in draft form and these were ‘set’ as 

Course Performance Descriptors. 

6. Ensuring a quality assessment process for SC

Teachers’ understanding of standards would be developed through 

publication on the web of A Standards Package, Component Report of 

School Certificate Examination Results, ARC website (mid July).

ETA to send Call for Papers for Annual Conference for a BOS 

workshop. ETA to inform branches of OBOS’ offer to run regional 

workshops on assessment.

7. Relationship of Life Skills to 7-10 English.

Carol noted the issues, which have been raised by ETA members.

8. Stage 6 Syllabus Review – what is the process 5 years on?

A systematic process of syllabus evaluation exists where Board 

Inspectors visit 3 regions a year in which they hold meetings to 

ascertain how well the syllabus is operating. They draw up a database 

of issues from these meetings and any correspondence they receive 

about the syllabus. They also provide a report to the Board. There are 

also examinations of student performance data.

9. Text selection

ETA concerns re: process for review of Stage 6 Prescriptions & Text 

List when the Board Curriculum Committee is not operating noted. 

10. ETA Survey

Request that the results of the survey be made available to relevant 

BOS officers in a ‘walk through’ of the issues raised.

ETA to arrange a meeting in early August. 

With regards to point 9 Text Selection, ETA is now represented on the 

committee currently undertaking a review of the Stage 6 prescriptions 

and text list by William Simon and Darcy Moore. Feedback and 

suggestions can be posted to William and Darcy via a strand on the 

members’ bulletin board on the ETA website.

Council Planning Day
ETA Council met on Saturday, 30 July to review our strategic plan and 

set directions for 2006-2008. The focus for the day was on considering 

how best to structure the operations and work of Council in order to 

meet the increasing complexities of being a voluntary organisation in 

a time of great educational change, and to ensure that ETA continues 

to provide members with high quality professional support. 

A process of planning for the restructuring of ETA Council has been 

endorsed by Council, following data collection and a process of 

evaluation undertaken by the ETA executive over the course of 2005. 

This evaluation process has included the involvement of an external 

consultant who specialises in advising not-for-profit organisations.

More information will be provided to members in the coming months, 

ahead of the Annual General Meeting at the State Conference.

Class Action

Preparations are well and truly under way for the 2005 State Conference, 

‘Class Action’. The conference will be held at UNSW over two days, 25 

and 26 November. At the time of writing, David Hargraves , Katherina 

Lathouras and the rest of the conference organisation team were hard 

at work putting together the program. The conference will be a very 

timely opportunity for us to address recent controversies surrounding 

English and English teaching, programming and teaching the 7-10 

syllabus, and quality English teaching 7-12.

Changes in Council
Since my last President’s Report, ETA Council has had some changes in 

personnel. I would like to thank departing members Noeline Ross and 

Leonie Huggins for their contributions. I would also like to welcome 

to Council: David Stewart-Hunter, Simon Warden, Mark Ippolito, Liz 

Diprose, Lynne Marsh, and Steve Plummer. At such an interesting 

and challenging juncture in the history of English as a subject, it is 

certainly an invigorating time to be actively involved in the life of this 

professional association!

I hope you all have an enjoyable third term.
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STA
G

E 6
LOSE YOURSELF IN THE MUSIC

THE POETRY AND MUSIC OF EMINEM BY LUKE ICARUS SIMON

Marshall Bruce Mathers II is better known to millions 
of music fans worldwide by his single name 
moniker of Eminem. A Generation X-er Mathers 

was born in Kansas City, Missouri in 1972 and now reportedly 
resides in Detroit. He has released four hugely successful 
mainstream records under his own name and various other 
releases under the guise of D12 on which he collaborates with 
various musicians, usually black rappers. 

Eminem’s notoriety has been a result of carefully orchestrated 
marketing, relentless warped lyrics which both assault and 
engage the listener one way or another and by the construct 
of a persona who is not afraid of anything, of anyone and is 
not reticent in abusing his competitors (such as techno-master 
Moby) but also men who have replaced him in the romantic 
stakes in the eyes of his former wife. The listener knows (or at 
least he/she thinks he knows) all about Eminem’s personal life 
as the songwriter has used his own life events in the narrative of 
his compelling song monologues. The veracity of the personal 
events he purportedly writes about can obviously be contested 
but it is much more potent for us to believe in the truth of his 
storytelling. The persona Eminem uses is one of a disenchanted 
Gen-Xer whose marriage has fallen apart tragically, who lives 
away from his beloved children, a man who calls his wife to 
“Bleed! Bitch! Bleed! in a song whose title bears the wife’s first 
name, “Kim”.  Eminem uses the word “bitch “ and “hoes” to refer 
to women more often than anyone else in main stream popular 
music. But, this persona is also a decent man, a neglected 
husband, a father who would do anything to give his children 
the best chance at life and a son still reeling from his less than 
perfect upbringing and miserable childhood. Eminem wants 
the listener to recognise this persona as a flawed human being 
who is hurting and who really wants to be good but the world, 
in its unravelling 21st century ways simply won’t allow it, at least 
not in the USA .A man of his times, it is inescapable for him to 
run away from his demons, his fame, his reputation, his duty. 
Reflecting Generation X’s concern of corporate dominance of 
our global market, Eminem successfully sued corporate giant 
Apple this May over unauthorised use of one of his songs on 
the company’s website and in an advertisement for Ipods.The 
advertisement featured a 10- year od boy singing Eminem’s 
song Lose Yourself. An undisclosed financial settlement was 
reached over copyright infringement . Eminem is the king of 
his empire and like his most famous character, Slim Shady, is no 
fool; he can take on anyone from street hoodlums to one of the 
world’s corporate giants, and still come out on top (at least in 
his own estimation- Eminem’s sense of irony is omnipresent).

Eminem’s pop songs blend musical genres of rap, hip hop, and 
techno pop and each one of them tells a story. In fact, take the 

musical backing away and his songs become contemporary 
performance poems, rich in evocative images, subtext, 
cultural references, allusions and recurring motifs of family, 
parenthood, love, fame, and masculinity in crisis (his own and 
that of others).

Using Eminem’s music, lyrics and public media image construct 
students may be motivated to engage in class activities which 
assist them to analyse a number of pertinent issues relating 
to personal development and growth, Western 21st century 
masculinity, relationships and sexuality, feminism, homophobia, 
parenthood, career goals, domestic violence and abuse and the 
all-encompassing power of media conglomerates and their 
role in presenting its global citizens with their summation and 
estimation of the world.

After close scrutiny of Eminem’s  hectic lyrics it would not 
be  impertinent of me to suggest that he and Australian singer 
songwriter Nick Cave (he too notorious in his early fame) are like 
book ends made of the same material. Their songs are dense in 
cultural references, pain and suffering and spiritual redemption. 
Both provide invaluable source material for teenagers to delve 
into and seek the light, the truth in our world. Both artists make 
the listener want to reach out, to respond, and reassure them 
that they have been heard and are loved. Eminem’s persona, 
like Cave’s , macho bravado and pseudo black rapper talk aside, 
seems to be a lost boy seeking out his stake in the world, all the 
time trying to impress an absent father and trying to do the 
right thing in a world which seemingly discourages this from 
happening. Therein lies their personal tragedy and the reason 
both their songwriting output is immensely compelling.

As scaffolding for the following class activities I have chosen 
the following Eminem songs:

“Like Toy Soldiers” and “Mockingbird”, both from the 
2004 release ENCORE

“Lose Yourself ” from the soundtrack  of Eminem’s first 
major Hollywood film, 8 Mile.

“Without Me”  and “Cleanin’ Out My Closet” both from 
the 2002 CD The Eminem Show.

“Kim” and “Stan”, both from the 2000 CD The Marshall 
Mathers LP.

A brief exploration of each of the aforementioned songs will 
now follow:

STAN
This was Eminem’s breakthrough song, the one which 
established him as a major world artist in popular culture. It 
also provided the English singer Dido with a huge, ready-made 
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audience for her unmistakable vocals as the song features an 
excerpt from her song Thank You. The sample of her angelic 
voice is used to juxtapose the ugliness, the urgency of the song’s 
story (obsession leading to a murder-suicide involving a young 
man and his pregnant girlfriend). Stan is a theatrical production 
in that it contains thunderstorm effects, car screeching, a 
dual narrator and considerable sample of a female vocal. It 
is in the form of letters written by an obsessed fan, a young 
man decidedly angry at the world. Reading the textual clues 
provided, the listener is left in no doubt that his mental anguish 
has been caused by external factors such as his upbringing and 
a violent father.

KIM
The dual persona narrative is a device employed in this song 
about Eminem’s estranged wife, Kim. Eminem sings as himself 
and then as Kim. The first verse begins by presenting Eminem 
talking lovingly to his baby girl before shocking the listener by 
stating “ Sit down bitch, if you move again I’ll beat the shit out 
of you”. The second verse is a heated dialogue between a drunk 
husband and wife. They are arguing over the wife’s apparent 
infidelity and plans to install a new man in the family home, 
having first told the husband she wants him to leave the family 
home. The third verse changes tone and we hear Eminem 
singing, “ I don’t wanna go on living in this world without you, 
you really fucked me up Kim”. He goes on to admit that his 
infidelity has now come back to haunt him. He excuses his 
behaviour by revealing that at the time of his sexual indiscretion 
he was only eighteen years old. Suddenly, within one line the 
verse changes lyrical mood and direction through the use of 
violent, explicit and confronting language before the last line, 

“ How could you do this to me?”. The last major verse of the song, 
leaves the listener in no doubt that this is about Eminem and his 
partner Kim as Eminem sings, “Get a grip Marshall”. Eminem 
reminisces about shared memories and experiences, of happier 
times but again changes mood and tone and becomes violent, 
before finally choking Kim.The song ends with the confronting 
lines of “Now Bleed! Bitch Bleed!” . If one were to take those 
last two lines out of context, one could say that such lines are 
extremely misogynist and gratuitously violent. However, they 
are the last lines in a well-constructed story which builds 
and builds in intensity and just as the listener thinks that the 
worse is over Eminem masterfully changes tack and surprises 
the listener by raising the already heightened stakes to newer 
heights.

CLEANIN’ OUT MY CLOSET
This song, with typically-compelling music providing the back 
up to the confessional narrative is another postcard from the 
heart this time addressed to Eminem’s less than perfect mother. 
Just like the scene of an horrific car accident, the listener feels 

like an intruder in this very personal missive but at the same 
time is compelled to keep on listening. In his usual approach, 
Eminem goes from singing, “I’ll make you ridiculous now” to 
immediately singing lines which reduce adults to tears with 
their intense raw emotional power,“ I’m sorry Mama.I never 
meant to hurt you, I never meant to make you cry”.

Following on from the chorus, Eminem reflects on his 
childhood in the early 70s, calling his father a faggot before 
admitting that he himself would always try and make things 
work with his partner Kim, instead of just running away from 
family problems. Eminem goes on to attack his mother for being 
addicted to prescription pills and for being negative.His words 
evoke a sad childhood in public housing, blaming his mother 
for her failures and for trying to justify her behaviour all those 
years via a CD she has made and sent to Eminem. However, 
Eminem is not at all reconciliatory after receiving his mother’s 
CD plea. Instead, he reminds his mother that she shan’t ever 
see her grandchildren, “she won’t even be at your funeral”. He 
goes on to call his mother a selfish bitch, admitting that he is 
dead to you as can be. His lyric, “ I hope you burn in hell for 
this shit” shutters one of the Western world’s taboos about the 
reverence in which many of us hold our mothers. Directly after 
these confronting lines we have the bittersweet chorus again 
with its apologetic apparently yet strident lyrics.

WITHOUT ME
Commencing with the sampling of Malcom McClaren’s Buffalo 
Girls, this song is Eminem’s  attempt to try and understand the 
creation of the public image of himself and the media’s demand 
that he remain the character of Slim Shady and further, the 
media’s love/hate relationship with Eminem. “They try to shut 
me down on MTV but it feels so empty without me”.

His angry, aggressive tone is  compelling despite the explicit 
sexual images his language invokes. Eminem recognises that 
the media needs a little controversy, that young people need a 
hero, a rebel whilst their parents listen to Elvis (the irony here 
is that Elvis, in his own youth, was perceived as revolutionary, 
a musical rebel against the conservatism of his parents’ 
generation with many commentators admonishing what they 
saw as Elvis’s black way of singing). Whilst Eminem does not 
often use traditional rhyme techniques in his songs, his lyrics 
usually have an easy flow and his manipulation of language is 
extremely masterful as exemplified in the verses of this song. 
His references to popular culture and other current pop artists 
make in effect, elevate his song to something more than a 
banal pop ditty with repetitive chorus lines. He is dismissive of 
many other male performers currently charting, for instance, 
mocking techno king Moby, singing “you thirty-six year old 
bald-headed fag, blow me”.

He again makes a direct reference to Presley comparing his own 
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career to the King’s singing, “I am the worst thing since Elvis 
Presley to do black music so selfishly and use it to get myself 
wealthy”.

Eminem is the most successful rapper to date in terms of sales 
and like Vanilla Ice a decade or so  before him, Eminem is 
decidedly a white trailer-park trash punk  ruling the roost in a 
mostly male, black genre of popular music. 

LOSE YOURSELF
The song, the hit single form the soundtrack to Eminem’s first 
Hollywood motion picture, 8 MILE is a perfect example of 
Eminem’s postmodernist approach to songwriting and is a  heady 
mix of stunning images all set to an increasingly all-consuming 
beat which seems to build and build to a climax along with the 
intense fervour of Eminem’s poetry. Undoubtedly, the song 
is a fine example of Eminem as poetmaster using traditional 
rhyme as  chokin’/jokin;reality/gravity;dope/broke;harder/
hotter),onomatopeia (e.g Blaow! in Verse 1), similes, (“I’m like 
a snail”) and metaphors both figurative and allegorical. 

“Do not miss your chance to blow” is an example of this. 
Complex lyrics include the classic simile of, “superstardom 
is close to post-mortem” providing the reader/listener with 
dense subtextual material and social commentary throughout. 
Eminem takes stock phrases of English and cleverly embeds 
them in his original lyrics to further connect with the audience 
in the same way newspapers make use of phrases in their 
headlines to grab the reader’s attention. The impact of the use 
of , God only knows; a new world order; coast to coast;the beat 
goes on;hold your nose;this is my life;this opportunity comes 
once in a lifetime; all allude to concepts and expressions all too 
familiar to an English-speaking audience and obviously the 
listener/reader could view Eminem from many perspectives 
including feminist and queer and this is why his lyrics go 
beyond the banal- they are open to various interpretations 
and deconstructions. To this reader, this song is like a lament, 
a suicide note, an explanation of a persona under siege and 
the music certainly provides an urgent accompaniment to the 
lyrical assault. Having  said this, the song ends on a positive, 
almost Californian crystal-holding point of view with its cliché 
adage, “You can do anything you set your mind to man”.

MOCKINGBIRD
This is Eminem’s latest chart-topper (May 2005) and it is a 
lullaby (well, almost) to his daughter Hailie who is the subject 
of several of the rapper’s songs. Its tone is apologetic in the 
same way that Cleanin’ Out My Closet was but in this song, 
Eminem does not turn on his daughter in the way the latter song 
becomes suddenly vindictive towards his mother. In the same 
way Eminem’s mother sent him a CD in the aforementioned 
song trying to explain the reasons for her behaviour whilst 
he was growing up in an attempt to make him understand, 

to exonerate herself from his accusations of having failed as a 
mother, Eminem too seems to be explaining to his daughter why 
he has been absent from her life due to work commitments. It 
seems quite obvious to the reader/listener that in his own way, 
subconsciouly perhaps he too is following the role modelling of 
his own absent father and in time, a grown up Hailie may also 
blame her father for having being absent notwithstanding that 
Eminem excuses his absences by stating that “ all I ever wanted 
to do was just make you proud”. Children feel their parents’ 
absence and when grown up, it is not sufficient enough to just 
excuse this absence by blaming it on work commitments. The 
resentment, the pain , the sense of abandonment, the feeling 
that they were responsible for the parent’s absence has already 
formulated in the child’s mind. Unaware of his own shortcomings 
and failings as a father, Eminem sings his lullaby to his daughter 
promising her a diamond ring but if “that ring don’t shine…I’ll 
go back to the jeweller and make him eat every carat, don’t fuck 
with dad” once again reverting back to tough man prototype- a 
persona Eminem (despite his slight physical make-up) adopts 
in many of his songs. So whilst Mockingbird is a lullaby it is 
not your traditional lullaby full of sweet, comforting words. 
Eminem once again subverts the genre, and debunks cultural 
expectations in his imitable fashion.

LIKE TOY SOLDIERS
Continuing his tradition of sampling previous hits, Eminem 
makes use of two-hit 80s wonder Martika’s TOY SOLDIERS 
in this ironic song whose main theme is the continuing war 
between American black rappers which has now  claimed a 
number of lives (the most famous being Tupak Shakur who 
continues to have albums chart in the Billboard 100  more than 
a decade after his murder). Eminem tries to justify his reasons 
for not being involved thus far in this war of male egos and 
once again tries to exonerate himself, to defend his honourable 
character from this insanity. He justifies his jumping on the 
bandwagon of slanging words (we would call it sledging in 
Australia) between rappers since a rapper actually referred to 
Hailie, Eminem’s daughter, in a line in a song. This song is dense 
in both allusions and like many other Eminem songs,in clever 
rhyming, “now it’s elevated ‘cause once you put someone’s kids in 
it the shit gets escalated”. Despite his initial restraint, his trying 
to placate two fellow warring rappers, he advises 50 Cent (one 
of his recent collaborators) to, “Fuck him, 50, smash him, mash 
him and let him have it”. Surely, by giving such advice, Eminem 
is showing his allegiance in the most public of ways dangerously 
exposing himself and his family to possible vendettas and real 
threats from those rappers who are in different camps. In the 
last verse, Eminem advises that he is “just willin’ to be the 
bigger man”.But only on condition that warring rappers can 
“ quit poppin’ off at your jaws”.This song may not have the 
immediate impact of previous Eminem singles as it seems to be 
too insular and refers to sub-cultural groups not familiar nor 
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well-known to Australian listeners. However, it concerns itself 
with clashing male egos and macho posturing whose stakes 
are life or death and is well worth a close analysis. Once again 
the sampled  seemingly-innocent ditty, “ Step by step, heart to 
heart” serves as an introductory verse to a much darker side of 
human relationships and articulate the schism inside the world 
of black American rappers. The words “we never win but the 
battle rages on” leave the listener in no doubt that dark territory 
is about to be delved into.

SUGGESTED CLASS ACTIVITIES

Stage 1: Brainstorm and elicit from students their first reaction 
to the fact that they shall be studying the words of Eminem. 

Stage 2: Students in groups decide which Eminem song 
they either like best or intensely dislike and state their reasons 
factually and objectively. Students are not permitted to simply 
say “I like it”, or “I hate it”. Students then regroup in new 
groups and share their original group’s findings. Students 
should discuss aspects such as theme/subject matter/thematic 
intent, language and imagery, rhythm and movement.

Stage 3: Show the class an excerpt from the DVD of 8 
MILE especially a scene between Eminem’s character and his 
screen mother, played by Kim Basinger. Using the scene’s actual 
dialogue as scaffolding input, students analyse the script before 
deciding what genre this film may represent (or an amalgam 
of genres).They can then adapt the fundamentals of the scene 
according to their local reality and substitute the points of 
concerns Eminem’s character has with his screen mother to 
those they believe may be pertinent to students of their own 
age at their school. Student should be encouraged to focus on 
scripted dialogue. In small groups they prepare the rewriting of 
the scene and present it to the rest of the class using an OHT. 

Stage 4: Show the class several scenes from two different 
Elvis Presley films especially scenes which tellingly show the 
audience that Elvis was thought of as a “bad boy” by parents at 
the time the films were originally released. I have chosen Presley 
as opposed to James Dean as Dean did not sing in his films. 
In groups, students compare and contrast the image of young 
malehood presented in each of the films and use this analysis 
as a starting point for a guided discussion on masculinity, 
the generation gap between parents( representing authority, 
The Establishment) and children( youthful exuberance, the 
future rulers of the world). In order to localise and perhaps 
make students feel more at ease with their subject matter, 
I would suggest using young, recent male pop icons from 
Australian culture who have varying public personas such as 
Anthony Callea, Guy Sebastian, Darren Hayes, Pete Murray 
(all of whom project very different images and individually 
constructed male Australian identities). I suggest this 
approach in order to avoid making the focus of the activity the 

masculinity, perceived or real, of any actual male class member.
To further empower the female class members I would repeat 
the suggestion made here but using a Marilyn Monroe film 
which featured the comedienne as a singer and deconstruct the 
ideas of femininity which were in vogue at the time the film 
was released and also use another female singer/actress from 
another decade, such as Madonna, to compare and contrast 
with Monroe.

Stage 5: Burn the aforementioned Eminem songs on 
CDs and provide to the class to listen to for homework .The 
following time you meet the class , provide the written lyrics 
for these same seven songs. Students may be split into pairs 
or groups with each pair/group provided with say, half the 
lyrics of two different songs. Students extrapolate as many 
different themes as they can determine from  each of the 
excerpts provided using only point form to notate. They 
must provide supporting evidence for each of the themes 
they propose by referring to a specific lyric within the songs.

Stage 6: Poetry in motion: Students are divided into seven 
groups and each is given (or they can choose, or choose out 
of a hat etc) one of the Eminem songs selected. Students must 
present the song in a theatrical performance but are not allowed 
to read the song out loud- rather, they need to represent the 
tone, register, thematic concerns and storytelling of the song 
but in a scripted theatre scene inspired by the song’s lyrics and 
story. All theatrical devices may be used if available. Staging 
the students’ mini-plays in the school hall or theatre would 
be more meaningful and may encourage the less-meritorious 
students to approach this  task with more motivation.

Stage 7
Class is divided into three groups. Each group becomes a 
production crew on a short film to be adapted from one of 
Eminem’s songs . Each production team must present pre-
production notes, production concerns and post-production 
records. Production teams decide what role each class member 
shall have in the team in terms of cast and crew required for 
this short film. Roles such as script writer, director, director 
of photography, first assistant director, producer, associate 
producer, designer, costume designer, make up artist, 
cameraman etc must all be clearly allocated. A locally-published 
film trade magazine such as insidefilmif  includes current 
In Production Listings of film and television productions 
in Australia & New Zealand. These listings may be used as 
scaffolding in preparation for the creation of each production 
team in your class. The free DVD of Tropfest finalists can also 
serve as a motivating tool and/or scaffolding and allow for 
joint deconstruction of a particular short film before students 
commence work on their own group-devised effort adapted 
from one of Eminem’s songs.
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Stage 8: Various: Teachers may select the most suitable 
activities for their school depending on practicalities,their 
access to resources, students’ age, particular needs and interests.

Poem Analysis
Choose two verses from two different Eminem songs and make 
notes on the following aspects of a poem : rhyme, sounds, 
alliteration, assonance simile, metaphor and paradoxes, 
imagery, rhythm and movement.

Essay: Compare and contrast the issues of family, 
relationships between the sexes and domesticity as represented 
in Eminem’s Cleanin Out My Closet and in his song, Kim.

Report
Write a brief research report on Australian masculinity as 
personified by three Australian male singers currently  ARIA-
charting in Australia. You may survey other students enrolled 
at your school but only those in senior years. If your school 
has two Year 11 ( for instance) classes scheduled for the same 
period, your teachers may allow you to do this as a joint-class 
activity.

Film Review: Upon viewing one of your fellow students’ 
short films based on an Eminem song, write a 1000-word 
film review for a mainstream Australian daily newspaper.

Summary
Write an overall summary of approximately 1000 words on all 
of the completed activities  above focussing on at least three 
which you enjoyed and/or three activities you disliked. Ensure 
you include supporting evidence and detail to support your 
claims and assertions. The information must be represented in 
a chart or table.

Oral Presentation, including Journal 
Writing
Where possible, pair with a member of the opposite sex and 
together prepare for a four-minute oral presentation on the 
Eminem song, Stan. This song’s main plot line is about an 
obsessed fan of Slim Shady’s by the name of Stan (the Eminem 
persona in this particular song, Slim Shady features in a number 
of Eminem songs) who commits suicide as he feels rejected by 
the singer. In your presentation include an analysis of the song’s 
main themes (such as obsession, homophobia, same-sex hero 
worship, abusive childhood, and the blurred lines between 
reality and constructed reality as featured in products of popular 
culture such as pop songs). The preparation for this task should 
include four diary entries written from the perspective and 
POV of the obsessed fan Stan.

Performance Poetry
Is your idea of poetry the same as it was before commencing 
work on this unit? Has the study of Eminem’s performance 

poetry made any impact on your view of poetry? If so, state your 
reasons .If not, defend your position. Your teacher may scaffold 
this activity by providing three other samples of contemporary 
poetry texts. (Note to teachers: Southerly, Australia’s oldest 
literary journal, regularly features the latest poems from some 
of Australia’s pre-eminent poets).

Critical Literacy & Learning
Discuss in small groups what you understand by the term 
political correctness. Your teacher will then elicit each group’s 
findings on the whiteboard. Research the historical background 
of the aforementioned term focussing on its impact on Australian 
society and media. This activity can be done in groups. Write a 
500- word critical response in the form of an opinion letter to 
a newspaper letters’ pages editor addressing Eminem’s critics  
who cite his use of misogynistic and homophobic terms in his 
songs as evidence of his non-political correctness.

LYRICS: I found the following internet sites helpful in 
preparation for this article:
www.eminem.com

www.imdb.com/name/nm0004896

www.eminem.net/lyrics

www.ohhla.com/YFA-eminem.html
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Jacket is a 100- to 200-page full-colour illustrated literary 
magazine distributed four times a year to every town, city 
and country in the world via the Internet and given away 

for free. Its publisher, Australian poet John Tranter, muses on 
the contradictions of the brave new electronic world.   

I think they’re right when they say that middle-aged men 
shouldn’t have children: they’re too old to manage the 
sleepless nights and the effluent disposal problems. But 

here I am, well over fifty, father to a demanding baby who 
turned one a few months ago. 

The cute little feller is called Jacket magazine, and I’m as proud 
as any dad. The other day, the counter on the front page ticked 
over to 470,000. 

That tells me that nearly half a million separate visits have been 
made to the magazine’s Web site on the Internet (jacketmagazine.
com) since the first issue in October 1997. 

This is not quite like having half a million subscribers for a print 
magazine – a buyer has to buy a print magazine, whether they 
want the whole thing or just one article, whereas a ‘visit’ to 
Jacket might consist of a few minutes worth of browsing, say 
looking through an interview and a few book reviews in Issue 
4, or a whole evening spent reading through a number of issues. 
(They’re all there.) 

Many of my readers come back often for a regular literary hit; a 
few land there by accident (scanning the Internet for something 
cute in dinner jackets, perhaps) and leave immediately, never to 
return. 

There’s another difference: magazine subscribers subscribe; 
that is, they pay money. My readers get Jacket for free. I guess 
I’ll never get rich that way. 

But it sure beats trying to edit, print, publish, distribute and 
sell a print edition of a literary magazine. I’ve been there, and 
done that. 

In fact I’ve been involved in editing and publishing poetry 
books and magazines for over thirty years, on and off. 

That was in the Age of Print: now, most of what I do ends up 
on the Internet. 

The shift to the Internet is the most significant change that 
publishing has seen this century. An earlier change, the move 
from metal type to photo-lithographic reproduction, was also 
important, but it wasn’t what the trendy pundits call a ‘paradigm 
shift’; the Internet is. 

The Way We Were: Most of the poetry magazines that were 
around when I began writing in the early 1960s were printed 

using metal type and stereo plates on large and costly rotary 
printing machines weighing a couple of tonnes. In effect we 
were still in the age of Johannes Gutenberg, who invented 
moveable metal type over five hundred years ago. The basic 
printing processes were the same: all we had added was a 
degree of mechanisation. 

It is costly to get things done like that. The skills were difficult 
to obtain, the machinery was expensive. It was also noisy, dirty 
and dangerous. The Linotype machines that were used to set 
type for most books and newspapers took a crane to shift them, 
and the type was cast from vats of poisonous molten metal: a 
mixture of tin, lead and antimony. 

Then in 1961 the IBM Selectric golf-ball typewriter came along, 
and in 1964 the IBM Magnetic Tape/Selectric Typewriter 
followed, a relatively high-speed, automatic typewriter that had 
a magnetic tape data storage unit and retrieval device. It was 
small, clean and quiet, and a tenth of the price of a Linotype 
machine, and anyone could learn to use it in half an hour. I 
know: I did. Fitted with a carbon-film ribbon and a changeable 
type-ball that gave a range of typefaces in different sizes from 
eight to twelve point, it produced razor sharp output that was 
ideal for use on the new photo-litho offset printing presses that 
were becoming common. 

By the middle of the 1960s small versions of these presses 
were even appearing in many large city offices, replacing the 
office duplicator. The Multilith 1250 litho press, for example, 
was inexpensive and relatively compact, and gave high-quality 
output on foolscap paper. These machines didn’t need metal 
type; they could reproduce anything that you could photograph 
or photocopy, including drawings, snapshots, a page of typed 
letters, or a page of handwriting. 

So by the second half of the 1960s the equipment for producing 
a poetry magazine was fairly easy to get hold of, and simple 
to use. The process was inexpensive, yet the output looked 
professional. In Australia, as elsewhere, this helped to start 
a flood of little magazines and gave a new generation of 
young poets a place to be heard, a venue for argument and 
experimentation, and a shot in the arm. 

But it didn’t solve the main and the perennial problem of 
poetry publishing. This is the cost and difficulty of distribution 
— getting the material into the hands of its readers. You can 
solve all the other problems, but that one is intractable. 

Or it was, until the Internet. 

Contemporary literature is not a profitable market anywhere 
in the world. Sappho, Callimachus, Catullus, Li Bai and John 

THE LEFT HAND OF CAPITALISM BY JOHN TRANTER 
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Donne all had a small audience for their poetry, and any serious 
poetry faces the same situation today. Bookshops now stock 
hardly any but the more popular verse. Canadian bookshops 
can’t afford to stock New Zealand poetry, and vice versa. Few 
Australian poets are found in the bookstores of Brooklyn; 
Scottish poets despair of big sales — any sales — in Normal, 
Illinois. 

Enter the Internet: it’s relatively cheap, it reaches everywhere 
there’s a telephone line (or a satellite drifting overhead), and it 
costs the distributor almost nothing. In effect, the purchaser 
does the work of accessing the material and paying for its 
delivery. 

Get this: in the first issue of Jacket I published an interview I 
had recorded with the British poet Roy Fisher, and received an 
enthusiastic e-mail from a fan. The fellow was grateful for the 
chance to read an interview with his favourite poet, he said. 
It was hard to find material on Roy Fisher, up here in Nome, 
Alaska. 

Nome, Alaska? Excuse me? 

Video and stereo sound are still difficult to send or receive on 
the Internet because they need a lot of bandwidth, and the 
telephone lines the Internet uses (the same lines that your 
telephone uses) don’t have much bandwidth. We still don’t have 
video-phones, for that reason. But for simple text — poetry, or 
prose — it’s quick, cheap, and ubiquitous. 

Okay, until a few years ago the Internet was hard work. You 
needed a degree in computer science to get a handle on it. Now, 
it’s easy to browse the Internet. Believe me. 

The latest Windows and Macintosh systems, with their 
graphical interface and easy ‘click and do it’ modus operandi, 
have made a tremendous difference. The Internet was designed 
to be cruised by browsers, and current browsers like the 
free Firefox are designed to be logical and easy to use. Most 
contemporary word processors even come with a built-in 
program for constructing Internet Web pages. A child can do 
it; in fact, as most parents know, children are more at home in 
cyberspace than most adults. 

Are there problems? Of course. 

For the consumer, the first problem is quality, or rather the 
distinct lack of it. You walk into a bookshop and go to the 
poetry section: the hundred or so books you see have each gone 
through a long process of selection and editorial fine-tuning. 
Most of them are likely to be of reasonable quality, personal 
taste aside. But on the Internet, it’s not like that. Most of the 
mass of  poems you find on the Internet are bad. I mean, really 
bad: uninteresting, unedited, and definitely not fine-tuned. 

The wild, free spirits among us know that on the Internet, 
anyone can publish anything at all, and broadcast it all around 

the world, without the bothersome interference of censors, 
style police, or cantankerous editors. Cool! 

But as it happens, the bothersome interference of editors is 
what most readers want. They don’t like having to wade through 
some amateur’s first draft. They would much, much rather read 
a finely-polished final draft by a hard-working writer, someone 
who’s spent years learning their craft, and who’s willing to 
incorporate an editor’s professional advice. 

Then from the other side of the screen, as a magazine editor, 
how do you find your audience? They’re all out there, but 
where? How do you reach that poetry fan in Nome, Alaska, 
and tell him about the Roy Fisher interview, when you don’t 
even know he exists? 

You have to depend on word of mouth, mainly, and hope that 
your magazine is so good that people will hear about it, and 
look for it using one of the many free Internet search engines 
(programs that trawl the Web looking for sites that contain a 
key word or words that you instruct the program to search for). 
That’s how Jacket snares the occasional reader who’s looking 
for dinner jackets. 

The third problem is money. The sad fact is that apart from 
selling pornography, no small organisation can make any money 
on the Internet; not even enough to pay the phone bill. For a 
magazine to be successful on the Internet, it has to be free. 

Most sites are funded by advertising banners, those irritating, 
animated slabs of imagery that sit at the top of each site’s 
homepage and slow down the loading time. Advertising is so 
pervasive on the Internet now that it’s hard to remember how 
different things were in the early days. 

The Internet was set up in the 1970s to facilitate scientific 
research among a string of US universities. Initially it was 
a black and white, text-only thing, about as interesting as a 
blackboard in a lecture room, or the message board in the hall 
outside — which is basically what it was. 

But though it depended on telephone connections to link 
itself together, its structure was essentially different to that of 
a phone network, and this was the key to its future. It’s built 
on democratic, almost anarchistic  principles. The electronic 
messages that are the nerve impulses of the Internet are 
designed to find their own way to their destinations; they route 
themselves through the network of computers that make up 
the Internet. There is no supervisor in charge of the message 
board.  

This lack of central control meant that as well as the biological 
weapons researchers and nuclear physicists, other people in 
US universities — long-haired hippies, for example — could 
set up virtual communities of like minds on the Internet, and 
exchange recipes for marijuana cookies and terrorist bombs, 
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and no one could stop them. 

So a culture of free exchange and mutual help has come into 
being in cyberspace, an economic model based on the hippy 
ideal of the barter of intangible goods. If you have a problem 
understanding a computer program, say, and ask for assistance 
on the Internet, you’ll get a hundred replies, with no strings 
attached, except that you’ll feel an obligation to help others in 
the same way. As ye give, so shall ye receive. An anthropologist 
might call it a ‘gift-exchange culture’.

Conversely, it’s costly and bothersome to set up credit-card 
payment mechanisms on the Internet. I feel if I asked for 
payment for Jacket, my readers would simply go elsewhere. 
There’s plenty of free stuff out there, and it’s useful to remember 
that all the successful news and weather sites and the best 
reference and search engines are free. 

Even Microsoft with its millions was unable to buck that 
trend. According to David Walker’s Lighthouse site (http://
www.shorewalker.com/contents.html) Microsoft’s Slate, USA 
Today, TheStreet.com, Business Week magazine and Salon 
have all tried charging users over the past four years, and all 
ditched the idea when the hurdle of payment sent their online 
audiences plummetting. Walker quotes Slate’s Michael Kinsley, 
on junking the subscription experiment back in 1999: ‘Web 
readers surf. They go quickly from site to site. If they really like 
a particular site, they may visit it often, but they are unlikely 
to devote a continuous half-hour or more to any one site the 
way you might read a traditional paper magazine in one sitting. 
This appears to be in the nature of the Web and not something 
that is likely to change. And it makes paying for access to any 
particular site a bigger practical and psychological hurdle.’

Research firms such as Forrester Research, Walker says, have 
found only a tiny minority of consumers saying they would pay 
even small sums for new, financial information, music or movies 
online. Pundits can point to no new online subscription success 
stories. Indeed, 2000’s most high-profile subscription attempt, 
media news and analysis site Inside.com, simply confirmed the 
subscription model’s hopelessness; the publication reportedly 
has less than 3000 subscribers.

The alternative to ads or subscriptions, of course, is to concede 
that the Web simply supports different business models from 
today’s print media world.

How different? Weird things happen to capitalism on the 
Internet. Think of one of those pink rubber kitchen gloves. If 
you pull a (pink) right-handed kitchen glove inside out, you get 
a (silver) left-handed glove. That’s what the Internet does to 
capitalism: it pulls it inside out. 

In the so-called real world, you have to make sure your revenue 
is greater than your expenditure; what’s left is your profit, and 
the measure of your success. On the Internet, it’s the other way 

around. 

So Jacket is free, and thus — sadly — the contributors don’t get 
paid. 

At first I thought that would be a problem, but so far it doesn’t 
seem to be. The following are among the many kind souls who 
have given their work to Jacket for no tangible reward: John 
Ashbery, Charles Bernstein, Carolyn Burke, Tom Clark, Alfred 
Corn, Elaine Equi, Roy Fisher, Mark Ford, David Lehman, Harry 
Mathews, Ron Padgett, Bob Perelman, Marjorie Perloff, Carl 
Rakosi, John Redmond, Peter Riley, Ron Silliman, Nathaniel 
Tarn, Shamoon Zamir, and Eliot Weinberger. 

BOOK REVIEW
Mood Lightning - Anthology of Poetry Ten Ch’in 
Ü (ed) Imaginal Press 2004

The inscription in the recent poetry anthology 
Mood Lightning is ‘The word is luminous’ – and 
this is not too far from the truth for this collection. 
This is an eclectic compilation of imaginative work 
from some of Australia’s finer poets.

Alongside such celebrated poets as Robert 
Adamson, Hilarie Lindsay, Wadih Sa’adeh and 
Simon Langford, editor and poet Ten Ch’in Ü has 
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E 6In the most intriguing and perceptive pen portrait of 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge to have come down to us from 
his contemporaries, William Hazlitt remembers the young 

twenty-five-year-old Coleridge visiting a Unitarian church at 
Shrewsbury to offer a sermon that amounted to a trial of his 
talent and commitment as a preacher:

When I got there, the organ was playing the 100th psalm, 
and, when it was done, Mr Coleridge rose and gave out 
his text, ‘And he went up into the mountain to pray, 
HIMSELF, ALONE’. As he gave out this text, his voice 
‘rose like a steam of rich distilled perfumes’, and when 
he came to the two last words, which he pronounced 
loud, deep, and distinct, it seemed to me, who was then 
young, as if the sounds had echoed from the bottom of 
the human heart, and as if that prayer might have floated 
in solemn silence through the universe.1  

The  solemn  and forbidding silence of a radically 
incommunicative — an unconversational — universe, through 
which Hazlitt imagines Coleridge’s lonely prayer floating 
unanswered, recognises in the poet an isolation that is at once 
immediate and personal and yet at the same time profoundly 
representative. For even as Coleridge reached out of his 
solitude in the church at Shrewsbury in January 1798 he was 
writing in The Rime of the Ancient Mariner what is surely the 
greatest poetic allegory of alienation and existential isolation in 
our language. Indeed, with its awed vowels and eerie sibilants, 
Hazlitt’s language knowingly alludes to the “silent sea” of 
Coleridge’s masterpiece, the site of the Mariner’s “supernatural, 
or at least romantic” estrangement:2 

Alone, alone, all, all, alone,
Alone on a wide wide sea!
And never a saint took pity on
My soul in agony.

(ll. 232-5)3

Coleridge was haunted by a sense of his own isolation, returning 
to it frequently in the notebook jottings and random marginalia 
he made throughout his life: 

I stand alone, nor tho’ my Heart should break
Have I, to whom I may complain or speak. 

(“Lines Inscribed on the Flyleaf of . . . Menzini’s Poesie”, ll. 1-2)

It lay behind the despair and dread that drove (and threatened) 
his mental activity, behind his self-destructive search for love 
and friendship, behind his addiction to opium, and behind 
his yearning for a religion and a poetry able to reconcile “the 
heart with the head” and bring the “whole soul of man into 
activity”.4 Isolation for Coleridge was a condition of the psyche 

— the mind and soul — one we inherit with our humanity, or 
in Coleridge’s Christian terms with the Fall. It was a condition 
to be overcome. Again and again, one traces in his poems a 
paradigmatic movement from a more or less culpable isolation 
to community and redemption, effected most often by an 
unselfish and unselfconscious act of love that is also at the same 
time an act of imagination in the exalted sense that we have 
inherited from Coleridge himself:

O Lady! we receive but what we give,
And in our life alone does nature live:
Ours is her wedding garment, ours her shroud!
And would we aught behold of higher worth,
Than that inanimate cold world allowed
To the poor loveless ever-anxious crowd,
Ah! from the soul must issue forth,
A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud
Enveloping the Earth —
And from the soul itself must there be sent
A sweet and potent voice, of its own birth,
Of all sweet sounds the life and element!

   (Dejection: An Ode, ll. 47-58)

Nowhere is this movement from isolation to redemption more 
apparent and satisfying than in that group of poems we know 
by the name of the Conversation poems, whose very form 
and adopted title symbolize and celebrate the recovery of 
community that they preach. To understand this, we need to 
go back to the beginning and look at Coleridge’s first effort in a 
genre that he half created, half received. 

The Conversation Poems
In late 1794 Coleridge wrote a short poem announcing his 
disgust with the mental and verbal bombast of his long poem 
Religious Musings, a major expository and declamatory piece 
in blank verse that he was writing at the time and the poem 
upon which, at least until that moment, he was willing to stake 
his claim as a significant new talent. This new short poem 
he addressed, and entitled, “To a Friend” (Charles Lamb, as 
it happens, though only Lamb’s first name is revealed to the 
reader). The more ambitious Religious Musings Coleridge had 
been trying to write is all about Love, with a capital ‘l’ — Love in 
the abstract, human and divine — and “yet”, writes Coleridge, 
“the heart/ Not owns it” (ll. 2-3). Indeed, the heart disowned 
it, choosing instead to identify with a particular friend, to 
share Lamb’s family sorrows and compare his own. Coleridge’s 
identification with Lamb enables him to effect the minor 
miracle that is the poem itself — to feel again the presence of 
God and brotherly love that he has invoked without conviction 
throughout the Religious Musings.

It would be the first of many regenerating acts of sympathetic 

“HIMSELF, ALONE”: COLERIDGE IN ISOLATION 
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love in Coleridge’s poetry. As he wrote to his friend and fellow 
poet, Robert Southey, in July 1794, with his mind on the chilling 
rationalism of the various kinds of radical political theory then 
current: “Philanthropy (and indeed every other Virtue) is a 
thing of Concretion — Some home-born Feeling is the center 
of the Ball, that, rolling thro’ Life collects and assimilates every 
congenial Affection”.5 No less than charity, in other words, 
liberty, equality, and fraternity had to begin at home. (It was 
with this in mind, incidentally, that Southey and Coleridge 
developed Pantisocracy and plotted their utopian retreat to the 
banks of the Susquehanna River in America.) 

In the intimate and familiar blank verse of “To a Friend”, 
Coleridge had found a new form and a new idiom to express 
this shift to the intimate and the familiar. The more formal, 
self-consciously poetic language of poetry inherited from 
the eighteenth century — like the “elaborate and swelling” 
rhetoric of Religious Musings with its sublime abstractions 
— he now saw as affected and artificial, setting up an opaque, 
indeed narcissistic medium between the poet and the reader 
on the one hand and Nature and God on the other. His titles 
and subtitles reflected these unpretentious priorities. The 
poem we know by the name of “The Eolian Harp” started 
its life as “Effusion XXXV. Composed August 20th 1795, at 
Clevedon, Somersetshire”; “Reflections on Having Left a Place 
of Retirement” was originally entitled “Reflections on entering 
into active life: A Poem which affects not to be Poetry” (my 
italics). Finally, it was to “The Nightingale” that Coleridge gave 
the subtitle that would eventually stand for the whole group: 
“A Conversation Poem”. Conversation, according to the Oxford 
English Dictionary, as well as being an “interchange of thoughts 
and words; familiar discourse or talk”, is “the action of living 
or having one’s being in or among”, “the action of consorting 
with others; living together; commerce, society, intimacy” 
(the term ‘criminal conversation’ is still used for illicit sexual 
intercourse).

Accordingly, the Conversation poems record the apparently 
casual rhythm of the mind, expanding and contracting, as it 
observes, experiences, muses — sharing its musings either 
throughout or intermittently with a friend or loved one, while 
making an intimate out of the reader. Yet each Conversation 
poem is organized in a way that turns out to be far from casual, 
implicitly or explicitly using its immediate personal experience 
to dramatize an ethical or metaphysical proposition. All are 
initiated (the sense is Coleridge’s6) by a problem: the problem 
of “To a Friend” is the poet’s disenchantment with the major 
poem he is composing; of “The Aeolian Harp”, the poet’s 
tendency to an isolating abstraction; of “This Lime-Tree Bower 
My Prison”, the poet’s physical and emotional alienation; of 
“Frost at Midnight”, again, the poet’s extreme solitude. 

What brings about a solution to the problem in the course of 

each poem is, as I said earlier, an apparently spontaneous act 
of love for a particular person, a particular friend or relative 
or lover. This act of love becomes the first step in overcoming 
the self-isolation of egotism — a self-isolation said to be 
characteristic of humanity generally in Religious Musings:

   Toy-bewitched,
Made blind by lusts, disherited of soul,
No common centre Man, no common sire
Knoweth! A sordid solitary thing,
Mid countless brethren with a lonely heart
Through courts and cities the smooth savage roams
Feeling himself, his own low self the whole

   (Religious Musings, ll. 146-52)

In the Conversation poems, moreover, community with 
the human and natural world is enacted and evoked not 
just in manifest affection and relative informality but also 
in rapt observation. A new imagery is found in naturalistic 
detail, as symbolic in its own way of the poet’s new values of 
intimate friendship and “home-born Feeling” as are his new 
conversational style and tone. 

As it happens, there would remain in much of Coleridge’s 
blank verse poetry an uneasy tension between this familiar, 
responsive, confessional idiom and a more public, oratorical 
or philosophical idiom of the kind that he renounces in “To a 
Friend” — an uneasy tension that he was able to reconcile only 
in the best of the Conversation poems, like “This Lime-Tree 
Bower My Prison” and “Frost at Midnight”. 

“This Lime-Tree Bower My Prison”
Of all the Conversation poems, “This Lime-Tree Bower My 
Prison” presents the clearest example of this redeeming and 
regenerative power of love, emphasizing the point that for 
Coleridge the movement away from the self is both a poetic 
technique and a moral and spiritual imperative. The poem 
begins dramatically, on a note of petulant self-preoccupation 
and complaint, the casual particularity of the speaker’s 
imprisonment within the lime-tree bower subtly establishing 
his imprisonment within the self:

Well, they are gone, and here must I remain 
This lime-tree bower my prison! I have lost 
Beauties and feelings, such as would have been 
Most sweet to my remembrance.

    (ll. 1-4)

Pricked by envy, the poet pursues his friends in his imagination, 
first, down “the still roaring dell” (l. 9), and then out under “the 
wide wide heaven” (l. 21). What begins as envious projection, 
however, ends as sympathetic identification. By the time the 
poet feels specifically for (and with) the “gladness” of his friend, 
“My gentle-hearted Charles” (l. 28), all thought of his own 
discomfort has been lost in sympathy for the “evil and pain/ 
And strange calamity” from which Charles is imagined to 
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emerge (ll. 31-2). 

Lamb’s journey becomes the poet’s own, and this in more 
ways than one. The naturalistic detail of the poet’s imaginative 
descent into the purgatorial “roaring dell” reveals an absorption 
in the natural world that, because it has replaced his initial 
absorption in himself, testifies to his spiritual liberation: 

The roaring dell, o’erwooded, narrow, deep,
And only speckled by the mid-day sun;
Where its slim trunk the ash from rock to rock
Flings arching like a bridge; — that branchless ash,
Unsunned and damp, whose few poor yellow leaves
Ne’er tremble in the gale, yet tremble still,
Fanned by the water-fall! and there my friends 
Behold the dark green file of long lank weeds,
That all at once (a most fantastic sight!)
Still nod and drip beneath the dripping edge
Of the blue clay-stone.

    (ll. 10-20)

This loving attention to nature, it will be noted, is all vicarious 
— all on behalf of his friend Charles. In anticipating Charles’s 
aesthetic gratification in a rush of sympathetic identification, 
it is the poet’s imaginative offering or gift, inspired by an 
unconscious act of love which is his point of departure from 
the isolated (incarcerated) self. 

There are in fact four journeys alluded to here. First, there is 
the literal journey undertaken by Charles Lamb and William 
and Dorothy Wordsworth that occurred outside the poem and 
independent of the poet’s own imaginative journey.7 Then, 
second, there is the imaginative journey itself, undertaken 
by the poet on behalf of his friends. Third, there is Charles’s 
symbolic journey from pain to gladness, from the city (darkness, 
imprisonment) to Nature (freedom and light). Finally, last 
but not least, there is the poet’s spiritual journey — via the 
journey he imagines for Charles — from self-centred isolation 
(darkness, imprisonment) to selfless participation in Nature 
and God (freedom and light).

Much of the ‘argument’ of the poem is carried on by what 
might otherwise appear to be only realistic, incidental imagery, 
especially by the compound image of the sun and sunlight. Just 
as the poet begins,isolated and cut off so the “roaring dell” in 
the passage quoted earlier is “only speckled by the mid-day sun” 
and the “branchless ash” is “Unsunned” (ll. 11, 13-4). Once under 
“the wide wide heaven”, however, everything is said to live — or 
at least, according to the poet’s divine fiat, commanded to live 
— “in yellow light”, as a landscape streaming with a sunlit glory 
automatically invokes the “Almighty Spirit” (ll. 21, 36, 42): 

Shine in the slant beams of the sinking orb,

Ye purple heath-flowers! richlier burn, ye clouds! 
Live in the yellow light, ye distant groves! 
And kindle, thou blue ocean! So my Friend 
Struck with deep joy may stand, as I have stood, 
Silent with swimming sense; yea, gazing round 

On the wide landscape, gaze till all doth seem 
Less gross than bodily; and of such hues 
As veil the Almighty Spirit, when yet he makes 

Spirits perceive his presence.

(ll. 34-43)

“Let there be light”, said Coleridge, “and there was light”. And 
“it was good”.

Not only is the landscape that Coleridge conjures transformed 
by the sunlight, but the very bower which had once been his 
prison becomes witness to this translucence of God in his 
creation:

Pale beneath the blaze

Hung the transparent foliage

(ll. 47-8)

This access of sunlight through the “transparent foliage” spells 
the dissolution of the imprisoning bower and the release of the 
prisoner. The movement outwards of the poet’s mind and spirit 
in an act of sympathetic identification has enabled the movement 
inwards of the sun. Coleridge’s act of love for Charles and for 
the natural world (the two are mutually inclusive) participates 
in the Divine love which creates and sustains all existence, as 
the sun sustains the natural world.  

In a final, brilliant image (inspired, shining), the poet imagines 
a lone rook — a black, traditionally raucous and ugly bird 
symbolizing death — momentarily swallowed up by the sun, 
gathered into the “one Life”:

when the last rook
Beat its straight path along the dusky air
Homewards, I blest it! deeming its black wing
(Now a dim speck, now vanishing in light)
Had cross’d the mighty Orb’s dilated glory
While thou stood’st gazing

(ll. 68-73)

The poet, Charles, and the rook, all with a life of their own, 
establish covenant or community in this last gesture and become 
one life. The creaking of the bird’s wing, once “dissonant” like 
the opening mood of the lonely and resentful poet, is now 
subsumed into a larger harmony:

No sound is dissonant which tells of Life.  

 (l. 76)

But the significance of the sunlit landscape of “This Lime-Tree 
Bower My Prison” doesn’t end here. As well as representing a 
world informed and transformed by the creative and sustaining 
power of God, the “deep radiance” tingeing the walnut tree 
and “full on the ancient ivy” (ll. 51-3) represents a world 
transformed by the poet’s imagination, the “plastic”, modifying 
power of creative genius. Coleridge uses precisely this analogy 
for the effects of Imagination at the opening of the fourteenth 
chapter of his Biographia:
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During the first year that Mr. Wordsworth and I were 
neighbours, our conversations turned frequently on the 
two cardinal points of poetry, the power of exciting the 
sympathy of the reader by a faithful adherence to the 
truth of nature, and the power of giving the interest of 
novelty by the modifying colours of imagination. The 
sudden charm, which accidents of light and shade, which 
moon-light or sun-set diffused over a known and familiar 
landscape, appeared to represent the practicability of 
combining both.8

But the Imagination, for Coleridge, needed some “home-born 
Feeling” — needed love or joy — as its vital condition: 

O pure of heart! thou need’st not ask of me
What this strong music of the soul may be!
What, and wherein it doth exist,
This light, this glory, this fair luminous mist,
This beautiful and beauty-making power.
 Joy, virtuous Lady! Joy that ne’er was given,
Save to the pure, and in their purest hour,
Life, and Life’s effluence, cloud at once and shower,
Joy, Lady! is the spirit and the power,
Which wedding Nature to us gives in dower,
 A new Earth and a new Heaven,
Undreamt of by the sensual and the proud —
Joy is the sweet voice, Joy the luminous cloud —
 We in ourselves rejoice!
And thence flows all the charms or ear or sight,
 All melodies the echo of that voice,
All colours a suffusion from that light.

   (Dejection: An Ode, ll. 59-75)

It is only after the act of love takes place in “This Lime-Tree 
Bower My Prison” that the Imagination can operate and the 
poet be assimilated into the unity of God and Nature. It is in 
this sense that, as Coleridge says earlier in Dejection: An Ode, 
“in our life alone does Nature live” (l. 48). 

“Frost at Midnight”
“Frost at Midnight” follows the same pattern of redemption 
from self-centred “solitude” (l. 5) that has been traced in “This 
Lime-Tree Bower My Prison”, only less (melo)dramatically 
and less self-righteously. The poem begins with the landscape 
in the grip of a frozen calmness that, for the poet, is almost 
preternatural; Gothic. It is a calmness that disturbs the poet, 
but his restlessness and alienation betrays the extent to which 
he is out of phase with the natural world. The poet’s child, on 
the other hand, “slumbers peacefully” (l. 7), and is identified 
with a universal calm that suggests not death, but suspension, a 
slumbering latency. “If Winter comes”, asks Shelley in the Ode 
to the West Wind, “can Spring be far behind?”

Contrary to what the speaker says in a classic instance of the 
‘pathetic fallacy’ — the projection, that is, of human emotions 
onto nature (after Ruskin) — the “sole unquiet thing” is not the 

film that “fluttered on the grate” (l. 15), but is the poet himself, 
projecting his dissonant mood onto the film. The poet alone 
is “unquiet”: disturbed; “idling” (l. 20); ill at ease. All the while, 
however,

The frost performs its secret ministry 
Unhelped by any wind.

    (ll. 1-2)

What this mysterious “ministry” might be, is only revealed — 
and then obliquely — in the final image or images of the poem. 
It is enough at this stage to know that, without the help of any 
obvious inspiration, some beneficial change is being secretly 
wrought.

Then, in one of the subtlest transitions of all in the Conversation 
poems, the second verse paragraph (ll. 23-43) moves to 
memories of the poet’s schooldays. In one sense, the connection 
is obvious enough: watching the film, the poet recalls the 
superstition that “the films were called strangers and supposed 
to portend the arrival of some absent friend”9 and, with that, 
recalls innumerable anxious hours spent as a schoolboy hoping 
for the arrival of a loved one. From his isolation as a meditative 
adult in the opening verse paragraph, we have moved to the 
poet’s isolation as a child in the second. The memory is both 
evocative and explanatory, establishing the profound continuity 
of human life and human personality while at the same time 
meditating on the way the man — the adult Coleridge — has 
been ‘fathered’ by the child Coleridge in the sense suggested by 
Wordsworth in “My Heart Leaps Up”. The ‘orphaned’, unwanted 
child Coleridge — with his father dead, his mother had had 
to ‘sell’ Coleridge to Christ’s Hospital School, amongst other 
things a charitable institution for the orphaned children of the 
Anglican clergy — informs and constrains the lonely alienated 
adult of the poem’s opening.

There is, however, another and for our purposes more vital 
transition achieved in this movement between the two verse 
paragraphs. From the slumbering baby (his child Hartley), we 
have moved to Coleridge the child. We are being prepared for 
the elaborate chiasmus that will take place in the poem, the 
reversal and substitution of one generation for and by another 
that is the poem’s recognition and its triumph. What links these 
two transitions more than anything else is the film dancing on 
the grate — not just because it prompts the recollection, but 
because it expresses in a paradox the movement of the poem 
from estrangement to love and reconciliation. The film, though 
called a stranger, is believed to usher in love.

Accordingly, at line 44, the poem returns to the present and 
the poet begins the familiar movement out of the self. A 
preoccupation with his own isolation, present and past, changes 
to a promise that his child will not suffer as he has suffered. “I 
was reared”, says the poet, deprived of love and Nature:
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In the great city, pent ’mid cloisters dim,
And saw nought lovely but the sky and stars.
But thou, my babe! shalt wander like the breeze
By lakes and sandy shores, beneath the crags
Of ancient mountain, and beneath the clouds,
Which image in their bulk both lakes and shores
And mountain crags

     (ll. 51-8)

Coleridge describes himself as a restless schoolchild with eyes 
“Fixed with mock study on a swimming book”, unable in his 
anxiety and longing to focus on the language of men. His son, 
Hartley, on the other hand, shall

   see and hear 
The lovely shapes and sounds intelligible 
Of that eternal language, which thy God

Utters.

     (ll. 58-61)

This transition from one language to another also takes place 
in the present, however, and for the benefit of the poet himself. 
Although the poem opened with his musing on some abstruse 
point of metaphysics — the language of humanity, note — he 
now finds himself, in his imaginative anticipation of his son 
Hartley’s youth, reading and recreating the language of God. 
Through his child, he has rediscovered a home in the natural 
world beyond the confines of the self, as he had through his 
friend Charles in “This Lime-Tree Bower My Prison”. The 
personal pronouns say it all. After the reference to “my babe” 
in line 54, the first person pronoun disappears altogether — an 
extraordinary thing in a lyric poem and an index of the success 
of the poet’s self-effacing act of love.

The best index of all, however, is the beautiful and moving 
combination of prayer and benediction with which the poem 
closes:

Therefore all seasons shall be sweet to thee, 
Whether the summer clothe the general earth 
With greenness, or the redbreast sit and sing 
Betwixt the tufts of snow on the bare branch 
Of mossy apple-tree, while the nigh thatch 
Smokes in the sun-thaw; whether the eave-drops fall 
Heard only in the trances of the blast, 
Or if the secret ministry of frost 
Shall hang them up in silent icicles, 
Quietly shining to the quiet Moon.

(ll. 65-74)

Looking out of and beyond his own isolation in the present and 
the past and into his child’s future, the poet is at last able to see 
and feel the beauty of the world. The frost, like the sunlight 
of “This Lime-Tree Bower My Prison”, has transformed the 
landscape — as has Coleridge’s imagination, regenerated by 
love and faith. Coleridge has become a part of the landscape. 
No longer the stranger — the outsider and the “sole unquiet 
thing” — he has now been assimilated into Nature, and the 

contrasting quietude is stressed: “Quietly shining to the quiet 
Moon”. Cognate with the notion of ‘quiet’ is that of ‘quiescence’, 
the state of being absorbed into a larger harmony.

But if the poet has been assimilated into the landscape, so, 
too, has the landscape been assimilated by the poet. After all, 
the landscape with which “Frost at Midnight” closes is not a 
perceived landscape but an imagined landscape, one in which 
the poet has unified present and future, summer and winter, 
man and child, God and Nature. No better instance exists in 
all of Coleridge’s poetry of “the Poet’s Heart & Intellect” being 
“combined, intimately combined & unified with the great 
appearances in Nature”.10

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, in Seven 
Parts
Coleridge’s Conversation poems take isolation to be a kind of 
psycho-spiritual dis-ease to be overcome by a mind working 
in concert with God and nature, enacting and celebrating their 
own triumph over alienation and loneliness. In a more critical 
age like our own, conditioned as we are by psychoanalysis 
and various forms of ideological critique to prefer latent over 
manifest content, we have become suspicious of a writer’s 
conscious affirmations and willed transcendence. Not 
surprisingly, then, it is for us the spiritual and psychological 
condition of alienation and loneliness itself that his poetry 
expresses most powerfully, most convincingly — that, and his 
own raw need for affection and community:

To be beloved is all I need,

And whom I love, I love indeed. 

   (“The Pains of Sleep”, ll. 51-2)

Of this kind of despair and isolation, as I suggested earlier — 
and despair and isolation would become, after the Romantics, 
commonplaces of our cultural and existential imagining — The 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner is surely the consummate poetic 
expression. 

This is not to say that the initiating, unself-conscious act of love 
that occasions redemption and recovery in the Conversation 
poems doesn’t have its obvious counterpart in Coleridge’s The 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner. After he has shot the albatross 
and it appears that all hell has broken loose, the Mariner blesses 
the slimy watersnakes to find the reconciliation with Nature 
and God for which, “in his loneliness and fixedness” (see the 
gloss), he yearns:

O happy living things! no tongue
Their beauty might declare:
A spring of love gushed from my heart,
And I blessed them unaware:
Sure my kind saint took pity on me,

And I blessed them unaware.
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The selfsame moment I could pray;

And from my neck so free
The Albatross fell off, and sank
Like lead into the sea.

   (ll. 282-91)

It is the gesture’s very unconsciousness — its spontaneity — that 
seems to underwrite its authenticity, as the unconsciousness 
of his identifications with Charles and his child had unleashed 
their healing powers in “This Lime-Tree Bower My Prison” and 
“Frost at Midnight” respectively. But the Mariner’s suffering 
doesn’t end there:

The other was a softer voice,
As soft as honey-dew:
Quoth he, ‘The man hath penance done,
And penance more will do.’

   (ll. 408-9)

Nor, indeed, are we ever allowed to imagine him absolved of 
his “sin”. No amount of confession or expiation will ever relieve 
the mariner, other than momentarily, of the burden of what he’s 
done and what he knows:

‘O shrieve me, shrieve me, holy man!’,
The hermit crossed his brow.
‘Say quick,’ quoth he, ‘I bid thee say —
What manner of man art thou?’

Forthwith this frame of mine was wrenched
With a woful agony,
Which forced me to begin my tale;
And then it left me free.

Since then, at an uncertain hour,

That agony returns:
And till my ghastly tale is told,
This heart within me burns.

   (ll. 574-85)

A prisoner of his own history, the Mariner 
is condemned to “pass, like night, from 
land to land” (l. 586) and compelled to 
repeat his tale to those who, for good or 
ill, must hear it: “To him my tale I teach” 
(l. 590).

But what it is exactly that the tale teaches 
remains a mystery, and this in spite of 
the fact that The Rime is one of the most 
extensively interpreted and famously 
interpretable poems in the language. 
Richard Holmes offers an abbreviated 
critical anthology:  

The ballad has been variously 
interpreted as a Christian allegory of 
fall and redemption; a moral study 
of the origins of Evil; a symbolic 
account of the poète maudit figure; 

an autobiographical vision of opium addiction; a ‘Green 
parable’ of man’s destruction of nature and Nature’s 
revenge; and a psychological investigation of post-
traumatic stress syndrome with its well established 
features of obsessive recall and compulsive guilt.11 

Even the most superficial investigation into the poem’s critical 
history will tell you how radically oversimplified Holmes’s 
list remains, for all that it can be said to represent the most 
common readings the poem has occasioned. David Beres, for 
example — and admittedly the example is an extreme one — 
believes the albatross that the Mariner destroys is a symbol of 
Coleridge’s wife and mother, and that the Mariner’s suffering 
is to be interpreted as “pregenital punishment for a preoedipal 
crime”. The “silly buckets on the deck” that the Mariner dreams 
are filled with dew (ll. 297-9) are said to symbolize “the mother’s 
breasts, previously empty and cruel, now full and forgiving”. 
The otherwise awkward fact that the Albatross is male (l. 40) 
inspires Beres to conclude that “the mother was a masculine, 
rejecting female”.12 

Strained Freudian and Jungian readings like this one of Beres 
abound, revealing some of the fallacies and hinting at the 
ultimate arbitrariness of critical interpretation generally and 
psychoanalytic interpretation in particular. If nothing else, 
however, the number and extremity of these kinds of readings 
of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner tell us something about 
the poem’s form and style — and, I would argue (risking yet 
another interpretation!), something about what is happening in 
the poem, what it is about.
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First and foremost, these kinds of readings remind us that, 
for all the occasional structural similarities between The 
Rime and the Conversation poems — and I am thinking here 
of the basic ‘plot’ of transgression, isolation, and redemption 
that I have myself referred to — they remain generically and 
radically distinct. Wilfully strange rather than conversational 
and familiar, The Rime is an archetypal ‘romantic’ poem in 
the sense that Coleridge’s contemporaries used that word: 
exotic; remote in time or place; otherworldly. The antiquarian 
impulse that was so strong in the first, 1798 version (which 
in occasional spelling and locution imitated medieval poetry) 
is still manifest in the final version, and indeed is highlighted 
rather than disguised by the epigraph from the superstitious 
Thomas Burnet’s Archeologiæ Philosophiciæ and the antiquated 
gloss that Coleridge added in 1817. It was all old-fashioned in 
the sense of ‘fashioned to look old’ — not a hoax, like Thomas 
Chatterton’s Rowley Poems or Macpherson’s Ossian, but a 
fashionable anachronism (‘antiqued’, as we say of furniture). 

Coleridge’s friend Wordsworth complained in a letter that 
“the old words and the strangeness” of The Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner “have deterred readers from going on”, and 
more publicly that “the imagery is somewhat too laboriously 
accumulated”.13 What was elaborate in The Rime Wordsworth 
found laboured, overwrought. Moreover, instead of being 
drawn only from nature, as Wordsworth advocated in the 
Preface to Lyrical Ballads, its images were drawn from exotic 
travel literature, fairy and folk tale, dream and nightmare.14 The 
result was a setting and a journey that were patently fantastic 
— a setting and a journey inside the mind: 

We were the first that ever burst

Into that silent sea.

    (ll. 105-6)

In this, The Rime resembles Bruno Bettelheim’s fairy tale:  

The strange, most ancient, most distant, and at the same 
time the most familiar locations which a fairy tale speaks 
about suggest a voyage into the interior of our minds into 
the realms of unawareness and the unconscious.

The fairy tale, from its mundane and simple beginning, 
launches into fantastic events. But however big the 
detours — unlike . . . a dream — the process of the story 
does not get lost.15

What The Rime and the fairy or folk tale have in common, besides 
the fantastic, is the fact that both, at some symbolic level, touch 
on aspects of human anxiety usually censored by the rational 
mind. If it is difficult to determine the exact significance of the 
recurrent images in this elemental seascape — sun and moon; 
heat and cold; movement and stasis (or paralysis); drought and 
rain — it is not difficult to accept that they do indeed signify. 
And it is the same with the supernatural or demonic elements, 

so symbolic of the mental state Coleridge portrays:

A lady once asked me if I believed in ghosts and 
apparitions. I answered with truth and simplicity: No, 
madam! I have seen far too many myself. I have indeed 
a whole memorandum book filled with records of these 
phænomena, many of them interesting as facts and data 
for psychology, and affording some valuable materials for 
a theory of perception and its dependence on the memory 
and imagination.16 

Again, in one of his notebooks: “The best service which 
the Mesmerism or Zoomagnetism has yet done is that [of ] 
reducing the whole of Dæmonology and Diabolography to 
Neuropathology”.17 

The effect of this fantastic, nightmare imagery and these fabulous 
events, aided and abetted by the romantic defamiliarization of 
the archaic language and by the primitive ballad form and its 
sensational immediacy, is to recapture some of the naivety and 
enigma — as well as the sheer terror — of the folk narrative, 
with its simple, insistent repetitions and rhyme: 

All in a hot and copper sky,
The bloody Sun, at noon,
Right up above the mast did stand,
No bigger than the Moon.
Day after day, day after day,   115
We stuck, nor breath nor motion;
As idle as a painted ship
Upon a painted ocean.
Water, water, everywhere, 
And all the boards did shrink;   
Water, water, everywhere,
Nor any drop to drink.
The very deep did rot: O Christ!
That ever this should be!
Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs  125
Upon the slimy sea.
About, about, in reel and rout
The death-fires danced at night;
The water, like a witch’s oils,
Burnt green, and blue and white. 

And some in dreams assurèd were
Of the Spirit that plagued us so;
Nine fathom deep he had followed us
From the land of mist and snow.

And every tongue, through utter drought, 
Was withered at the root;
We could not speak, no more than if 
We had been choked with soot.

Ah! well-a-day! what evil looks
Had I from old and young!   
Instead of the cross, the Albatross

About my neck was hung.

The art of Coleridge’s Rime is not, finally, of the naive kind at 
all, however. Rather it is what we call a literary ballad through 
and through. So obsessively crafted is it, even or especially in 
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its affected simplicities, that it would be possible to produce a 
catalogue of all the available rhetorical devices — and some that 
have yet to be classified — based on The Rime of the Ancient 
Mariner alone:

The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew,
The furrow followed free;
We were the first, that ever burst
Into that silent sea.

Down dropped the breeze, the sails dropped down,
’Twas sad as sad could be;
And we did speak only to break
The silence of the sea. 

     (ll. 103-10)

I hardly need to demonstrate the familiar sound effects of 
assonance, alliteration, internal rhyme and half-rhyme (“first”/
”burst”; “speak”/”break”), and onomatopœia, but it might 
be worth drawing attention to some of the less well known 
rhetorical devices organizing the poetry here, in order to give 
some intimation of just how elaborate an artifice the whole 
poem is. Note, for example, the polyptoton (the repetition of a 
word with a variation of form) —

Into that silent sea.

The silence of the sea.

— and the antimetabole or syntactic reversal used to sharpen 
the sense or contrast the ideas conveyed: “Down dropped the 
breeze, the sails dropped down”. Note the forging repetition 
achieved by the isocolon “The fair breeze blew, the white 
foam flew”, a figure exploiting phrases of approximately equal 
length and similar syntactical structure (here identical: article 
+ adjective + noun + verb). The movement of the line (and of 
the ship) is strengthened in this case, as so often in the poem, 
by the internal rhyme, the equal quantity of the vowels, and the 
alliterative coupling: “breeze blew”/”foam flew”.

So, throughout, the reader is driven no less by one prosodic 
or rhetorical flourish interlinked with and following another 
than by the haunting narrative itself, prosodic and rhetorical 
flourishes that become the origin of some of the poem’s 
subtlest and most sophisticated effects and make the poem the 
most brilliantly orchestrated in our literature. Epizeuxis (the 
emphatic consecutive repetition of a single word); anaphora 
(the repetition of one word or phrase at the beginning of 
successive clauses or verses); analepsis (the repetition of the 
same word at the beginning and end of the same clause or 
verse):

Alone, alone, all all alone,
Alone on a wide wide sea!

     (ll. 232-3)18

These virtuoso flourishes conspire with the stark imagery 
and bizarre, yet curiously inevitable events (like those of 

nightmare) to embroil Coleridge’s readers, like the Mariner 
himself, in an experience close to their hearts and beyond their 
understanding. But not, tellingly, beyond their conjecture. As 
I said, interpretations abound and spawn like creatures of the 
Coleridgean deep. And this desire to understand the significance 
of the narrative — to make sense of it, as we say — readers 
and critics of The Rime share with the unlikely characters that 
feature in the tale itself: the Mariner, the Wedding-Guest, and 
the marginal glossarist. For this, ultimately, is the temptation 
of the enterprise of interpretation and whatever else The Rime 
might be about, it is about interpretation — about the need 
to reduce the mysterious and irrational and arbitrary in our 
experience to something manageable and ordered, in a kind of 
moral mathematics or bookkeeping.

Here every interpreter has a problem, however. The disparaging 
comments of Wordsworth that I quoted earlier (with friends 
like these, who needs critics!) reflect a difficulty, not just with 
the poem’s expressive mode, but also with the status and 
meaning of individual actions and incidents and with the 
ultimate incoherence of the narrative as a symbolic allegory. 
The details simply don’t ‘add up’. 

The problem, moreover, is further complicated by uncertainty 
as to just how far the Mariner and the glossarist — and indeed 
the poet himself — are to be trusted. In the light of what it all 
might mean, for example, it is interesting to observe the change 
the ‘Argument’ of the poem underwent between 1798 and 
1800 as the various apparatus critici introduced by Coleridge 
moved to constrain a heavily moral and theological reading of 
the poem:

ARGUMENT (1798)
How a Ship having passed the Line was driven by Storms to the 
cold Country towards the South Pole; and how from thence she 
made her course to the tropical Latitude of the Great Pacific 
Ocean; and of the strange things that befell; and in what manner 
the Ancyent Marinere came back to his own Country.

ARGUMENT (1800)
How a Ship, having first sailed to the Equator, was driven 
by Storms, to the cold Country towards the South Pole; 
how the Ancient Mariner cruelly, and in contempt of the 
laws of hospitality, killed the Sea-bird; and how he was 
followed by many and strange Judgements; and in what 
manner he came back to his own Country.19

The marginal gloss that we find in most modern editions of the 
poem was an even later addition (1817; 1828) and is entirely in 
keeping with this pious adjudication:

The ancient Mariner inhospitably killeth the pious bird of good 
omen.

. . . the Albatross begins to be avenged
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His shipmates cry out against the ancient Mariner, for killing 
the bird of good luck.

But when the fog cleared off, they justify the same, and thus 
make themselves accomplices in the crime.

The curse is finally expiated.

And ever and anon throughout his future life an agony 
constraineth him to travel from land to land;

And to teach, by his own example, love and reverence to 
all things that God made and loveth.

How far the gloss is to be relied upon for its interpretation is 
something else again, however, and something readers must 
decide for themselves. What is certain, as I said earlier, is that the 
gloss offers an often stylized reading of an antiquarian narrative 
by an equally antiquated editor — not Coleridge himself, but 
an at times credulous, always judgmental Coleridgean persona 
modelled on his reading of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
prose and part of the antiquarian affectation:

A Spirit had followed them; one of the invisible inhabitants of 
the planet, neither departed souls nor angels; concerning whom 
the learned Jew, Josephus, and the Plat-onic Constantinopolitan, 
Michael Psellus, may be consulted. They are very numerous, 
and there is no climate or element without one or more.

As it is with the glossarist, so is it with the Mariner as an 
exemplary interpreter of his own tale and the author of the 
poem’s most common reading:

‘He prayeth best, who loveth best 
All things both great and small; 
For the dear God who loveth us, 
He made and loveth all.’

    (ll. 614-7)

The only certainty about the ‘moral’ of the poem, however, 
is that there is a deeply human compulsion to find a moral 
in what ultimately resists moralization, just as it resists other 
kinds of explanation and resolution. Coleridge’s greatest debt 
to his reading of exotic literature like primitive ballads and fairy 
tales is a sense of the disproportion and illogic in the relations 
between things:

Mrs Barbauld once told me that she admired the “Ancient 
Mariner” very much, but that there were two faults in it, 
— it was improbable, and had no moral. As for probability, 
I owned that that might admit some question; but as to 
the want of a moral, I told her that in my own judgment 
the poem had too much; and that the only, or chief fault, 
if I might say so, was the obtrusion of the moral sentiment 
so openly on the reader as the principle or cause of action 
in a work of such pure imagination. It ought to have had 
no more moral than the “Arabian Nights” tale of the 
merchant’s sitting down to eat dates by the side of a well, 
and throwing the shells aside, and lo! a genie starts up, 

and says he must kill the aforesaid merchant, because one 
of the date shells had, it seems, put out the eye of the 
genie’s son.20

This is not so much to ‘shrieve’ or absolve the Mariner as to take 
an ironic perspective on his and other attempts to rationalize 
human action and suffering. For however we choose to 
interpret the Mariner’s actions, two things remain inexplicable 
or mysterious: human motive (or the lack of it) — the Mariner’s 
spontaneous violence against the bird — and the operation of 
human conscience. To quote Wordsworth’s character Rivers:

Action is transitory—a step, a blow, 
The motion of a muscle, this way or that, 
’Tis done—and in the after-vacancy 
We wonder at ourselves like men betrayed: 
Suffering is permanent, obscure and dark, 
And hath the nature of infinity.

    (The Borderers, III, v, 60-5)

For an accurate or adequate reading, therefore, we need not 
take the Mariner, or the wedding guest, or the glossarist, or the 
fictional ‘editor’, or anyone else at their word. Through this search 
for meaning and authority Coleridge is able to explore the whole 
nature of and need for authority — critical; moral; religious. The 
Rime is, as I said, about interpretation, but interpretation not 
just in the sense of finding or discovering meaning and value in 
the face of meaninglessness and arbitrariness, but also in the 
sense of making meaning and value.

What remains irrefutable in all this is the phenomenon 
of human suffering — specifically, the Mariner’s guilt and 
melancholy isolation: 

The many men, so beautiful!
And they all dead did lie:
And a thousand, thousand slimy things 
Lived on; and so did I.

    (ll. 236-9)

Nor, at the end, in spite of his wishful fantasy of Christian 
community — 

To walk together to the kirk
With a goodly company! —

To walk together to the kirk,
And all together pray

    (ll. 603-6)

— is the Mariner ever welcomed back into either the 
congregation or society. His compulsion to repeat and retreat 
tragically alienates him from his dream community. The 
narrative is framed by a marriage feast symbolic of social and 
divine harmony. Not only does the Mariner interrupt the 
marriage feast at the beginning, however, but the Wedding-
Guest, too, is obliged to turn his back upon its potentially 
comic resolution at the end, dividing from the community in 
a way that echoes the Mariner’s isolation from the community 
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of sailors:

 . . . now the Wedding-Guest

Turned from the bridegroom’s door.

He went like one that hath been stunned,

And is of sense forlorn:
A sadder and a wiser man,
He rose the morrow morn.

    (ll. 620-5)

We are back in what the poet W. B. Yeats called the “foul rag-
and-bone shop of the heart”,21 back with that Coleridgean 
isolation that I spoke of earlier as at once immediate and 
personal — not to say psychopathological — and yet at the 
same time profoundly representative. As well as expressing 
Coleridge’s own sense (and dread) of emotional and existential 
isolation, in other words, the alienation so exhaustively traced 
in The Rime can also be read as an account of human being, 
of the human condition — an account to which we now apply 
the philosophically more dignified name of existentialism. 
Perhaps because the last two centuries saw so much existential 
or existentialist angst we are in danger of becoming immune to 
figurations of ‘the horror’ at the heart of darkness. Certainly, our 
coming so much later than Coleridge and being the inheritors 
of a Romanticism which derives largely from Coleridge makes it 
difficult to appreciate the fact that The Ancient Mariner was an 
unprecedented expression of spiritual and existential solitude.  

There is, in all of this bleakness, one significant consolation, 
both for Coleridge and for the reader. There is the poetry. We 
have seen that Coleridge has succeeded in recapturing from 
the ballad tradition a dramatic immediacy which, aided by 
the incantation of its prosody and its prosodic and rhetorical 
virtuosity, is entrancing in ways that all readers have noticed 
resemble the Mariner’s own. We are “dragged . . . along like 
Tom Piper’s magic whistle” as Charles Lamb said.22 Listening 
“like a three years’ child” (l. 15) to the Mariner, the Wedding-
Guest embarks upon what is admittedly an agonizing journey, 
one as far removed experientially and emotionally from the joy 
and celebration of the wedding feast as the tale is removed from 
the familiar world. The reader, too, is constrained to hear and 
to relive the tale. Their consolation is the captivating richness 
of the Mariner’s storytelling — a richness that one recognizes 
not only as ‘poetic’, but as representative in some sense of the 
poetic, of poetry itself. This magic makes the poetry especially 
resistant to ‘translation’ into explanatory paraphrase and moral 
generalization, yet this pleasurable magic also insists on the 
uniqueness of poetry as a way of understanding and articulating 
and shaping experience.  
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BOOK REVIEW
Victrix: Triumph in the Roman Arena by Frances 
Hendry

Victrix: Triumph in the Roman Arena is the second 
volume of the trilogy by Frances Hendry concerning the 
Iceni warrior maiden Victoria. In the previous volume, 
Victoria: Born to be a Warrior, the sixteen year old Victoria 
settles with her Iceni cousins in order to avoid an arranged 
marriage and becomes involved in Boudicca’s revolt. In 
Victrix, Victoria bears the scars of battle in the forms of 
extensive burns over her scalp and the intense desire to 
revenge her ravaged country, people and family against the 
Roman invaders, sanctified by a vow to Boudicca herself. 

Victoria travels to Pompeii to enrol in a gladiatorial school 
and as Victrix, becomes a popular and powerful fighter in 
the local arena. The isolation and loss she has felt becomes 
somewhat alleviated as she begins to empathise and find 
affinities with her fellow gladiatrixes, both slaves and 
volunteers and falls in love with Pulcher, a Roman trainer 
with a similarly tragic past. Victoria begins to be courted 
by the Pompeiian aristocracy and catches the eye of 
Petronius, Nero’s arbiter of good taste. Thinking- correctly- 
that Nero with be enthralled by Victrix, Petronius takes 
her and Pulcher with him to Rome, where Victrix fights 
at Nero’s games and becomes his personal guard. Nero, 
however, is capricious and petulant and after Victoria is 
commanded to kill Pulcher in the arena and survives the 
fire that destroys half the city, she realises that she must 
fulfil her vow to avenge her people. Victrix: Triumph in the 
Roman Arena is a vivid retelling of Roman history through 
the eyes of an authentic and compelling female character. 
The scenes of the palaestra are eloquently realised as is 
the dissolute degeneracy of the Roman aristocracy. This 
novel, with it action-packed narrative style and poignant 
portrayal of loss and the need for revenge, would appeal to 
junior secondary students. 

Melinda Kearns

BOOK REVIEW
Goblin at the Zoo by Victor Kelleher and Stephen 
Michael King

Goblin at the Zoo is another volume concerning the 
Irish goblin Gibblewort, written by Victor Kelleher with 
illustrations by Stephen Michael King.  His previous 
adventures, Goblin in the Bush, Goblin on the Reef 
and Goblin in the Rainforest, have taken him around 
Australia, but Gibblewort, being very attached to his 
“squelchy treehouse” has been deeply unimpressed 
by his experiences and as the story begins, he has put 
himself into a postbag to send himself back to his boggy 
homeland. Unfortunately, he mixes up the address and 
ends up at the zoo via the lost parcels office due to his 
snoring being mistaken for the growls of a wild animal.

Gibblewort is “the nastiest and dirtiest of all the Irish 
goblins” but that doesn’t stop him becoming the 
object of the affections of a chimpanzee named Daisy. 
The course of goblin/chimpanzee love does not run 
smoothly, as neither is sure of the other’s exact species 
and Gibblewort fails to appreciate Daisy’s devotion, 
mostly expressed by kisses and bananas and there’s 
only so much rejection and goblin stinkiness a girl 
can tolerate. Gibblewort is a great character, deeply 
confused, resentful and obnoxious in a way that younger 
students will find humorous and his adventures at the 
zoo (known as “Africa” to Gibblewort) are expressively 
illustrated by Stephen Michael King. Goblin at the Zoo 
is a highly engaging story that younger primary readers 
will enjoy.

Melinda Kearns
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RECONCILING THE CRITICAL 
AND THE PLEASURABLE BY 

KELLI MCGRAW
(A response to Wendy Morgan’s PPPQ keynote)

Critical literacy has always had its…well, critics.  Various people 
– teachers, parents and academics included – have argued that 
the critical analysis of texts ‘kills’ our ability to find enjoyment in 
them, and that students even from a young age are being turned 
off reading by the constant drive to pull everything they read apart 
to find hidden meanings.  Some have even argued that a critical 
literacy approach is tantamount to the indoctrination of students, 
as teachers embed their own social and political philosophies and 
values into the curriculum and brainwash students into taking up 
left-wing political positions (Kevin Donnelly, I’m looking at you).

It is with these critics in mind that I was eager to listen to one 
of the keynote addresses at this year’s AATE/ALEA conference 
in Queensland: “Beyond the pleasure principle? Confessions of a 
critical literacy teacher”.  The keynote was to be delivered by Wendy 
Morgan, a known advocate of critical literacy, whose contribution 
to understanding critical literacy and using it in the classroom has 
been invaluable to the profession.  I was excited.  I was especially 
excited at the promise of hearing what her abstract described would 
be a reflection on the “need to understand the range of pleasures 
that we take and make with texts, and the complex interplay of 
our alignments with and resistances to them”. As I listened to the 
keynote, however, I got less excited and increasingly wary.  There 
were, at times, points where Morgan made some astute and timely 
observations about the need to recognise the “complex interplay” 
of alignments with and resistances to texts, and I admit that 
during those times I felt positively enlightened.  But as the keynote 
progressed, any excitement at these points was outweighed by 
outrage, and at times, sheer depression.  A re-reading of Morgan’s 
abstract exposed her many references to the special nature of 
“aesthetic texts”…I couldn’t believe that my pre-conceptions of 
the speaker had lead me to miss these blatant signposts.  All of a 
sudden, the ghosts of a thousand past workshops flashed before 
my eyes – you know the kind, where there is always someone who 
wants to spend half the workshop confronting the presenter about 
the way their critical approach is obscuring an understanding 
of universal truth and beauty and ‘killing’ enjoyment of the text, 
seemingly oblivious to the fact that that stuff was probably covered 
in week two of the unit?  I tell you, I almost cried…

But now, dramatisations aside.  One of Morgan’s key points (and 
from what I can gather, the key message of her soon to be released 
book with Ray Misson), was that our focus on critical literacy has 
lead to a ‘suspicion of pleasure’, and that the deconstruction 
of every text had become habitual to the point of teachers and 
students automatically taking up resistant readings to the exclusion 
of all other methods of analysis.  On this point I am torn in two.  
On one hand, I recognise that it can be hard to slip into an invited 

reading when you have effectively been ‘trained’ to look for textual 
silences and undeclared ideologies.  Something in the back of my 
mind at this point screams that this is a good thing, but I ignore it 
for the sake of the argument and move on to the next point.I am 
feeling a little insulted that Morgan seems to think that teachers 
aren’t already using a mixture of invited and resistant readings in 
their classrooms.  As though teachers these days are oblivious to 
the wealth of issues and ideas that are available to a reader who 
is aligned to the meaning of the text, or the power of students’ 
emotional responses to evocative and artful compositions.

Of course there is also a point to be made here for the enjoyment 
that can be had when deconstructing texts.  Also, for the fact that 
sometimes the invited reading of a text is not a pleasurable one.  
Too often do I find ‘critical’ literacy/resistant reading associated 
with notions of work, negativity or analysis, and ‘aesthetic’ literacy/
compliant reading associated with notions of play, enjoyment or 
pleasure.  The following sets of binary oppositions were recurrent 
throughout the keynote, but you may also recognise them from 
newspaper editorials, parent/teacher interviews, or perhaps your 
own practice or work context: There is a lack of what I see as 
necessary problematising of these concepts when such binaries 
are declared.  An aesthetic reading, or a reading that takes up the 
invited positions or ideologies of the text, can be pleasurable, but it 
also might not – or it might be both.  It might involve the text acting 
on the reader as well as the reader displacing their experiences and 
values into the text.  For readers whose life experience or values 
put them at odds with the values of the text, taking up the invited 
reading can be a very unnatural experience. To imply that these 
characteristics of analysis have been separated out and that critical 
readings have now overtaken any desire to read for pleasure or to 
have an emotional response is to deny the complexity of textual 
analysis.  It also demonstrates a lack of understanding of and 
respect for the level of complexity that our students are able to cope 
with (and indeed must be taught to cope with in an increasingly 
multiliterate society).

What worried me most, however, about Morgan’s keynote was the 
arguments that were made for certain texts to be recognised as 
special cases – “aesthetic texts” – that required extra attention to 
be paid to their invited readings so that maximum pleasure could 
be derived.  Morgan explained that the term aesthetic texts might 
be another way of describing ‘Literature’, or ‘literary texts’.  In 
particular the case was made for poetry, as the type of aesthetic text 
that has supposedly been done the most injustice under the critical 
literacy regime.  I honestly thought I must have misunderstood 
something, but as the address progressed, the point only became 
more insistent: because critical literacy destroys poetry and various 
other ‘literary’ texts, they ought to be placed in a special category 
and left alone so that people can once again take pleasure in their 
reading.

This argument for the privileging of certain texts was what destroyed 
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the keynote for me.  Morgan’s arguments for rediscovering 
pleasure in aesthetic texts only ever cited poetry and canonical 
works of Literature as justification for the move.  Does this mean 
that we are to once again treat written texts and canonical texts 
in particular, as more valuable, worthy or truthful than visual or 
popular texts?  Can certain films, 
animations, media or picture books 
for example ever be classed as 
aesthetic texts?  While I am open 
to the possibility that it was only 
through the sin of omission that 
these types of examples didn’t make 
it into Morgan’s address, there is still 
the very tricky process of devising a kind of criteria to decide what 
will be classed as an aesthetic text.  Who will decide these criteria?  
On what basis?  Using whose values? My feeling is that an attack 
on critical literacy and the promotion of a return to the belief that 
some texts ought to be exempt from deconstruction can only lead to 
a situation where critical literacy is something that is ‘done to’ texts 
that are seen as less valuable or worthwhile.  This will especially 
involve a return to emphasising ‘high’ over ‘popular’ culture.  Teen 
magazines, soapies, action films and advertising will all be on the 
critical literacy agenda, while Keats, Dickens and Austen will be 
elevated once again as universal, beautiful and untouchable.  The 
reality is that we have moved on from this binary approach to texts 
to something that is far more integrated, and that by re-centring 
our thinking around some of the higher purposes of studying 
English, we can find a way of explicitly linking what we already do 
with what Morgan claims we have lost.

‘Higher purposes of English!’ I hear you cry.  ‘I’d like to see you get 
even two English teachers to agree on that!’.  And my imagined 
reader makes a good point.  However, when it comes down to it, 
you can pretty much insert your own ‘higher purpose’ into the 
diagram below and still get the gist of what I’m trying to propose.  
Basically, I want to make an argument that takes the best bits of 
what Morgan has put forward, but blends in within a broader 
framework for textual analysis that will not necessitate all the 
horrible binary-drawing and textual-privileging that I’ve riled 

against in the paragraphs above.

You see, I do agree with Morgan’s basic premise that engaging in 
compliant or invited readings is an essential part of the way we ought 
to engage in a text.  I whole-heartedly agree that we ought to make 
a conscious effort to ensure that readers are given opportunities 

to take pleasure in reading, listening and viewing.  What I would 
like to see, however, is, (instead of a crusade to ‘reclaim’ aesthetic 
forms of analysis, or worse, to establish privileged aesthetic texts 
as different somehow to other, lesser texts), a framework similar 
to that which I’ve set out below.  This framework sees both critical 
and aesthetic appraisal as necessary in order to engage in a kind 
of reflective analysis.  The framework also emphasises that both 
compliant and resistant readings are not isolated acts, but happen 
in the context of the reader reflecting on their own thoughts and 
feelings.  From there, it is a much easier jump to helping students 
to assess what they have learned about themselves and the world 
from the reading of any text, which is what I admit I see as the 
whole point of ‘doing English’. 

I warmly encourage any teacher of English (or otherwise) to 
write a piece for the next edition of mETAphor that continues 
this debate or proposes alternate frameworks for reconciling 
the critical and the aesthetic in our study of texts.  Perhaps 
you have another idea of how critical and aesthetic analysis 
can be practised in a complimentary way, or perhaps you don’t 
believe they can.  Meanwhile, I will be looking further into the 
work associated with Morgan’s keynote address to see if I have 
understood the points made completely the wrong way, or if 
I’ve just hit the tip of an iceberg.  One thing’s for sure – even 
though I’ve taken up a resistant position to Morgan’s keynote , I 
sure did enjoy her presentation, and am taking great pleasure in 

engaging with it.
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I’ve been asked to write an essay about contemporary 
Australian poetry, but every time I’ve sat down to it I’ve 
found myself writing about other things. It’s hard to write 

about such a topic when there are so many preliminary questions 
about what poetry is, and where it is in our time. My principal 
point will be that one of the most important modes of poetry 
for this time – let’s call it the poetry of nature and consolation 
– has become somewhat debased and unfashionable within it, 
at least amongst a self-styled avant-garde, and that although 
this is for quite understandable reasons, that avant-garde might 
reconsider some of its premises, from angles as yet untried.

But first things first.   

There are only 384 readers of poetry in Australia, or so I used 
to joke, ten years ago, Maybe the number has grown a little, but 
that figure, or figures very like it, kept coming up in the lists of 
subscribers to poetry magazines, or on royalty statements, and 
my sense is that things haven’t changed very much. Yet there 
are almost a third that many collections of poetry published in 
Australia every year, and judging by submissions to Southerly 
alone there are well over a thousand poets out there who 
think their work good enough to be considered by the major 
magazines, and who knows how many less-self-confident poets 
beyond them. To judge by the bulk of the submissions, a major 
reason for their missing their mark is that many even of the 
people who write poetry don’t read it. It’s not that the poetry 
is all that bad – there is a lot of fairly proficient work out there 
– but the really good stuff, the brilliant stuff, that’s another 
matter. 

I’m saying three things here: that poetry has a lot of writers 
and not many readers, that many of the writers themselves 
don’t read all that much, and that poetry is difficult, a lot of 
the time, very difficult indeed. It’s interesting and salutary, with 
regard to the latter, to reflect that even the greatest of poets, 
although they may have written hundreds of poems, are only 
really known or remembered, by anyone other than specialists, 
for a handful – three, four, five – and even then largely for a few 
passages, a few lines.

This is nothing to get depressed about. It’s just a demanding art, 
that’s all. I have found myself arguing more often than I care 
to remember, often to poets of considerable talent, even gifted 
ones, that if they want to give up, as many do, just because they 
aren’t getting attention or recognition enough, that if that’s 
really all they are writing it for, then they’ve either chosen the 
wrong profession or forgotten what it was all about in the first 
place, that surely they write poetry, or began writing it, because 
something in the art itself, in poems themselves, excited or 
enchanted them – that it all started out of love. What do they 

care for, after all: the art, or themselves?

Another thing that I’d like to tell almost anyone in any sort of 
profession like this, though the poets have usually told me to 
shut up by the time I get to this point, is that there is something 
else involved, a kind of act of faith: that ‘civilisation’, barbaric as 
this one seems so much of the time, is a very heavy weight to 
keep in the air, and that it takes all hands. If someone abdicates 
because they aren’t, personally, getting enough recognition for 
what they’re doing, then they’re acknowledging that everyone 
else has a right to give up also. That may or may not be the 
case, but where would we be if everyone took it up? I’ve often 
reflected that poetry – art in general, but I think poetry in 
particular – gives us the reasons for being, or at least searches 
for them, especially in an age when traditional modes of faith 
are so hard to maintain. But that in its turn is a hard task. 
Poets themselves very often reject it – the ‘religiophilosophical’ 
function – as something extraneous to the real nature of poetry, 
or as something which hampers their other right – and role 
– as artists, to play, experiment, create without conditions.  

Poetry has an immense power. Once, supposedly, the poet was a 
treasured member of the tribe, responsible for the maintenance 
and transmission of its rituals, its history. But something 
has gone astray. Almost nobody is reading it now, including 
a large proportion of those who are writing it. The poets are 
complaining that they have no audience. Even students of 
literature tend to avoid the poetry in their courses, as somehow 
too difficult, too tricky to deal with. How can this have come 
about? 

There are many reasons here, many things to say. One of them 
is a simple matter of survival. Poetry doesn’t pay. Poets are to a 
certain extent dependent upon the public purse. Australia has 
long had an enlightened policy of funding its artists, albeit on 
a selective and rotational basis. But it’s a dilemma. Many of the 
active, ‘established’, which is also to say semi-professional poets, 
find themselves almost inevitably writing in such a manner and 
to a schedule that increases their chances of a writer’s grant. 
The rule-of-thumb used to be that one should produce a book 
of poetry every two years, to keep oneself in the public eye and 
in that of the Literature Board. Too many poems, with too little 
real reason for existing, and too little time spent on any one of 
them; proficiency without necessity, without entelechy.   

But there is of course a wider context. Another, less local 
thing to say is that, if poetry was once so central to the tribe, 
it was also one of the only forms of entertainment, let alone 
of preservation and communication of information – indeed 
it got a number of its essential, mnemonic features (rhyme, 
rhythm, form) from this role – and that its role has waned as 
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other forms of entertainment have emerged. It lost ground to 
the novel, for example, and then to radio, film, recorded music, 
television. How can we be surprised that in an age of DVDs and 
MP3s it is barely visible at all? 

A further thing to say is that at the present time poetry has 
some particular hurdles to face. One of them has to do with 
feelings, another has to do with what loosely we could refer to 
as the Poetic Function.  

It seems to me sometimes that we live in an era in which we 
walk about like ghosts. As we are so frequently told, ours is a 
globalised, postmodern age, when not only the world around 
us but our very being has been reconfigured, when things that 
used to authenticate and ground us are no longer so readily 
available and have lost much of their power, when we are more 
likely to be constructing our identities from the barrage of 
images about us than to find it given us, as it used to be, by 
family or place or tradition, and yet these things, and a longing 
for these things, still haunt us. Philosophy, and that odd hybrid 
we call ‘theory’, have virtually argued away our old modes of 
subjectivity and authority – they have even taken the author 
out of the text (strange, to be a poet when one is theoretically 
dead, though we mustn’t be reductive in this regard: Barthes’ 
point was simple and valid enough1) – and yet it isn’t as if we 
have all read the theory and said ‘Yes, that right, I’ll abandon 
all my old feelings now and get on with my postmodernness’. 
The old structure of our being took centuries, in some aspects 
millennia, to evolve, and a few new ideas aren’t going to get rid 
of it that quickly. So we walk around theoretically illegitimate, 
caught between two worlds, houses with postmodern façades, 
haunted by the past. Our feelings are lonely and unfashionable. 
And although one could say that this is a situation in which 
poetry is particularly needed, poetry is experiencing some 
difficulty in negotiating it. Keeping up with the theory, trying 
to write a poetry that is consistent with it, some poets, in the 
self-styled avant-garde, write a kind of poetry that most of its 
(un) common readers find strange and hard to follow – hardly 
an unusual thing: the avant-garde is often like this – and poets 
writing in a more familiar manner find themselves somehow 
less and less fashionable in their own circles, criticized by the 
avant-garde, strangely illegitimised, more and more diffident, 
not writing so well and so confidently, or even so clearly as they 
might. 

I saw some of this from another angle when I recently re-
thought my course on Major Movements in Contemporary 
Poetry. It’s in the nature of such a course to concentrate on 
revolutions, changes, developments and departures, rather 
than on continuities. I’ve had, in each of the first few years, 
sections on Imagism, Confessionalism, Projectivism, L-A-
N-G-U-A-G-E poetry and postmodernism, the New York 
School, Deep Image poetry, etc. This time I felt uncomfortable, 

as if something was missing. The schools that get least talked 
about in such courses are the ones that don’t change so much 
or so dramatically. It seemed, suddenly, that this oversight, 
this imbalance, was becoming more and more important as 
the contemporary was becoming more and more oppressive. 
Something was missing. There was something important that 
we were not talking about.

But before I try to do so something else needs to be said. Poetry 
is a big thing – so big that most poets resist its actual dimensions. 
And maybe, from a certain perspective, it’s not in trouble at all. 
If we don’t see poetry as exclusively a matter of discrete things 
called poems, written by people self-styled as poets, then maybe 
it’s there in other forms: popular song, advertising, movies. In 
a famous paper on ‘Linguistics and Poetics’2 Roman Jakobson 
once identified the seven functions of language, and one of 
these – language looking at itself, making itself up in the mirror 
– he called the Poetic Function, which he then demonstrated 
in lines of poetry, yes, but also in popular sayings, characteristic 
habits of phrasing, political slogans (‘I like Ike’), etc. That’s one 
of the ways of explaining the existence of poetry beyond its 
presumed borders, and I’ve argued for it frequently over the 
years. Just because Jakobson has defined the Poetic Function 
in a famous paper, however, doesn’t mean that that is the only 
explanation, the only poetic function that there is. 

At a poetry conference in Paris recently, someone asked me 
if it was as hard to teach poetry at universities in Australia as 
it was in France nowadays, and, if so, why this might be. An 
answer suddenly occurred to me that hadn’t occurred to me 
before, though it now seems quite obvious. Poetry destabilizes 
everything it touches, everything that goes through it. Or at 
least it has the potential to do so. This is not a particularly 
aggressive function (if we can call it a function), indeed it needs 
to be activated in the poem, by a particular kind of reading, 
and few readers want to do this. A single reading, however 
close, is unlikely to achieve it. Nor will a passive reading. One 
needs to be looking, actively, for this mode, for a way to make 
this happen. The search for a poem’s message or meaning is 
only a part of it, ultimately a kind of irrelevance. If a poem 
were nothing more than its meaning then why on earth not 
write that meaning down in a simple sentence or two and stop 
wasting one’s own and one’s reader’s time. In a sense one wants 
to get beyond meaning, to the point where the poem begins to 
reveal or demonstrate, or where we begin to discover, things 
about meaning itself, or that we at least might begin to talk 
about in that way. But – to get back to my point – the more 
closely and actively one reads the more likely it is that this 
destabilizing function will be activated, and this I think is a part 
of the contemporary problem. We live in a time of considerable 
uncertainty and instability of values. One could understand if 
people were not so inclined to turn to something which might 
destabilize even further the few understandings and values 
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they have. But there’s a paradox here, or something that might 
appear to be one – one could say, for example, that it’s through 
such destabilizations that deeper understandings and deeper 
values are eventually reached – and I’ll return to it later.

Poems – to approach this destabilizing function a little differently 
– move in and out of Poetry. It – ‘poetry’ – this mysterious 
element that is some part Jakobson’s Poetic Function, that is 
in some part this destabilizing function, and that is probably 
also in some part something else – is like a strong liquor or 
essence that poems have at their centre. But it is not a property 
of poems alone. There is no telling where it will show, no rules 
about this. In some very good poems, for example, the liquor 
might not be very strong at all. In some popular songs it can be 
very strong indeed. Some advertisements can shock something 
in us with their touch of it, the glimpse they afford us of its dark 
fire – that quality, or something very like it, that Lorca tried to 
capture in his description of the duende.3

That is a part of it, one of the ways that it appears, this liquor, 
this essence, but it would be wrong, unfair to suggest that it was 
all, or the only way. It has also, this thing which I call a liquor, 
to do with a feeling that we sometimes come into contact with 
the real meaning or nature of things (yes, ‘real’, ‘nature’: I use 
these terms under erasure, as Derrida would advise, but still 
use them), what they are like beyond or apart from the world 
of words: the real nature of things, emotions, feelings. That, 
perhaps, is why it is a linguistic phenomenon in the first place 
– that it has to do with the edges of language, with its limits and 
its nature and its borders, as much about things that language 
can’t do as what it can, as much about what it keeps us from as 
what it shows.

But now, at last, to what I have called, for want of better terms, 
the poetry of consolation (a far larger and more varied thing 
than it sounds) and the poetry of nature. The two, for reasons 
I hope to make fairly obvious, often go fairly closely together. 
They have been under attack, in recent years, for various 
reasons. To a certain extent these reasons seem quite plausible 
to me and I don’t mean to deride them. I mean only to put some 
arguments that might – probably won’t, but might – soften the 
doctrinaire hardness with which the criticism is so often put.

Let’s look at the grounds of the attack. The first is that the 
poetry of consolation – inherently lyric poetry, centred about 
and addressing the first person, an ‘I’ – maintains an idea of the 
subject, that ‘I’, that is somehow naïf and misleading, belongs 
to the liberal humanist sense of subjectivity that structuralism 
and post-structuralism have eclipsed. The ‘I’, according to such 
thinking, does not exist in any separate and inherent form, but 
is an affect, an illusion, produced by its – the self ’s – function 
as a synapse, a meeting- or crossing-place of systems. The 
self does not exist, is a product of the systems – language, 
economics, numerous biological imperatives, etc. – that flow 

through it. One of the crises that poetry has been experiencing, 
and what I have been calling the avant-garde has been trying to 
address, but that has also to an extent been separating it from 
its potential audience and arguably distracting it from some of 
its core functions, is this crisis of the subject, this sense that the 
very core of lyric poetry, the ‘I’ – the subject – that speaks it, is 
somehow illegitimised, and that poetry needs to find or locate 
its voice elsewhere. One of the ways of dealing with this in the 
contemporary poem, and one of the things that most baffles its 
readers, is to have this ‘I’ function differently. Another way of 
dealing with this, equally disconcerting for the reader, has been 
to try to write poetry that avoids the use of the first person, 
the ‘I’, entirely. One might, in the face of the reader’s confusion, 
say that they will have to at some point begin to deal with this 
new understanding or condition of being, and that poetry is 
trying to help them do so, but one shouldn’t, at the same time, 
complain that readers don’t want to read one, and that they are 
seeking their poetry elsewhere. 

Although I would stop shy of suggesting that it was a tenet 
of such work, much post-modern poetry is marked by this 
avoidance of the first person, and in as much as it does so it 
coincides with the thinking of another impetus in contemporary 
poetry – poetry with its eye on the environment – which sees 
this focus about the ‘I’ not only as naïf and outdated but also 
as delinquent, dangerous, anthropocentric in a world which 
can afford anthropocentrism no longer. Sometimes this is 
extended, pace Foucault4 and, later, Deleuze and Guattari,5 
into a sense of the integrity of the ‘I’ as a development of the 
enlightenment destined to become the secret fulcrum of 
capitalist consumerism, at once victimizing and oppressing 
the self and making that self a party to destruction of the 
environment.

An adjunct to this assault upon the central ‘I’ of lyric poetry 
involves an attack upon the poetic means by which it elaborates 
and establishes itself, principally the use of metaphor (which 
I take to include simile) as a means of colonizing – read 
invading, appropriating – the non-human world with human 
thought structures and imperatives, denying it its independent, 
non-human existence, overwhelming it with destructive 
humanness, not seeing it for what it is. A further adjunct, 
which has a particular sting when Australians employ it, since 
this country has become so urbanized, is to suggest that the 
poetry of the natural world is a fundamentally nostalgic poetry, 
failing to reflect the real circumstances in which we live: that 
poets who write this way are living in the past, and in the case 
of Australian poets writing this way are also maintaining a 
national identity built upon places and things and creatures – a 
natural world – most Australians never see.

Another of the crises that poetry faces is a crisis of language, 
arising at once from the structuralist tenet that language is a 
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system of its own, unconnected in any essential way with the 
world beyond it (i.e. that the word ‘frog’ denotes what it does 
through convention and the patterns and available sounds of 
English, not from any need in the animal to be denoted by 
that word or vice-versa), and from the idea of the ‘Linguistic 
Metaphor’ that it gives rise to, by which language is seen as 
the System of Systems, the model or deep structure behind 
all other human systems. The long and the short of this (we 
don’t need lessons in Structural Linguistics6) is that language 
is not a transparent thing, giving us direct access to the world, 
but an opaque phenomenon, with tricks and habits of its own, 
that distorts the world at the same time as it offers it to us: 
i.e. – and particularly if you apply this to all other systems of 
human thought – we are locked inside the human head and can 
never really see or know the world beyond it. This leaves us, as 
it seems to me, with a basic choice: either get depressed and 
angry about it, feel isolated from and deprived of something 
you never really had in the first place, or accept that this is 
the state of things and get on with it, figure that there was 
no real difference between having and not having in the first 
place. With or without the depression – the same tenets can be 
seen as a cause of celebration and exuberance, the beginnings 
of a whole new field of play – a good deal of postmodern 
poetry has followed the former, giving itself over to exploring, 
demonstrating, and working creatively with, the tricks and 
habits of language, often extrapolating to the other systems it 
sits amongst and for which it can be seen as a model. Hence 
the work of the L-a-n-g-u-a-g-e school, not a school really but 
a broad and loose grouping of poets working in similar modes 
and directions. 

The risk, of course, is that, while the poets may feel they are 
getting only further and further into ‘reality’ at last, that they 
are exploring and familiarizing themselves and their readers 
very necessarily with a new mode of being, it can seem to the 
readers as if the poetry is becoming only more and more abstract, 
more obscure, more detached from the world. Whether or not 
this is so – and it is a very interesting and useful question to 
debate – it is arguable that, if there is any truth in Ezra Pound’s 
advice as to how to approach and understand the elements 
of free verse, that instead of thinking about rhyme and meter 
and traditional form, we should be thinking about melopoeia 
(the music), phanopoeia (the image) and logopoeia (‘the dance 
of the intellect amongst words’),7 the poetry preoccupied 
with language and system in this manner risks getting a basic 
balance wrong, weighting itself toward  logopoeia at the 
expense other values – moving, strangely, and in a way I would 
find hard to describe without reiterating much of what I have 
said already, out of the territory of poetry. Whenever I have 
taught, as in read through, slowly and carefully, with students, 
poetry of this and related kinds (the poetry of Mallarmé, for 
example, is a related kind), I have observed the same intriguing 

phenomenon. However much they might be familiar with such 
writing, students will begin or focus their discussion upon or 
around the what I can only think of as the lyrical glimpses, the 
small pieces of image and story and emotion that they find in 
them, as if the postmodern fragmentation about them had only 
served to highlight them the more.            

But any such discussion is reductive. One needs volumes, 
not paragraphs. The point is that these – the crises of the 

subject and of language, and the ways poets respond to them 
– are the matters, and are serious matters. Perhaps, when it 
comes to poetics, the art of placing word beside word, there are 
none more serious. My first response, however, is to wonder 
whether there is not some real naivete in applying the theory so 
directly and simply to poetry, which is, after all, a different and, 
as I sometimes think, more intelligent thing. The removal of the 
‘I’, for example, may be no removal at all, simply a displacement 
and ultimately a hiding of the subject that is if anything more 
destructive that its open use and appearance because kept from 
view and, ultimately, consciousness, allowing both writer and 
reader to develop a dangerous complacency. The removal of the 
‘I’ on the grounds that it maintains a naïf integrity, moreover, 
and fails to admit or demonstrate that the ‘I’/subject is in fact 
an accident or phenomenon or synapse (choose which term 
you will) of the systems which flow through it, fails to consider 
the possibility that the poetic ‘I’ has always done this, or had 
the potential to do so – done so when it has worked at its best: 
that poetry, by its very function, situates the subject not as 
master/mistress within the scene or situation of the poem, but 
as synapse. (Metaphor – to take on the adjunct – always works 
both ways: it might seem as if, in employing metaphor, saying 
that one thing is or is like another, one is taking some thing 
over, appropriating, but one is also giving something over to 
that thing. The connections, the spread of association, occur on 
both sides of the event, that of the vehicle as well as that of the 
burden.)  Likewise – and leaving aside the obvious objection 
that night still happens to the city-dweller, and storms still 
happen, and wind still happens; that they can still see the stars, 
and the moon, that the non-human creatures do not all move 
out just because people have moved in – the idea of reference 
to the natural world as nostalgic. Of course it is, and I will come 
back to that.

One of the most common objections made to what I have 
referred to in my first paragraph as ‘the poetry of nature and 
consolation’ is that these poems, very personal poems much 
of the time (poems that appear to be very personal poems) are 
poems in which little more is happening than that the poets are 
feeling sorry for themselves. This is of course the essence of the 
lyric cry, and before we criticize it further it might be best to try 
to understand something more about it. Firstly, for example, I 
would want to say that such poems, when they are working well, 
when they are operating as consolation, are, whatever else they 
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are, also rhetorical constructs, made, calculatedly, to achieve 
their desired effect, and in considering them and their effect we 
must learn to understand this aspect of them, the rationale of 
their construction – that although the poem appears to place 
an ‘I’ in a particular situation or position, feeling certain things, 
and that although the power of the first person (the use of the 
‘I’) is such that we almost automatically assume that it is the 
poet referring to themselves, the ‘I’ and the situation and the 
feelings can just as well be contrived, fictional, not ‘real’ at all. 
Of course – and to be as honest as I can here – I must concede 
that the poems might have started out that way, started out as 
autobiographical, grown from some such kernel of experience, 
but in as much as the poet has been concerned on the one hand 
for the poem itself, as poem, and on the other for the role of 
the poem vis-à-vis its reader, its function as consolatio, they 
will have drifted or been pulled away from the personal, the 
autobiographical will have become distorted – exaggerated, 
let’s say, or reduced to its essence, or rendered in some way 
or another archetypal – by the cross-winds of the poem and 
the demands/nature/function of the genre. Secondly, and with 
perhaps closer reference to the criticism at hand, I want to 
say that there is a sense in which it is the poets’ business to 
feel sorry for themselves, by which I mean this feeling – this 
feeling sorry for ourselves – is one of the most common of all 
human emotions, and one of the reasons people turn to art in 
the first place, and that if the poet is not going to go through 
this process, go deeply into it, and work out how to get out of 
it, and bring this information back to us, then who else is going 
to do it?

To put this another way, and to bring these two points together, 
it is very possible – we must, when we encounter the ‘I’ in 
the poem, consider the possibility – that the ‘I’/first person is 
used because we so readily mis-identify with it, because we 
either assume that it is the poet speaking about themselves, or 
because the ‘I’ is, after all, the way we most often think about 
ourselves: the possibility that it is used, that is to say, in order 
to create some intimacy, some commonality of being, with the 
reader. It is much more intimate than the use of the second 
person, which is more aggressive, sometimes almost bullying, 
and which only encourages us, when it seems to be telling us 
what we are doing, what we are feeling, to say back to it in 
somewhere in our own minds No, I am not feeling that! I am 
not the ‘you’ you are talking about here! And it is clearly far 
more intimate than the use of the third person. And it is the ‘I’ 
in the heart, the centre of the poem, that, as the poem builds 
around it, holds the poem together, becomes its eye, unifies, 
integrates, processes the various elements that the poem/poet 
presents to it, that relates these things to each other, even if 
only through the act of ‘seeing’ them. And this is arguably a 
vital function for the poem – as it is for art more generally 
– to perform at a time of postmodern fragmentation, when 

the most prevalent cause of depression and anxiety is a sense 
of alienation or disconnection from the world and the things 
about us. The poem, this is to say, can be, if used in this way, 
integrative, restorative, consoling.

Of course, and as already foreshadowed, this kind of argument 
is immediately vulnerable to the accusation of being nostalgic, 
anachronistic, even cruelly misleading. The world is no longer 
like this – the ‘I’ is no longer like this – and to pretend that it 
is otherwise is (paradoxically) inauthentic, a kind of bad faith. 
But is this really so? On the one hand, if the ‘I’ is an artefact in 
the first place, then how can it be that art cannot be allowed the 
capacity to influence or recreate it? And, on the other, who is 
really to say that this world is meaningless and fragmented, and 
that this is our only possible response to it? If poets – artists – 
are to speak only out of what is already known and understood 
– out of the current understanding – then is not that to say they 
are not to be poets in the first place, or that, since poetry itself 
is to add nothing, to do nothing other than to transmit current 
understandings of the is, that poetry itself is nothing different 
and therefore nothing? Can we send a scout ahead over the 
next set of mountains and then deny his/her report? What 
point, what intelligence in that? By all of which I do not wish 
to seem mystical or to be suggesting (nor denying) that poetry 
might present a new wisdom, things as yet unknown to us, only 
to suggest that it can keep alive, help us by teaching us, a way of 
being or seeing that we mourn or are in other ways in need of. 
We cannot, let us say, argue that poetry is nothing more than a 
re-presenting in a more beautiful or more polished form what is 
already known and thought – that classic neo-classical position 
(‘What oft was thought but ne’er so well expressed’) – without 
accepting that it can do this also with our seeing, our being. At 
this point rhetoric advises that one present an example of the 
poetry of which one has been speaking, but I am only too well 
aware of the dangers of this: one or two choices would be too 
personal and one would not wish to destabilize all that one has 
said by making the wrong ones. Short of presenting an extensive 
anthology, which even then may not do the job, the best course 
would seem to be a tangential one, to close by demonstrating 
some further points of argument by way of a couple of very 
modest poems indeed, neither of which is intended to serve 
as a particularly striking example of the genre of which I have 
been writing. The first is from the T’ang dynasty poet Meng 
Hao-jan (689-740)8:

Anchored Off Hsün-yang in Evening Light,

I Gaze at Thatch-Hut Mountain’s Incense-Burner Peak

Our sail up full, thousands of miles pass

without meeting mountains of renown,

then anchored here outside Hsün-yang,

I’m suddenly gazing at Incense-Burner.

I’ve always read Hui Yüan’s teachings,
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traced his pure path beyond the dust,

and now his East-Forest home is so near.

It is dusk. A bell sounds, and it’s empty.

and the second from the American poet James Wright (1927-
1980)9:  

Depressed By A Book Of Bad Poetry, I Walk Toward An 
Unused Pasture And Invite The Insects To Join Me

Relieved, I let the book fall behind a stone.

I climb a slight rise of grass.

I do not want to disturb the ants

Who are walking single file up the fence post,

Carrying small white petals,

Casting shadows so frail that I can see through them.

I close my eyes for a moment and listen.

The old grasshoppers

Are tired, they leap heavily now,

Their thighs are burdened.

I want to hear them, they have clear sounds to make.

Then lovely, far off, a dark cricket begins

In the maple trees.

It’s not an unfoxed comparison, of course. Although the original 
of Meng’s poem might have been written in the early eighth 
century, it was translated much more recently by an American 
who has almost certainly read the poetry of James Wright, and, 
as the structure and length of his title suggest, and as other 
of his poems confirm (‘As I Step Over A Puddle At The End 
Of Winter, I Think Of An Ancient Chinese Governor’, based 
upon a poem by Po chu-i), James Wright himself was strongly 
influenced by his own encounter with early Chinese poetry, 
probably in translations by Kenneth Rexroth. I present this 
example chiefly in the interests of economy, because, foxed as 
it may be, it is also clear enough, and I can leave the reader 
to identify and contemplate for themselves the similarities of 
situation, rhetoric, image, affect. The point – the comparison 
– holds for T’ang poetry and a vast proportion of the modern 
lyric generally. It would be almost as easy to take one of Pound’s 
translations of Li Po, for example, and compare it with a poem of 
Judith Wright’s, and then, based on such preliminary exercises, 
move on into any century of English poetry one chose.

The point, a fairly simple one, is that the similarity in these 
poems, over a period of more than twelve hundred years, and 
regardless of the textual foxing just admitted, seems to reinforce 
my earlier argument that the human heart – well, ‘heart’ is a 
metaphor, but so is anything else one could use – has been 
built, been conditioned, over many many millennia, and that 
the small crust that a century or so of urban dwelling might have 
left upon it (for most of us it’s more like a generation, a decade 
or so) has done little or nothing to alter its deep structure, or 

to quell that structure’s need to be recognised. Even if we have 
rarely if ever seen a mountain, or snow, a rushing river, reeds, 
or heard strange animal cries in the night, such things, or their 
echo-scape, are still deep within us, and, as image-fields, have 
a profound conjuring and consoling power. The point is that 
the first person, the ‘I’, is there, amongst rocks, stones, trees, 
serving as a conduit, a medium, between the reader and the 
things and spaces which have most deeply structured their 
consciousness, reminding them of this place, connecting or re-
connecting them with it. 

David Brooks teaches Australian Literature at the University 
of Sydney and is co-editor of Southerly. He is also a novelist, 
essayist and short fiction writer (The Book of Sei,  Black Sea, 
etc.) He published his first collection of poetry, The Cold Front, 
in 1983, and has just published a second, Walking to Point 
Clear (Brandl & Schlesinger, 2005).
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You know that my tears have kept me awake

The longer you’re gone

I’ll hunger and shake

From Warsaw to Rome I’ll wait out of time

With you in my heart- the rhythm divine

So won’t you come close bring this to an end

With each winter rose my love I will send

So tender the night when you hold em tight

With you in my heart the rhythm divine

Whether it be Shirley Bassey singing Swiss-band 
Yello’s The Rhythm Divine or the Beatles chanting 
She Loves Me Yeah Yeah Yeah or Abba making 

you sob with the love-gone-wrong drone of their ballad The 
Day Before You Came, nobody is in any doubt what sentiment 
all these popular pop artists are singing about, are afflicted by: 
LOVE.

What love poetry is exactly, and how we communicate this 
imponderable massive question to students who have not yet 
perhaps experienced love, loss and bittersweet memories that 
each histoire (as affairs are called in French) formulates like 
fossil rocks in our minds, is open to debate.

I would suggest approaching a unit on Love Poetry through 
popular music lyrics before introducing students to formal 
literary poetry on the subject of love. I would scaffold this unit 
by modelling and deconstructing as many recent contemporary 
poems (preferably from recent Australian literary journals such 
as Southerly) as is practically possible and then gradually work 
backwards in time introducing poetry from past centuries 
ensuring that the difficulty of language is carefully scaffolded. 
We need to remain sensitive to the unadulterated fact that 
unless the teaching of poetry is carefully scaffolded, many 
youthful students are likely to give up on understanding 
meaning especially when the language has dated and is at best, 
archaic leaving some readers floundering.

This article shall examine a number of poems from both 
male and female poets and include analysis of more recently 
published poems and move backwards in time right back to a 
Shakespeare sonnet. 

An excellent starting point would be to allocate students a 
biographical task for each of the poets you intend on focussing 
on, examining the historical, social and political zeitgeist of 
each of the periods they lived in, before examining each of the 
poet’s own personal circumstances and backgrounds. 

A brief web search on the poets featured in this article produced 
both interesting results and facts which cannot be merely 
coincidental. A number of the poets (Cummings, Browning, 
Sexton) had studied Greek, Latin and Modern Languages. 
Sadly, these are the same areas of specialisation being erased 
from the curriculum in our places of higher learning. The 
Sydney Morning Herald recently ran a series on the crisis on 
campuses across Australia, blaming universities for falling 
literacy standards and criticising tertiary managers about 
their need to source more than 25% per cent of their income 
from international students whose control of the English 
language can be precarious and generalised. At the same 
time, federal funding for universities has significantly declined 
over the past ten years, with education ministers encouraging 
university executives to offer more vocational areas of studies 
to students and through the media, has accused universities of 
offering inappropriate outdated degrees rather than globally 
in-demand degrees relating to IT, Business and Finance. In 
such a sociological and political climate, how can we then, as 
English teachers, assume or expect our students to be even 
faintly interested in the validity or worthiness of poetry when 
our culture, the culture they have been actually been born into, 
does not seem to value the study of classical learning? When 
was the last instance our evening news bulletins mentioned 
poetry?

Working in a Souht American country two years ago, I 
found myself sitting in a first-year university classroom as a 
professional assessor. I was incredibly moved to see the interest 
gauge register on eighteen-year old faces when the lecturer 
mentioned that the subject matter of their English learning 
lesson would be the life of a local contemporary Chilean poet. 
It seemed that students suddenly forgot about their Ipods, their 
lipstick, the noise emanating from the urban street outside 
and were actually eager to find out more, to listen, to begin to 
learn. We must try to gauge the interest level of our students 
in our teaching content and try, where possible, to motivate 
them through localised content or, content deemed relevant 
and engaging by them.

Having said this, I commence this brief analysis of some 
well-known love poems through the ages with the work of 
contemporary American poet Mark Doty (1953-). His seventh 
book of poems, School of the Arts (2005), at once witty and 
disconsolate, delves into depths of despair but at the same time 
hints at salvation through Art, which simultaneously instructs 
and provides us with consolation in its own way. Central to 

WHEN ANGELS DREAMED OF POETS BY LUKE SIMON
Love poems by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, William Blake, C.P. Cavafy, e e cummings, 
Bruce Dawe, John Donne, Mark Doty, Geoff Goodfellow, Cole Porter, Margaret Scott, 

Anne Sexton, William Shakespeare and Judith Wright 
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Doty’s thematic concerns is the idea that any human attachment 
contains immense beauty but also pain and inevitable loss. 
Whether that pain is caused by the death of one’s partner (as in 
Doty’s case) or the decrepitude of one’s 
pet is unimportant. 

Doty’s poem In the Same Space is 
titled after C. P. Cavafy’s poem and one 
could argue that Doty’s appreciation of 
the earlier poem has inspired him to 
construct his own version of it as both 
poems concern themselves with the 
ways a past lover actually is associated 
with certain places (where we lived, 
where we took our coffee, where we 
used to walk together), feelings , times 
of day and climatic conditions. In Doty’s 
poem, dogs are added to the intimacy 
of the relationship (if you read Doty’s 
shimmering memoir Heaven’s Coast, 
it becomes obvious that dogs played a 
central role in his domestic relationship 
with his partner): 

“Then the world would seem 
equally divided, awhile, 
between 

the golden 

and the chill, equipoise in a 
bitter year. When the sun was 

completely gone, 

we’d turn for home, the dogs 
and I” 

If the reader is not familiar with 
Cavafy’s poem of the same title, he/
she may miss the hidden fact that the 
persona in Doty’s poem is grieving the 
loss of the lover, the companion who used to experience the 
same images evoked in the poem. Whilst Cavafy’s poem is 
evidently clear in its message of loss: 

“I created you while I was happy, while I was sad, 

with so many incidents, so many details

And, for me, the whole of you has been transformed into 
feeling”

It is these details which Doty provides so lyrically in his ode to 
Cavafy’s poem, describing the climatic conditions he experiences 
during the day and the changing physical environment through 
which he walks. Though the absent lover is not mentioned 
through the use of the second person personal pronoun as in 
Cavafy’s poem, those readers familiar with Doty’s collection 
School of the Arts, and more importantly, with his complete 
poetic and non-fiction oeuvre, will recognise this poem as a 

poem filled with grief, with a man trying to deal with his lover’s 
death and thereby the loss he experiences. In some ways, Doty’s 
poem is expressing its literary admiration for Cavafy’s poem in 

much the same way his poem 
The Hours is inspired by 
Michael Cunnigham’s book 
and film of the same title.

By happenstance, Doty is 
stopped by the filming of the 
novel The Hours and openly 
mentions this in the body of 
the poem as well as making 
references to Virginia Woolf ’s 
novel Mrs Dalloway and to 
the characters in that book. I 
say all this in order to support 
my earlier proposition that for 
Mark Doty, literature and Art 
from the canon of literature 

and creative endeavour which 
came before him provide 
a kind of inspiration and 
sustenance for him, helping 
him  to continue to take in the 
wonders of life, long after he has 
experienced tremendous loss. 
Doty’s poems in this collection 
often express a love but not 
necessarily for a lover as such 
but for other artists, for other 
artists’ creative efforts. That is, 
love poetry is not necessarily 
dedicated to the physical lust 
one has for another person. 
In fact, in School of the Arts, 

Doty’s love and appreciation of other artists is evident in poems 
inspired directly by and/or by his paying literary homage to 
Woolf, Whitman, Rilke, Mark Twain, Homer, Lucian Freud and 
Caravaggio and/or works  (including biographies, translations 
and criticism) inspired by or about these artists.

Whilst Doty is the youngest poet discussed in this article, the 
youngest Australian poet discussed herein is Adelaide-born 
Geoff Goodfellow (1949-) who has earned a reputation as a 
performance poet and Reminders is typically representational of 
his poems’ spoken language rhythms. The poem is a monologue 
directed at a lover who has left, moved on. The reader infers that 
the end of the relationship was not at the persona’s instigation 
as he clearly still craves his former lover.

The poem begins with, 

“ You left several strands 
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of hair 

scattered across my sheets” 

immediately establishing in the reader’s 
mind that the two protagonists had enjoyed 
more than platonic love. Directly from the 
opening lines of the poem we guess at the 
subject and from the first two words, the 
fact that the persona is unsettled about 
the end of this affair. Goodfellow’s 
poem continues the confessional 
poetry tradition published from 
the 1950s onwards especially 
in America. The persona 
continues to reveal more and 
more personal details about 
the lover as the stanzas unfold, 
(his lover’s G-String, her lip-gloss, her 
unread Gabriel Garcia Marquez novel) and all 
these things lead him to write the poignant line, “we 
both left so much unsaid” which has the impact of forcing the 
reader to review his/her  guess that the persona was the one 
who was left as established in the opening line of the first verse. 
Even though the persona struggles for a cathartic fresh start 
by changing the bed linen and cleaning out the bathroom of 
his lover’s unmistakable personal items, he cannot avoid the 
lover’s scent, 

“but most of all 

you left your scent 

buried deep inside my 

pillow…

your scent is making my eyes 

watery 

& still I can’t escape you”. 

The sense of smell, ever so powerful here, in evoking for the 
persona the lover who has left him in the physical sense. 
Everyday realities we all are familiar with (how many times 
have we asked ourselves eerily why a particular perfume 
reminds us of a particular time in our lives, a person we dearly 
loved or a treasured place we have visited?). Through the use 
of everyday language Goodfellow documents in conversational 
tone a familiar, universal experience by referring to the banal 
objects which are so much a part of everybody’s  daily routine 
and personal detritus. 

Both Doty and Goodfellow owe some of their confessional 
poetry license to American Pulitzer Prize-winning poet 

and playwright Anne Sexton, (1928-1974), a tortured soul who 
had an extraordinary life – one moment she was a fashion model 

and the next incarcerated again after attempting another suicide. 
Sexton openly discussed her numerous extramarital 

affairs and finally succeeded in taking her own 
life in the garage of her home through 

carbon monoxide poisoning. 
She suffered from depression 

for most of her life and endured 
intermittent institutionalisation as a 

result of a number of suicide attempts. 
It is said that, despite her long-term 

unfaithfulness, once her husband and 
she were divorced, her depression seemed 

to consume her more and more, leading, 
ultimately, to her death. I mention these 

highly personal details about the poet because 
she made no secret of the fact that her poems 

closely echoed the facts and realities of her actual 
personal life. Her poem For My Lover, Returning To 

His Wife reads like an honest letter one would pen 
to one’s lover after an affair has ended. However, the 

paradox here is that Sexton’s persona comes across as 
kind and self-deprecating and not selfish at all at the break-
up of her love affair. Sexton seems to be giving her lover the 
permission to return to his wife, rightly acknowledging her role 
in his life as purely a temporary matter. 

“Let’s face it, I have been momentary…

My hair rising like smoke from the car window”

Comparing her hair to smoke, which we all know disappears, 
dissipates. Whilst the lover’s wife 

“She is more than that. She is your have to have 

She is all harmony”.  

Further, the poet writes, 

“ I give you back your heart, 

I give you permission” 

almost directing her lover to return to his wife. She ends the 
poem through the use of a metaphor concluding that she is 
like a watercolour which easily washes away (from the lover’s 
memory perhaps?). Earlier in the poem, Sexton painfully 
evokes the life she imagines her lover’s wife to lead describing 
in minute detail images of a loving family home environment, 

“She has also carried each one down the hall 

after supper, their heads privately bent, 

two legs protesting, person to person, 

her face flushed with a song and their little sleep”

Having considered the above stanza in the middle for the poem, 
the reader is all the more chastened by the unselfishness of the 
last lines. Sexton takes a routine image of a mother carrying 
her sleeping child to bed but reworks it to another poetic level, 
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a technique omnipresent in her heartfelt poetry which is full 
of powerful images, metaphors and lines which 
remain with the reader long after a poem 
has finished. For instance, in the series 
of reasons the persona of this particular 
poem lists as to why her lover should 
return to his wife, she writes the paradoxes,

“I give you permission-

… for the drunken sailor who waits in 
her left pulse

Climb her like a monument, step by 
step”

Judith Wright’s Woman to Man ends with the 
line, “Oh hold me, for I am afraid” immediately 

reinforcing the cliché that men provide comfort for 
women who are weak by comparison. Unlike other 
poems discussed herein, Wright’s love poem is open to 
interpretation depending on one’s politics. The opening 
line of the poem,

“The eyeless labourer in the night” can be read in all sorts of 
ways; as a sexual reference or as a reference to a growing foetus 
given the second line. The poem is dense with obfuscation and 
this I believe does not assist the reader in establishing meaning. 
Wright’s second stanza contributes to this, 

“This is no child with a child’s face; 

this has no name to name it by; 

yet you and I have known it well”

So, is the persona referring to previously aborted foetuses? Or 
past lovers now gone? Or simply a feeling, a sense of loss? Or 
is the whole poem about love gone sour and the wish for it 
to come around again in one’s life? Wright evokes metaphors 
of light twice in the poem, “foresees the unimagined light” and 
“the blaze of light along the blade” further suggesting that the 
poem could be about an unborn child’s difficult journey to 
birth. Having said this, one could also argue that a love affair’s 
journey is also difficult, as is life itself, “This is the maker and 
the made”. Wright skilfully manipulates the reader to question, 
as each stanza unfolds, what is being addressed. Perhaps the 
poem is about our sub-consciousness, a kind of spiritual or 
religious consciousness married with the mess and reality of 
the physical, 

“This is the strength that your arm knows, 

the arc of flesh that is my breast”

I suggest that the persona is using a physical circumstance 
to invoke the life cycle itself in all its forms, both human and 
natural, 

“This is the blood’s wild tree that grows 

the intricate and folded rose”.

Edward Estlin Cummings (1894-1962), 
better known as ee cummings graduated 

magna cum laude from Harvard where he 
had studied Latin and Greek. His love 
sonnet it may not always be so; and I say 
addresses his lover directly and shares 
thematic content with the Anne Sexton 

poem discussed above in that he too 
basically is accepting of the fact that 
his lover is bound to fall in love 
with another man at some time. 
When this happens, “if your lips, 
which I have loved, should touch 
another’s” then the persona 

wishes to visit the new lover 
and “ take his hands, saying, 
Accept all happiness from 

me” establishing clearly he 
holds his lover as the epitome of happiness. 

That is, being loved by her, the new lover will no longer 
need anything else as she encapsulates happiness. The persona 
is resigned to the fact that change comes with time, whether 
one wishes it to or not and his graceful acceptance is heart-
wrenching. However, reading this sonnet from a feminist 
perspective, it could be argued that the persona of this poem 
suffers from a stereotypical patriarchal delusion. Is it his place 
to take his lover’s hand and in a way, give her away to her new 
lover in the same way that a father gives away the bride? Does 
a woman need the permission of her current male lover, his 
acceptance of her new lover?

Breaking with the subject area of love poetry, I would like to 
focus your attention on the lyrics of a song, a love song, written 
by one of the twentieth century’s most respected and performed 
songwriters, Cole Porter. His song, You’re the top, is an ode to 
his love. Like Cummings’ poem, Porter’s lover is the epitome of 
all that is brilliant in our world. His lover is favourably compared 
to the Coliseum, to the Louvre Museum, to the Tower of Pisa, 
to Mona Lisa’s Smile, to a play by Eugene O’Neill, to Dante’s 
Inferno, to a Boticelli painting, to the poets Keats and Shelley, to 
Mahatma Gandhi, amongst other masterful beings and places. 
Phew! What exaltation! The persona then directly juxtaposes 
the above in the same stanza by referring to himself as:

I’m a worthless check, a total wreck, a flop,

But if, baby, I’m the bottom you’re the top!

We have the lover being estimated as equal in beauty and 
power to the most revered painting of time whilst the persona 
is self-deprecating about his own self estimating that he is 
anything but the top and perhaps wondering how he, in all his 
unworthiness has come to be loved by such a perfect being as 
his lover. Porter’s song is sung in jest and in its tone is singular 
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amongst the other love poems discussed herein as the reader 
is quite obviously aware that no human being can be equal to, 
say, a Boticelli painting in beauty. Whilst we are all aware that 
a person cannot be compared to the beauty of, for instance, 
the Nile river, we cannot help but admire his blind love for his 

adored lover as we too may have experienced similar feelings 
about a loved one. Porter’s tone is flippant but at the same time 
engaging and disarming despite our cynicism.

Bruce Dawe’s poignant poem Then, deals with the subject 
of love but not love between two young sweet things but 

rather about the chances of love for people of a certain age. It 
reminds the reader of our society’s obsession with youth and 
beauty, as long as it is the beauty of young people. The poem 
invokes the reality we all are recognisant of and that is, the mass 
media’s focus on those with unlined faces and perfect bodies. 
Dawe effectively proposes that:

When you are older, nobody talks about love.

That was something that happened a long time ago, if 
ever.

You’re married, with or without kids, or, even if you 
aren’t.

You’re older, anyway, and that’s the end of that.

Using simple lexis, Dawe asserts his argument in a conversational 
tone with an accepting attitude of the way love, the need for love, 
the wanting of love is regarded in our Western world. There 
seems to be an acceptance that love is almost taboo  for older 
people in our society and the reader feels his pain throughout 
the six stanzas:

When you’re older, you know what the young are 
feeling,

But they, of course they think you’re safely past it

This invisibility of older people seems strange especially in 
countries such as Australia with its ever-aging population; 
older Australians being in the majority. Grey power perhaps 
has not yet found its way into Hollywood, into our trashy 
magazines and television stations. Locally, I note the recent 
unceremonious and sudden dismissal of news anchor Jim 
Waley and the female Lotto presenter- both were replaced by 
significantly younger broadcasters. Reflecting back on recent 
Australian films and television series, one is hard pressed to 
find a film  which concerns itself with the lives of people over 
50, let alone those over sixty and beyond. 

Tasmanian poet Margaret Scott, of similar vintage to Dawe, 
shares the thematic concern of love in the lives of people 

of a certain age but in a delightful, bittersweet way. In her poem, 
In the Garden, Scott revisits past relationships and tries to 
assuage her need to determine whether she had done the right 
thing by love by a decision she had taken decades earlier. Whilst 
pottering around her home’s garden, the persona is reminiscing 
about the past, and more specifically about old loves:

I am digging the garden and thinking about old loves

Who turn up sudden and shining like daffodil bulbs

In black crumbly spadefuls of years- ago.

Comparing her past lovers to dirty bulbs, Scott declares that 
whilst the smell of a beautiful rose may have jolted her memory 
what she recalls clearly are the men she loved:

This Tony- dark-eyed, a bit overweight, a fine tenor

Unlike Porter’s lover, Scott’s lover is not perfect, (for example, 
he’s a little plumb) nor did he behave like a white knight on a 
horse:

He proposed one summer Sunday at Madingley Hall

Under magnolia trees, so kind and fatherly,

So little like the extreme, passionate, spiteful run of the 
mill.

Scott’s persona ponders what her life would be like today, so 
many years after the event, had she accepted Tony’s proposal. 
The recalling of this incident leads to the persona re-examining 
a number of love affairs and is at first, not kind to her younger 
self and the reasons for choosing to marry:

I’m angry at all that power to give or withhold

Held by a silly girl who broke with Nick,

Languished after a lanky history student,

And married the one who could turn a compliment

The poem ends on a resigned tone, the persona accepting that 
her younger self could not have known then what she as a 
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mature adult woman knows now, comparing love to planting 
something, that is, one takes a chance and one is not really in 
total control of it:

Reflecting that it’s always

Touch-and-go that anything I plant will grow or bloom,

I feel kinder to that younger self

The persona is wondering what may have happened to her 
rejected lover, Tony and what could have been had she said yes 
to his proposal. The man she actually married may have been 
full of complimentary praise when he was courting her but 
we infer that she wishes now she had not been swayed in her 
decision by his sweet-talking nature. We understand that she 
is thinking with fondness of Tony as the poem’s last lines end 
with a direct reference to him and their younger-self images as 
depicted in a now-faded photograph:

I feel kinder to that younger self, smiling out of

The chancy weather in Tony’s pressed and faded 
photograph

Scott’s last line is ambiguous as it 
can be read that the sudden recall 
of her love affair with Tony has made 
her take down a photo album to look 
at a photograph of the two of them. I 
prefer to read the line in the following 
way as it is ever more poignant than 
the first interpretation. That is, Tony too 
is reminiscing, is still in possession of 
a photograph of the two of them in their 
younger years, and perhaps is also pondering 
what could have been had she accepted his 
proposal way back then. Tony too may be 
wondering now whether she ever thinks of him, 
since he may be looking at a photograph of her 
younger self in the same way she is thinking of 
him as she gardens, all these decades later, when it 
is a little too late to go back, and revise their history. 

The Alexandrian Greek poet C. P. Cavafy, (1863-1933) 
never had a collection of his poetry published in his 

lifetime but rather, he used to distribute copies of his poems 
to a select group of readers. Today, internationally revered and 
acknowledged as one of the major Greek language poets of the 
last century, many of his poems are exquisite meditations on 
unrequited love, on craving love, sustaining love and losing 
love. Despite their historical context, Cavafy’s language is 
quite frank in their exploration of Eros and erotic themes. It is 
noteworthy to ascertain that his sexual desire is not obfuscated 
by double meanings or changed personal pronouns, something 
which  many homosexual writers continue to do to this day, 

perhaps in an effort to avoid being pejoratively tagged as a gay 
writer? As Edmund White states in his non-fiction book The 
Flaneur, both French critics and the French public do not 
hold minority writing in high regard, choosing instead works 
of literature of universal themes. Having said this, it is not 
surprising that Cavafy remained unpublished in his lifetime 
given his geographical base and the historical period of his life.

Given that historians agree that Cavafy wrote his best poems 
as odes to his lovers, both those attained and those admired 
from a distance, he could easily be classified as a confessional 
poet (such as American poets Robert Lowell and Anne Sexton 
who seemingly convinced readers that their poetry echoed 
their personal lives) but he did not restrict himself to one style, 
having written a considerable number of historical poets. Let us 
look at Cavafy’s  He Asked About the Quality translated from 
the Greek by Edmund Keeley & Philip Sherrard. (The Hogarth 
Pres 1984 ed.).

The persona of this poem, a young man of 
twenty-nine stuck in a dead-end, dull office 
job, spots another young man working 
inside a shop which “sold cheap and flimsy 
merchandise for workers”. The youth’s 
physical appearance literally stops 
the persona in his tracks. The youth’s 
face, “compelled him to go in, and he 
pretended he wanted to look at some 
coloured handkerchiefs”.

It is obviously lust at first sight for 
the persona and to his delight it is 
reciprocated by the sales assistant 
at the counter, “the answers 
came back in the same mood, 
distracted, the voice hushed, 
offering hidden consent”. 

Handling the purportedly wanted 
goods, the persona and the object of his lust 

continue in the charade as the storeowner, “sitting at the back 
wouldn’t realize what was going on”. Cavafy builds the tension 
in the vignette and actually reverses the reader’s expectation 
(what are the chances that the sales assistant would share the 
same sexual inclination and then also find the persona sexually 
attractive?). This brings joy to the reader who is amused at the 
lengths these two youths have to go to in order to continue to 
fit in with social roles and expectations and of course, to avoid 
public disdain and/or the sales assistant losing his job; 

“They kept on talking about the merchandise-

but the only purpose: that their hands might touch 

over the handkerchiefs, that their faces, their lips, 

might move close together as though by chance- 
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a moment’s meeting of limb against limb”

 All this had to be done, “quickly, secretively” so that they 
are not caught out engaging in this furtive, erotic foreplay. 
The poem ends without the reader knowing whether this 
extended foreplay, full of nervous energy, erotic tension and 
eager anticipation is ever consummated. This allows the reader 
to imagine, to construct his/her own ending, a denouement 
which fits in with their point of view. Cavafy 
thereby engages the reader further than the 
time it takes the reader to go through the 
poem, making the reader think about what 
he /she has read and how the interaction set 
up by the poem might continue. 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s sonnet How 
do I love thee? can easily be seen as a 

precursor to later writers trying to put into 
words the enormity of the love they feel 
for their lover by comparing their lover to 
the most extraordinary things possible in 
nature or in the man-made world . Browning 
gushes:

I love thee to the depth and breadth 
of height
My soul can reach, when feeling out 
of sight
For the ends of Being and ideal 
Grace.

Browning continues by comparing the 
level of love she feels to any human need 
imaginable during daylight or night. Her 
love is as heartfelt as the need man has for doing that which 
is universally morally right. It seems like Browning is paying 
homage to, or channelling Shakespeare’s fourteen lines-long 
declarations of uncompromising and unyielding love. A love 
which she vows shall continue even after death as it is so pure 
and everlasting:

I love thee with the breath
Smiles, tears of all my life!-and, if God choose

I shall but love thee better after death.

It has been asserted that the English Renaissance transformed 
the love lyric from feudal to one which privatised the couple 
reflecting the social changes which took place in England in the 
seventeenth century. John Donne’s poem The Sunne Rising is of 
this period with much of Donne’s poetry categorised under the 
term of metaphysical poetry. In short, such poetry introduced 
the thematic notion of looking at man’s personal experience 
in its totality including dealing directly with love in both its 
romantic and spiritual dimensions. Summarising this particular 
poem one could simply say that it is an affirmative vision of 

love as it unfolds whilst two lovers are being woken up by the 
morning sun’s intruding blinding rays. The opening lines,

Busie old foole, unruly Sunne

Why dost thou thus,

Through windows, and through curtaines call on us?

Must to thy motions lovers seasons run?

appear to imitate (and 
perhaps outdo) Ovid’s 
Amores I, xiii  and we 
see here that literary 
imitation or paying 
homage to works 
of literature and art 
created in the past is 
not a new notion (as 
exemplified by the work 
of Mark Doty discussed 
earlier in this piece) 
but one which has 
probably existed since 
the beginning of time.

Much like Cole Porter 
and Browning exalt 
their lovers to the 
greatest heights of 
admiration and human 
achievement, to being 
as equal to the best of 
man’s most-admired 
creations, so too 

does Donne. His lover 
epitomizes the whole world:

She’is all States, and all Princes , I.
Nothing else is
Princes doe but play us;compar’d to this,

All honor’s mimique;All wealth alchimie.

The persona even alleges that, “Thou sunne art halfe as happy’ 
as wee” further humiliating the interfering sun he admonishes 
in the opening lines of the poem for disrupting the lovers’ 
reverie by shining through and reminding them it is morning 
and therefore daily, normal social demands shall soon come into 
play thus disrupting their perfect love. The defiant tone Donne 
adopts may of course be explained by the fact that Donne did 
not have an office to go to which may have required him to 
follow a tight schedule and perhaps this freedom allows him to 
not observe conventional norms and to reject them. 

Donne’s poem is a personal assertion of the transcendent power 
of love and the propositions it suggests have often be repeated 
in  both poetry and pop music time and time again through the 
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twentieth and the present century. The persona of The Sunne 
Rising advises the sun that all it needs to do is shine on their 
love bed and by doing so it can shine everywhere as the bed is, 
basically, the centre of the universe:

Shine here to us, and thou art everywhere;

This bed thy centre is, these walls, thy spheare.

Whereas the majority of the poets discussed are declaring 
their love for another human being in their love poems, 

William Blake’s The Sick Rose appears 
to be an ode to an failing rose which 
is being eaten away by the invisible 
worm. In addition, where the majority 
of the poems celebrate the notion of 
love and the transcendent power of 
love, Blake is lamenting the fact that 
the worm has fallen in love with the 
rose, as its particular type of love is not 
one to celebrate and revel in but one 
which leads to the death of its object 
of affection, the passive rose, which is 
unable to do anything else by virtue of 
its nature but acquiesce to whatever 
the worm wishes to do:

The invisible worm
Has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy
And his dark secret love

Does thy life destroy.

Certainly, The Sick Rose could be 
read as a parable, an allegorical story 
designed to convey some moral lesson. 
The rose, being the person loved by 
the persona of the poem and the worm perhaps being another 
person who has duped the object of the persona’s affection 
into believing the sincerity of its love; notwithstanding that the 
persona is of a different opinion recognising that the worm’s 
intention is to do harm (for example, destroy the rose’s social 
reputation) and being unable to communicate this insincerity 
to the rose.

Finally, let us look briefly at one of Shakespeare’s love sonnets, 
Let me not to the marriage of true minds (Sonnet CXVI), 

which could be mistaken as the epitome of a metaphysical 
poem written by Donne. Shakespeare becomes philosopher-
poet in his sonnets inquiring into the question of Time and its 
impact on human relationships. The theme of this particular 
sonnet is that true love triumphs over everything, including the 
passing of Time itself:

Love is not love

Which alters when it alteration finds,

Or bends with the remover to remove:

O no! it is an ever fixed mark

We see in this poem a passionate intelligence which proposes 
that whilst externals may change with the passing of the years, 
such as rosy lips and cheeks, love does not weaken when the 
circumstances which gave rise to it change. This a hopelessly 
romantic ideal, much like that proposed in the excerpted 
lyrics of the “Yello” song at the beginning of this article. For 

Shakespeare, love is eternal 
and has no match because  
whilst the years may cause 
some physical decay, 
Shakespeare proposes that 
love itself does not decay:

Love’s not Time’s fool, 
though rosy lips and 
cheeks

Within his bending sickle’s 
compass come:

Love alters not with his 
brief hours and weeks

But bears it out even to the 
edge of doom.

This poem can be read 
as the antithesis (or an 
antidote for the lovelorn) of 
most modern day romantic 
poetry about love with its 
unrequited love obsessions, 
the mourning regarding 
the lack of longevity of 
most relationships (for 
this we only need look at 

the statistics of divorce) and the many stories of love break-
ups, and “you did me wrong” messages in modern day sonnets 
(pop songs). The validity of love, or I should say, the apparent 
invalidity of it to win out against the passing of the years may be 
related to the historical/social times we live in and the notions, 
the meaning of love in vogue now and those in vogue during 
Shakespeare’s time (1564-1616); life expectancy for instance, 
was not seventy-something as it is in developed countries these 
days. In Shakespeare’s sonnet love rules supreme, forever, like in 
some fairytale of the “they lived happily ever after” kind whereas 
the reality of love in our era of instant gratification seems at 
odds with Shakespeare’s hopelessly romantic propositions in 
this sonnet.

Luke Icarus Simon is a novelist, playwright, poet and was, until 
December last year, the Principal of the University of Western 
Sydney’s English Language Centre. Three of his poems appear 
in the latest issue of Southerly. 
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Gwen Harwood is considered one of the more 
influential and enduring Australian poets. The former 
Queenslander died in her adopted Tasmania in 1995. 

Despite her oft-criticism of Tasmania it is her move there in 
1945 (to be with her husband, William Harwood, an academic) 
that enabled her to find a ‘contrast’ to the happy memories of 
her childhood and a warmer climate; indeed this type of duality 
which was necessitated by her Tasmanian move is integral to 
the understanding of her work as it forms the core of most of 
her well-known poems.

Whilst in ‘exile’ (her description) in the Apple Isle, Harwood 
had time to rear her large brood, play her beloved piano, 
garden and discover the philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein; a 
philosopher who was to exercise a profound influence on her 
work. Much of Gwen Harwood’s work (evident in nearly all her 
well known poems) examine the importance of dualities; often 
the differences between the world of innocence and childhood 
and the world of adulthood and maturity. It is indeed the subtle, 
diffused light and ambience of Hobart, best captured in “The 
Violets” which provides the essential contrast to the brightness 
and vivacity of the Queensland landscapes of her childhood.

Throughout her life, Harwood has won numerous prizes 
including the Meanjin Poetry Prize, the Grace Leven Poetry 
Prize, the Robert Frost Award and the Patrick White Literary 
Award.

This article deals with four poems by Gwen Harwood. In 
addition to these, the current prescribed list for NSW includes 
“Prize Giving” and “The Glass Jar”.

The Context of her Work
It is important to distinguish romantic poetry from the type 
of romanticism that characterises so much of Harwood, 
particularly when using her experiential childhood episodes. As 
a Romantic artist, Harwood calls on the imagination and Art in 
order to escape from the mundane reality of life that was her lot 
as a busy mother of four and a wife who was frustrated by the 
lack of intellectual and artistic life in Hobart. Romanticism is an 
artistic and philosophic movement that exists beyond a distinct 
time period (although it is often associated with England and 
Germany in the nineteen century) that predominantly deals 
with nature, its endurance, infinity, and its ability to gently mock 
the endeavours of humans. As a true romanticist, Harwood 
focused on the dichotomous, vexed relationship between 
individuals and nature, ignoring the turbulence of society in the 
60’s (that included the student uprisings in France, the Vietnam 
War, the Flower-power of the decade, drug experimentation, 
Space Travel and the Cold War Tensions) in order to find 
meaning and truth that included a reaffirmation of mysticism 

and Christian spirituality. This insistence on the primacy of 
nature connects Harwood with the rich literary tradition of 
other poets like Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Keats. By going 
against the trend of representing the social reality of the time, 
Harwoodconveys a sense of idealism and her work is rendered 
as reflective, meditative and contemplative. Like all romantic 
poets, Gwen Harwood elevates the imagination to the most 
privileged position in her work because she views this as the 
only way to synthesise binary opposites. Harwood draws also 
on symbols associated with the human imagination (eg: music), 
in order to aid her with reconciling the paradoxical nature of 
our world. Through the use of dualities, Harwood demonstrates 
the belief that the imagination was the ultimate creative power, 
“the faculty that helps humans to constitute reality”. 

Like all Romantic poets who tend to seek succour and inspiration 
from nature as a refuge from everyday life, Harwood relies on 
nature to understand the past as evident in “The Violets”. In this 
poem, God (the Celestial Father as opposed to her biological 
father) was seen as an integral part of the natural world, thus, 
estrangement from nature or the harming of nature, might be 
seen to reflect a world which is alienating and confounding. 
It is noteworthy how her own father, in that pivotal moment 
in her childhood relies on the world of nature to console the 
crying child. Nature is presented in idealized terms as well 
as a source of both subject and image in this poem as well as 
in “At Mornington”, where nature is presented as a process of 
purification and as a way to find truth and wisdom in the world 
of nature. 

Another aspect of Romanticism is the prolific use of symbolism, 
myth and allegory, evident in Harwood’s work such as the 
complex use of the owl in “Father and Child” as, simultaneously, 
a symbol of wisdom, an omen of death and a symbol of the 
feminine. Ultimately, nature, in the work of all Romantic poets 
acts as a reminder of our mortality, frailty and limitations.

Despite the positioning of her work as part of the romantic 
movement/tradition Harwood’s poems are entrenched in 
reality, in a feminist milieu, spearheaded by the ubiquitous 
“In the Park1”, that has been seen by some readers as a 
feminist polemic. Harwood, in most of her poems, refuses to 
sentimentalise little girls or claim that they are entirely innocent 
and devoid of a streak of cruelty and/or destructiveness. This 
is seen in ‘At Mornington’, ‘Prize Giving’ and most significantly 
in ‘Father and Child’. Harwood is not interested in politicising 
women or calling them to arms to fight for the injustices and 
oppression that they endure daily but rather comments on 
a patriarchal society controlled by men. The most overtly 
feminist poem in the prescribed list is “Prize Giving” where 

A CLOSE CONTEXTUAL READING OF GWEN HARWOOD 
BY WILLIAM SIMON, REDDAM HOUSE
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a sage fool of a man gets his comeuppance at the hands of a 
young girl with titian hair whose empowerment comes through 
art (specifically music) and through knowledge. This is a poem 
that can be seen as partly biographical due to the reference of 
the girl’s hair colour (one that she shares with a young Gwen) 
and through Harwood’s other writing.

Whilst examining the context of Gwen Harwood’s work, one 
needs to consider it as part of the modernist movement and to see 
it as trying to come to terms with human existence. In the same 
veinsuch as modernists like Virginia Woolf, Harwood seeks to 
convey the human condition, where we reside in the universe 
through an introspective process. She does this by relating 
the personal experiential authentic world and extrapolating 
from this the larger concerns that people face. Modernist 
texts emerged in the early 20th century and were primarily 
influenced by developments in psychoanalysis, anthropology, 
social reforms such as nascent feminism and pacificism and the 
ever growing process of industrialisation and the urbanisation 
of society (glimpsed in “Father and Child”). Modernist texts are 
concerned with representing the inner life of characters and 
this kind of introspection is at the heart of many of Harwood’s 
poetry (“The Violets”, “At Mornington”, “Father and Child”, 
“Alter Ego”). In all these poems she appears to be concerned 
with the ‘essence’ or ‘truth’ that lie beneath the surface and just 
how formative a seminal childhood episode can be in later life. 
Like a good number of modernists, Harwood had a positive 
outlook in life; believing an artist could uncover essential 
truths about the human condition and the displacement of the 
individual by the process of contemplation and through the 
power of philosophy and the artistic process.  In Harwood’s 
work this is seen as a quest for wisdom, a celebration of life in 
all its complexity and reconciliation of all the essential aspects 
of defining one’s self including the spiritual, moral, bodily, 
intellectual, emotional and philosophical realms. 

One of the ways Harwood challenges Modernism is by ascribing 
a religious dimension to her work, which some readers identify 
as an overt Christian perspective. Again, the poet is not 
interested in converting the heathens, but an understanding 
of the basic principles of Christianity, particularly the concept 
of resurrection, sacrifice, compassion, humility, love and 
forgiveness is essential in the appreciation of her poems. 
Although Harwood was a deeply religious Christian, she was 
never a zealot and her work is never didactic. She does, though, 
use religious iconography and allusions from both the Old and 
the New Testament and she integrates these elements smoothly 
into her work; although they do not constitute her subject 
matter per se. Instead they suggest the universality of the human 
experience in suggesting that the attempt to reconcile the 
paradoxical nature of life and the quest for spiritual fulfilment 
are essential human needs. What some poems like “Father and 
Child”, “The Violets” reveal is that people needed to heed to the 

humility advocated by the scriptures and that it is unwise for 
them to assume the role of God.

“AT MORNINGTON”
‘At Mornington’ is a complex poem concerning itself with the 
real and the imagined world. Like many of Harwood’s work, it 
merges past and present, dream and reality, concrete image and 
statement of abstract truth.

The poem documents what time has taken away from a pivotal 
childhood moment, when the persona’s father, ever the sensible 
figure, rescued her when she jumped in the water, thinking she 
could defy the laws of nature, 

and walk on water, 

like Jesus Christ. This experience is described as an “iridescent, 
fugitive” memory because it is still radiant and significant for 
her subsequent development but is also fleeting, because the 
passing of time has eroded some of the details. This experience is 
recalled in the second section of the poem, when she meets her 
lifelong (platonic) friend Thomas Ridell at Mornington where 
he lived. When she visits his garden (the two friends shared 
gardening as a hobby), she describes the innocuous image of 
the pumpkin that defies the laws of nature by hanging on the 
vines – a description that echoes the earlier childhood episode. 
Both images are infused with light, water and air; something 
that suggests a spiritual dimension in the poem. The pumpkin 
image is both serious and playful at the same time, reminding 
us of the dualities which are so important in her work.

The poem can be seen as a meditation on the past and as a quest 
to find affirmation in the present at a traumatic moment in time. 
The poem is nostalgic in tone, poignant, sad and sorrowful; 
all those things, in short, that are associated with the passage 
of time. The poem also reminds us of the infinite wisdom of 
nature (presented by the images of water, particularly) and that 
it will inevitably render everything insignificant.

Change is often accompanied with sorrow/lament and 
nostalgia. Stanza One describes the specific episode when the 
female persona jumps from her father’s arms into the water, in a 
moment of uncontrolled urge. The poem commences with, 

They told me

which informs us of the reflectiveness involved with this episode. 
In addition, the poem is narrated by an adult who recalls this 
pivotal experience. The past is recalled as vital, denoted by the 
action-packed verb, ‘leapt’. Again this experience takes place 
at the cusp of two worlds – the beach where water and land 
intersect. The simile, characterised by the long vowels, 

caught by a wave and rolled like a doll among rattling 
shells
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suggests both the literal turbulence of the sea and perhaps of 
life itself and reminds the reader that this took place a long 
time ago. The girl was visibly upset by this experience (“Still 
streaming with water”), but the religious allusion that follows 
(“I remember believing as a child, I could walk on water”) 
reminds us that the mature poet/persona sees this episode as 
an essential step in the quest for wisdom. The Repetition in the 
lines, 

the next wave, the next wave

denotes the purity of the sea as well as childhood energy and 
determination. 

The next stanza establishes the actual context of the poem – the 
poet and her friend, 

Two friends of middle-age

are at the graveside of her friend’s parents. This thoughtful 
moment acts as a trigger for introspection and reflection. The 
line,

On what flood are they borne

is a literal and metaphorical image that pays tribute to Slessor’s 
‘Out of Time’; the greatest modernist Australian poet whose 
work has influenced Harwood. The literal water becomes 
metaphorical with its reference to the ‘flood’ of memories. The 
term ‘borne’ recalls the cycle of life – together with reference to 
childhood and indicates the expeditious passing of time. This 
is reinforced by 

These memories of early childhood iridescent.

Iridescent recalls the vividness of the experience, and therefore 
its formative importance. The simile, 

Fugitive as light in a sea-wet shell

suggests memories have become forgotten, transient and 
fleeting; indeed difficult to recall in their entirety. 

The lyrical line, 

Among avenues of the dead

reminds us of the setting of the poem, in a necropolis. “With 
their cadences (rhythmic or measured flow or movement) of 
trees”  introduces the motif of music in the poem; something 
which is present in all her poems set for study. The “marble 
and granite parting”, refers to the tombstones and the “Autumn 
grasses”, refers to the leaves of the season; both suggest a 
prescience of death. This reference to the changing seasons 
reminds us of how transient life is. 

The third stanza involves itself with the recollection of 
Harwood’s visit to the garden of Thomas Ridell earlier that day 
and the extended metaphor of the pumpkins. The image of ,

Fine pumpkins grown on a trellis

creates an artificial situation where the pumpkin defies the 
laws of nature and physics, “the vines were rising above their 
humble station in airy defiance of nature”. The image of the 
heavy pumpkins (that usually grow on the ground) becomes a 
parable for the poet to suggest that she too is,

 a skinful of elements

seeking the light (symbol of life and spiritual enlightenment)via 
a humble process. It must be acknowledged here that humility 
is one of the cornerstones of Christianity. The stanza concludes 
with the disturbing image of, 

When our bones begin to wear us, to settle our flesh in 
final shape

itself a description of old age, deterioration in the grave that 
does not seem to perturb the speaker – indeed she is very 
accepting about this inevitable outcome.

Stanza Four moves from the personal milieu to the societal one 
through the comparison between an individual’s evolutionary 
journey of maturity with the earth’s evolution,

drying face of land 

This strong image is made more powerful by the Biblical 
allusion to both the flood of Noah, (“earth’s seamless waters”) 
and Charles Darwin’s Theory of evolution. There is no 
contradiction or confusion here in this dual image; it is part 
of Harwood’s artistry to construct images that contain several 
layers of meaning. The indentation used in the poem flags the 
movement from the present to the past as the poet recalls a 
‘telling’ dream (“I dreamed once, long ago”) when both she and 
her friend, are renewed and restored through life-giving water. 
The dialogue, 

There is still some water left over

infers that their time of death is not yet nigh. 

Stanza Five marks a return to the present moment but a present 
which is now magically reconciled with the past – almost in 
a continuum of time and emotion. She juxtaposes current 
emotion with the comforting happiness in her “father’s arms” 
whilst acknowledging the inevitability of death through the 
line, 

And when I am seized at last and rolled in one grinding 
race.

The verb, ‘rolled’ connects the present with the water imagery 
in the first stanza and reminds us of the uncontrollable nature 
of life. ‘Race’  in this context must be interpreted as beyond 
ethnicity and must be taken to refer to the human race. The 
economy of the image is striking as all bones decay into the 
earth. The generic human experiences of, 

dreams, pain, memories, love and grief
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suggest that these are the emotions 
which make up our humanity (captured 
in a series of nouns) and this line of 
verse can serve as an epigram to the 
entire body of Harwood’s work. Before 
the poem concludes, we are reminded 
of the importance of religion through 
the allusion, (“No hand will save me”) 
to the Sistine Chapel and the hand 
of God. This is a successful framing 
device since it connects with her 
father’s saving hand in the first stanza 
and it further reminds the reader of 
the inevitability of death (often violent 
as suggested by the verb ‘seized’) from 
which ‘no hand’ can save you.

The poem concludes with the lovely 
simile, 

The peace of the day will shine like light on the face of 
the waters

suggesting that rather than dwelling on the sadness associated 
with death, the poet celebrates the value of the day. The water 
motif, present throughout the poem, is fittingly present here at 
the end, again, bestowing a feeling of eternity and acceptance 
and suggesting that  love and friendship are vital in overcoming 
life’s challenges and that true friendship, such as the one 
presented between the two subjects of the poem can never be 
eradicated, not even by death.

The poet’s interest in Romanticism is conveyed through the 
sense that nature is eternal regardless of human frailties (death) 
and through the use of water as a uniting motif in the poem.

Interestingly enough, the feminist credentials of the poem 
are established through the lack of a specific gender for the 
narrator although we can safely assume it’s female because of 
the romantic tradition of casting the artist as subject of the 
poem.

This poem is deeply spiritual, and despite its specific 
geographical setting, the title can be seen on a metaphorical 
level to be alluding to the dawn of a new era, the Day of 
Judgment. The actions of the impetuous girl (1st Stanza) is an 
act of disobedience, echoing the actions of Eve in the book of 
Genesis. However, the Father in this case, is not an angry one 
(as instances of an angry God are found in the Old Testament), 
but a modern one, who comforts the errant child. Through the 
father’s modelled behaviour, Harwood accepts and revels in 
her spirituality and faith. Other spiritual allusions in the poem 
include the act of creation, as well as a reference to the Grim 
Reaper, when she states, 

When I am seized at last.

Also of importance is the term “parable” (reminiscent of the 
parables of Christ’s life in the New Testament) used by Harwood 
to alert the careful reader that her poems are indeed allegorical. 
The major motif of water recalls the cataclysmic and cathartic 
power unleashed by God. Finally the combination of water and 
light at the conclusion of the poem illustrates the acceptance 
of faith. 

From a psychoanalytic perspective the poem shows the 
interweaving of Freud’s life and death instincts – Eros and 
Thanatos2.  The child is taken to the sea’s edge, symbolic of the 
mother’s womb and birth. Here she encounters death, both at 
the literal level and also at the symbolic level of being absorbed 
back into the mother’s body, as represented by the sea. She is 
saved from this fate by the father, an allusion to the father’s role 
in the Oedipus Complex in which he separates mother and 
child through his own involvement with the mother. Thus the 
father himself is depicted here as streaming with water.  He is 
comforting, but, as in the Oedipal trauma, is also somewhat 
angry.

As his task is completed, the Oedipal scenes and all that is 
attached to them become repressed, hence the fugitive nature 
of the memories as they fleetingly and indirectly break through 
the repression, iridescent with almost dreamlike qualities.

The success of the father in rescuing the narrator is reflected 
in her movement out of the family romance into friendship, 
and into allusions concerning fecundity and life, carried via 
reference to the garden and to vines and pumpkins, which 
are suggestive of male and female sexuality respectively. The 
importance of the father in freeing the child is once more 
alluded to in a further reference to the father supporting the 
child when facing a Halloween pumpkin, symbol of the female 
as container, but in this instance in a frightening form, i.e., as 
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an uncanny object.

Juxtaposed with these images of fecundity and life, are the death 
images – the grave of the friend’s parents and the encroaching 
old age of both the narrator and her friend.  However, as 
indicated, there is a crucial interweaving of images of life and 
death, and notions of rebirth and resurrection, conveyed both 
in the idea of walking on water and the dream of drinking water, 
i.e., associated with living water, refiguring a relationship to the 
primordial mother as sea/water, infused now not only with the 
literal father, but God the Father. 

 “Father and Child”
Even though the poem ‘Father and Child’ is divided into two 
perfectly symmetrical poems (each consisting of seven stanzas) 
it is best to refer to this pair of poems as one poignant, lyrical 
tale that traverses forty year in the lives of a father and a child.

The first part (poem) entitled ‘Barn Owl’ concerns itself with 
the horrific and gruesome murder of an innocent bird by 
a mischievous child and the subsequent admonishment of 
this child by her stoic and strict father. ‘Nightfall’, takes place 
forty years later and presents a changed dynamic between the 
two protagonists. The errant child of the first poem has now 
gained wisdom whilst her father, once potent and strong is now 
ravaged by the passing of time as he journeys towards death. 
The poem concentrates on the dichotomy between light and 
darkness as a way of examining the passing of time and the 
essence of mortality. 

One profound factor that makes the poem so successful is 
the intertextual relationship it enjoys with Shakespeare’s King 
Lear; something that elevates the poem beyond the personal 
and the experiential and into the realm of the universal 
experience. The father in the poem is exactly the same age as 
Shakespeare’s eponymous character and in Part II is blind too, 
just like Gloucester. ‘Since there’s no more to taste/Ripeness is 
plainly all,’ and ‘Be your tears wet?” are both direct borrowings 
from Lear, as is the comment made by the daughter, ‘Old king/
your marvellous journey’s done.’ The poem, one of Harwood’s 
longest, is purposefully ambiguous when it comes to discussing 
the gender of the ‘Child’ in the title. It is only through the 
process of intertextuality that we can surmise that the poem 
echoes the father/daughter dynamic which is at the heart of 
Shakespeare’s play.

Stanza One introduces us to the barn owl, the hapless victim 
of the title that is traditionally associated with wisdom; the 
owl being the sacred bird of Athena. However its symbolism 
is not restricted to classical Greek times since the owl is also 
associated with death and is seen as a feminine ‘sign’. 

The poem commences with,

Daybreak

allowing the responder to immediately visualise the memory 
and to realise that the child enters a new chapter of life. 
‘Daybreak’ is also important because it imbues a mythopoetic 
tone to the tone and on a literal level it reminds us that the owl 
is rendered blind by the sunlight.

Blessed by the sun

sets up the first religious iconography and forewarns the reader 
that nature may be mocking the inexperience of the young girl. 
The description, 

A horny fiend

 is a literal one denoting the devilish capability of the child. The 
contradiction of the words ‘blessed’ and ‘horny’ are indicative 
of something unsettling, a prolepsis of the horrific act that is 
to follow. The poet subverts the idea of childhood innocence 
through the line, 

I crept with my father’s gun

as the protagonist commits such a barbarous act. The phallic 
gun, of course, is a metonym for the power of the father. It is 
precisely this assumption of the power, normally enjoyed by 
the father, that allows the child to shoot the bird. The child’s 
defiance is highlighted through, 

Let him dream of a child obedient, angel-mild.

 The adjectives ‘obedient’ and ‘angelic’ allow the responder to 
recognise the parallels between the child and Eve in the Book 
of Genesis who was tempted by the devil and disobeyed God 
by eating the forbidden fruit of knowledge, thus leading to her 
own expulsion from paradise. 

In Stanza Two the child calls her father an, 

old No-sayer

because he usually says no to unreasonable requests. The word 
no-sayer can also be seen as a pun on a soothsayer, a person 
that can see into a future, a sage. This could be implying her 
father was subconsciously aware of her act and is wise enough 
to predict the journey that will follow his daughter in forty 
years hence. 

Robbed of power by sleep

refers to the father who had been woken up by his child’s silly 
act. It also established sight/blindness as a recurring symbol in 
the poem and it connects the father to the figure of Sampson 
and more importantly to the figure of Lear, who was robbed of 
power by his daughters. Ironically in each case the loss of power 
will lead to renewed spiritual strength. The reference to the owl 
as a “prize” highlights the child’s naivety and utter cruelty, and 
it is interesting to note that some feminist critics of the poem 
have suggested, rather knowingly, that the alignment of the 
owl as a feminine trait and the use of the prize as a metonym 
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for virginity is conscious. This stanza concludes with the sad 
imagery used to describe the owl’s inability to see, 

Daylight riddles eyes.

The mythopoetic element continues in Stanza Three with, 

Light’s useless time away

that on a literal level refers to the uselessness of daylight since 
the nocturnal owl is unable to hunt. The masculine noun of 

master of life and death

 is successful because the identity of the female child has been 
transformed into a masculinist agency though the fortification 
of the gun. We are reminded that the child, is pre-adolescent, 
evident by “wisp-haired judge”. This is an effective paradox as 
‘wisp-haired’ reveals the youth of the child (thin hair is wispy), 
whilst ‘judge’ implies wisdom and intelligence, qualities the 
child lacks. This is clear as she condemns the bird for no evident 
reason, making her decision more malicious. “Whose law 
would punish” is again reminiscent of the Edenic tale of Eve, 
whose punishment was banishment. In “Barn Owl”, though, 
the young girl is punished by being banished from the world 
of innocence.

Stanza Four shows the reality of the child actually firing at the 
bird and is highlighted through the use of syntax. Through 
alliteration, (“Shot struck”) and sparsity of description Harwood 
presents the sudden shock felt by the child and reinforces the 
harsh reality of,

A lonely child who believed death clean and final, not 
this obscene.

The alliteration at the beginning of Stanza Five, 

obscene bundle of stuff that dropped, and dribbled, 

makes the image more horrific. The horror continues unabated 
with the bird, “tangling in bowels”, highlighting the anguish and 
pain felt by the bird. The child’s lack of confidence allows the 
poet to juxtapose the imagined world with the harsh world of 
reality. By dehumanising the owl, (“wrecked thing”) the child is 
able to see,

those eyes that did not see mirror my cruelty

an image which can be explained both literally and 
metaphorically. The owl is unable to see in the daytime and its 
eyes possess a kind of membrane that resembles a mirror so 
therefore the child can see herself reflected in these dying eyes. 
On a metaphorical level this is another allusion to Lear and the 
blinding of Gloucester. 

Stanza Six sees the father of the speaker entering the scene and 
sternly (but humanely) directing the child to, 

End what you have begun

thereby reminding the child that she must assume responsibility 
for her actions. 

The poem’s final stanza, Seven, presents a changed dynamic. 
The economical, “I fired”, shows the remorse and confusion 
now felt by the child who suddenly reverts to a childhood 
‘innocence’ by the euphemism, 

he slept

this also serves as relief for the reader realising that the bird had 
finally died. The following gesture, 

leaned by head upon my father’s arm

indicates the child’s innocence and the father’s ultimate power. 
The final lines of this stanza act as a transition point to “Nightfall” 
and this transition is achieved through the elongated vowels 
that change the rhythm of the poem. The child’s reaction, “and 
wept” indicates her remorse although she is still unable to fully 
comprehend the horror of what she has committed. The child 
cries because she was unwise and cries so much that she is 
appropriately,

owl-blind by the early sun for what I had begun.

The title of Section II of the poem, “Nightfall”, suggests the end 
of the journey and it is a kind of a knell of impending death, for 
the ageing eighty-year old father. It also connects to the first 
section of the poem, because a nocturnal animal like the owl 
can see clearly in the dark and appropriately it is only now that 
the speaker witnesses the wisdom of an owl, that she can see 
clearly, whereas she could not previously.

Whilst “Nightfall” adheres to the poetical structure of “Barn 
Owl”, its language and syntax become subdued, gentle and 
sophisticated as befitting a mature speaker witnessing the 
demise of her father. A lot of changes have occurred since the 
graphic shooting of the bird some forty years ago. We suspected 
the father was a suitable role model of personal growth for his 
daughter but it is only in this section that we have proof that 
she has learnt a great deal from him; in fact she has gained all 
his wisdom and more!

Stanza Eight commences with,

Forty years, lived or dreamed

 suggesting time has passed and denoting the complexity of time 
and memory. The female narrator is now facing that which was 
unimaginable to her as a child; that her father is approaching 
death: 

Now the season that seemed incredible is come.

In the next line,

Father and child, we stand in time’s long-promised 
land

the ageing patriarch is given a capital letter (in contrast to his 
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lower case ‘f ’ in the earlier section) to denote his importance 
to her. The,

long-promised land

is one of those complex loaded images used by Harwood; it can 
refer both to the promised land of the old Testament as well 
as to the Australian Aboriginal Dreamtime. Harwood uses this 
double-connotation to convey the richness of life that both the 
speaker and the speaker’s life has led.

In Stanza Nine, we have a concrete allusion from King Lear, 

Ripeness is plainly all

suggesting that death is inevitable. As the Father has grown in 
stature, he is nearing death, 

we pick our last fruits of the temporal

sustaining the allusion to Lear. The connection to the 
Shakespearean King continues with the information that the 
father in the poem is

Eighty years old

as Lear was when he died. Even though he is frail and suffering 
from dementia, he is still making sacrificing for his child in a 
moment of clear lucidity,

You take this late walk for my sake.

Stanza Ten begins with the rhetorical question, 

Who can be what you were?

 reminding the reader of the unique individuality and stature 
of the old man who is seen in this stanza as decaying and frail, 
a figure of pathos and sympathy. The rhetorical question also 
negates the negative perception of the father that the young girl 
entertained in ‘Barn Owl’. The lyrical lines, 

link your dry hand in mine, stick thing comforter

denote an unsentimental representation of the elderly whilst 
still managing to convey poignancy. We are also reminded that 
Harwood does not indulge in preconceived notions about the 
various stages of a person’s life. The Romantic nature of the 
poet includes the seemingly paradoxical image of 

birds crowd in flowering trees 

as a symbol of fertility to remind the reader that even though 
the Father is approaching death, nature will still live on.

Stanza Eleven continues with the barrage of poignant 
images and sentiments as we witness the last walk shared 
between Father and child in nature’s beauty of “sunset” (used 
euphemistically to symbolise death). The tone of the poem is 
accepting because death is part of the natural order of life – this 
is shown through, 

Symbols of transience

 suggesting the impermanency of life. The oxymoron of 

ancient innocence

denotes the natural rhythms of life, and imbues the figure of the 
old man (already fortified by the persona of Lear)with a kind of 
protean potency. The couplet, 

Let us walk for this hour as if death had no power

echoes Lear’s sentiments at the conclusion of the tragedy and 
reminds the reader of the irony in this present scenario; that is, 
the child who was,

master of life and death, 

now realises that death now has no power over their love and 
relationship - their time together is valuable and not subject to 
defeat by death.

In Stanza Twelve the persona states that death is 

no more than sleep

This is not merely euphemistic but carries with it a sense of 
relief given the state of the father’s health and his intermittent 
moments of lucidity. 

Things truly named can never vanish from earth

refers to the profound emotions of loyalty, sacrifice, love and 
integrity, in short, all characteristics which make up the human 
condition. True to Romanticism, the ageing father is appreciative 
of nature as he takes his final walk with his daughter, 

You keep a child’s delight for ever in birds, flowers… I 
name them as we pass

This line also reminds us of the inversion of the traditional roles 
of father and child.

Stanza Thirteen, presents the ageing old man as momentarily 
lucid, as he asks his daughter, 

Be your tears wet?

This affectionate moment contrasts greatly with his last piece 
of dialogue in “Barn Owl” where he was seen as powerful and 
commanding. In fact the striking unusual syntax used here is 
effective and is, in fact a direct quote from King Lear (Act 4, 
Scene 6).  The fragility of her Father’s (“Old King” – another 
reference to Lear) speech is well conveyed by the musical 
allusion, 

You speak as if air touched a string near breaking-point

This reference to a violin is significantly because music is a 
pervasive and constant motif in all of Harwood’s work. As we 
near the end of the poem, the narrator/daughter calmly states, 

Your marvellous journey’s done. Your night and day are 
one

The father just like the owl, can no longer distinguish between 
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the two. It is interesting to note the word ‘marvel’ in the epithet, 
“marvellous” and how this connects to the first section of the 
poem, “Barn Owl”.

The poem’s final stanza is a 
fitting denouement. We are 
informed that the father is 
indeed blind, “White stick”, which 
is a final reference to the motif of 
blindness at the core of King Lear. 
We also have an acknowledgement 
of the journey undertaken by the 
protagonist during these last forty 
years and the support she has received 
from her father, 

The child once quick to mischief

She has truly,

grown to learn what sorrows, in the end, no words, no 
tears can mend

“Nightfall” is narrated in the present tense giving the poem an 
immediacy, and making it more relevant and powerful. This is 
contrasted with “Barn Owl” that uses the past tense; appropriate 
since the traumatic event described there happened some forty 
years ago. Despite the change in tense the two poems/sections 
use a consistent rhyme scheme (ABABCC) that reinforces the 
infinite and universal nature of the poem.

Apart from the light ‘Prize Giving”, this is a strong feminist 
poem, without ever approximating a polemic. There is an 
acknowledged contestation for power in the antagonistic 
relationship between father and daughter in ‘Barn Owl’.  The 
father in this section is stern, controlling but humane. He is not 
at all presented as impetuous or indecorous, as his prototype, 
King Lear is in Act I. Even though there is a total absence of 
personal pronouns to gauge the gender of the child, the prolific 
allusions to Lear reveals the gender of the child as female. Unlike 
Cordelia, though who is sacrificed at the end of Shakespeare’s 
play, the daughter here is far more powerful because she is 
allowed her own trajectory, her own arc and ultimately she 
survives the poem; in itself not an insignificant consideration 
given the treatment and the naturalisation of women in most 
texts. At the end of the poem she is wise, loving, comforting 
and accepting and is seeing here as so, we realise how far she 
has come since the horrific shooting of the owl.

Religion plays a significant part in the poem since Harwood uses 
both the Old and New Testament, to illustrate the changing 
dynamics between father and child. In fact the division of the 
body and soul, or of life and death is presented structurally 
by the symmetrical 2 poem nature of ‘Father and Child’ that 
is considered by many to be Harwood’s masterpiece and is 
reinforced by the title itself. References to Christianity abound 

in this poem and we are shown how 
spirituality pervades every 
aspect of life; in fact at 
the end of the poem the 
speaker is accepting, 
loving, forgiving and 
humble, all essential 
characteristics of all 
good Christians. 
The lack of a 
personal female 
pronoun for the 
speaker is not only 

a feminist choice but also 
intentional because the poet intended this 

poem to be seen as a parable; a word she mentions herself in 
“At Mornington”.

The poem is a perfect example of how Harwood uses dualities 
in her poems to examine the vast realms of life and death. 
Specifically, she presents a journey of a young girl and examines 
the folly of her narcissism and omnipotence as she discovers the 
obscene nature of death. The young girl, challenges the power 
of her father and it is his ‘gun’ that allows her to be transformed 
into a callous murderer and to carry out the atrocity against 
nature. His command, 

End what you have begun

becomes eerie as the poem reaches its conclusion because 
it refers not only to his command to put the bird out of its 
misery but to prophetically command his daughter to finish 
her trajectory and to complete her journey into the world of 
experience – a journey that can only lead to death. 

A sense of mourning and melancholia pervades this poem as it 
does in “The Violets”. Melancholia as a condition was explored 
by the father of psychiatry, Sigmund Freud. Could Harwood, 
playfully be referring to this father as well? Apart from the 
shocking mourning for the dead owl in Section I, Section II is 
weighed down by melancholia and impending suffering as the 
daughter/speaker realises the imminent death of her “comforter’. 
In psychoanalytic terms she is involved in the process of 
internalising him, or taking him into herself metaphorically. 
Through this she will be able to preserve him as a source of 
enrichment, even after his death. However, the notion of frozen 
grief, which can never mend, is also present in this poem when 
Harwood talks about “such sorrows in the end, which no 
words, no tears could mend”.  Sorrow which cannot mend is 
characteristic of melancholia – a term brought to prominence 
in the work of the Romantics such as Shelley and Keats and 
something that has been replaced in the public consciousness 
these days by the more clinical term of ‘depression’.
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The idea of reversals and mirror images is again present in this 
poem in that the child who once was looked after by her father, 
now begins to look after him in his old age. However, this 
reversal is not uncomplicated because her father still remains 
her “stick thin comforter”.  Nevertheless there are intimations 
or indications that she does move toward the role reversal 
where she as the child looks after the parent.

A further reversal in regard to the father is present where it 
is said “your passionate face has grown to ancient innocence”, 
given that innocence is usually what one associates with a child. 
There is also an interesting juxtaposition between the word 
‘ancient’ which applies to old, and ‘innocent’ which usually 
applies to the young and to the child.  It is also used in regard 
to the father,

you keep a child’s delight forever

Furthermore in naming “birds, flowers, shivery grass” as they 
pass them, Harwood is doing for her father what the parent 
usually does for the child, i.e. naming things. Again we have 
an allusion here to Harwood’s knowledge of Wittgenstein’s 
language games and the somewhat arbitrary relationship 
between signifier (which is the word) and the signified (which 
is the thing).  It is this connection between signifier and the 
signified which is established when we name something and 
agree upon the name.

“Prize Giving”
Written in 1959, this poem has strong biographical links since 
it describes a young ‘Gwennie’ besotted by Mozart,something 
that she has written about in her short stories. In short, the 
poem is a contestation for power between an impetuous, 
sexually-aware young girl with titian hair and a successful, 
vain and complacent Professor who only decides to attend the 
Prize Giving Ceremony at a prestigious Girls’ school when the 
headmistress appeals to his vanity and his academic prowess. 
As with all her poems, “Prize Giving” creates a real duality 
between the passionate nature of music, as played by the young 
girl and the scholastic scientific world as embodied by Professor 
Eisnbart. In the poem’s climactic moment his world and values 
are trumped by the world of passion and art and he remains, 
not as Rodin’s Thinker but rather a humiliated man, a “sage fool 
trapped by music in a copper net of hair”.

We first meet “Professor Eisenbart” in the poem’s opening line 
and his title immediately establishes his apparent importance. 
When asked to attend the Prize Giving of the title, initially he, 

rudely declined

 informing us that it was beneath his dignity to attend. This 
reveals the mischievous tone of the poem as the poet beings 
to entrap and to humiliate her main figure of authority. The 
professor does capitulate though out of “indifference” when 

his ego was appealed to (“dry scholastic jokes”) by the school 
headmistress and he accepts the invitation. In a proleptic 
representational act, Harwood presents the headmistress as 
aware of his frailties and she proceeds to exploit them for her 
own needs, as the young titian-haired girl will do so at the end. 
The professor’s arrogance is further conveyed when he agrees, 

To grace their humble platform and lend distinction

and so is his vanity when he envisions himself in flattering 
“academic dress”, of “silk and fur”. His self-perceived importance 
is emphasised in Stanza Two when he thinks the girls’,

whirred with insect nervousness

The onomatopoeic ‘whirred’ perfectly captures his arrogant 
misconception of the young women as insignificant. The 
professor is seated above the

Half-hearted blooms tortured to from the school’s elaborate 
crest

a graphic image of the flowers manipulated into an unnatural 
position and the reader almost shares his, 

scowling with violent distaste

as he sees this unnatural arrangement. Maintaining a superior 
academic demeanour, Professor Eisenbart recomposes “his 
features to their best advantage”, adopting a contrived vision 
of Rodin’s Thinker which establishes him as pretentious and 
academically hypocritical since he has not demonstrated any 
interest in the academic pedagogy of these young women. 
Stanza Four marks a significant shift in the poem as Eisenbart 
notices the girl with “titian hair” sitting directly under the 
light amongst the “mosaic of young heads”. The vitality of her 
arresting hair is contrasted against the “blonde, black, mouse-
brown”. He also notices that she is holding a similar stance 
to his, “in mockery of his own”. Clearly through her pose, the 
titian-haired young woman ridicules his intellectual conceit, 
implying Eisenbart’s intellectual power is only a facade, an outer 
wrapping, much like his academic gown. In turn the reader is 
able to notice that it is his vanity that made him vulnerable. At 
this stage the girl is only flagged as his foil, a position she will 
assume fully in the next stanza when she accepts her prize for 
music. When her name is called out to receive her prize, she 
mocks the formality of the occasion,

 hitched at a stocking, winked at near-by friends

and proceeds to the stage with a knowing confidence 
– something that contradicts Eisenbart’s perception of the 
female students as innocent ‘virgins’. The “voltage fling” of her 
handshake, makes her the focus of attention for the rest of the 
poem and changes the dynamics between the two people. The 
schoolgirl is Eisenbart’s foil not only by gender but also by age 
and appearance and by what she represents: a world which 
acknowledges and appeals to emotion. She counterbalances 
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Eisenbart’s outward symbol of intellectual power and 
dominance, through her “casual” manner. At the piano she 
assumes a “master’s air” and brilliantly renders Mozart’s music 
with “passion and despair”.

Through these two characters the poet establishes a jovial 
arena between the world of science and reason (as the world of 
Eisenbart, a nuclear physicist should be) and the world of art (as 
encapsulated by Mozart). The girl’s youthful vitality, typified by 
her hair, and her overall presence makes her somewhat sexually 
provocative and consequently Eisenbart becomes trapped by 
the power of her music and her sexuality as shown through the, 
“rose-hot dream” and his need to “teased his gown while others 
clapped”.

Harwood’s use of the brilliantly comical final image, reflected 
in the girl’s winning trophy, presents the Professor with the 
ultimate reversal of himself. In a sense he is also her “trophy”, 
ensnared by her beauty, artistry and intuition. The oxymoronic, 
“A sage fool trapped by music in a copper net of hair”, reveals 
his folly and vulnerability and it is a perfect way to conclude 
the poem.

Perfectly at ease with the spirit of Romanticism, Eisenbart’s 
transformation is triggered by music, a symbol of the 
imagination. It is a piece by Mozart, as played by a sexually-
knowing young woman that strips him of his intellectual 
superiority. There is a suggestion in the poem that this pillar 
of society has lost his real connection with the world of nature 
and has become a figure of pathos and ridicule. His connection 
with the natural realm is awakened by passion and vitality. 
Through his humiliation Harwood constructs a minor feminist 
triumph but also suggests that all people are capable of growth 
and spiritual reawakening and that their follies can easily be 
ravaged by the potent world of music and passion.

This poem is a psychoanalytic gem since Professor Eisenbart 
perfectly encapsulates the excesses of Narcissus, a mythic 
figure who fell in love with his own image.  In addition, the 
poem also utilises the idea of the mirror as a way to construct 
identity, which reflects back to us our image in various ways, 
bearing in mind that the mirror reflects back a reverse image of 
the self as much as it reflects back our likeness. This is shown 
when the titian-haired girl provides Eisenbart with a mocking 
mirror when he assumes the pose of Rodin’s Thinker. Later 
through her mastery of music she provides a more significant 
mirror allowing him to see a reverse image of himself. He is the 
epitome of the rational and the conscious mind whereas she 
is the embodiment of the reverse; the epitome of passion. The 
titian haired girl’s passion is indicated in her capacity to play 
the piano with such passion and potency. We can assume that 
through the girl’s manipulation of a series of mirrors, that she 
has struck a better balance between conscious and unconscious 
processes, not surprising given the fact that this young woman 

is based on the poet herself.

The “rose-hot dream” experienced by the Professor, as a result 
of the girl playing a Mozart piece on the piano is interesting 
because the term rose also refers to female genitals in Freudian 
terms.  In Freud, dreams are a wish fulfilment, from which we 
can infer what it is that Eisenbart is wishing for. Another use of 
the mirror analogy deals with the reversal of the oedipal feelings 
which are evident in this poem.  In the usual Oedipus complex 
it is the child who feels aroused, but inadequate, in relation to 
the older figure in regard to sexual strivings. However in this 
poem, it is Eisenbart, the older person, who is aroused but feels 
inadequate and awkward in relation to the younger person, 
the titian haired girl. This role reversal is shown through 
thematically and pictorially as well as Eisenbart sees himself 
trapped upside down in the trophy, the titian haired girl’s silver 
cup, bearing in mind that the cup could be a symbol of the 
female genitals. This is added to by “the copper net of hair” 
which could refer to pubic hair.  However, it is important in this 
poem that it is Eisenbart who experiences the girl as sexual. It 
is he who ascribes sexuality to her and is involved in his head 
in Wittgenstein’s language games. There is nothing intrinsic in 
the girl to suggest sexuality in relation to Eisenbart.  It is he 
who actually finds her look disturbing. It is he who experiences 
voltage. It is not necessarily she who is doing anything, and in 
fact her silver cup, her trophy, is referred to as chased/chaste. 
Thus in conclusion, Harwood’s use of the notion of the mirror 
and of reversals, the interplay of the life and death instinct, and 
her knowledge of Wittgenstein, are reflected in this poem.

“The Violets”
In the lyrical poem, “The Violets”, the scent of violets on a 
cold dusk in Hobart recalls a hot afternoon in childhood in 
Mitchelton (in Queensland). The adult poet recalls a pivotal 
moment in her childhood, involving her inability to understand 
the passing of time, when she had to be comforted by her 
parents, now long dead. The fact that these flowers bloom in 
both contrasting climates link together the present and the 
past and are able to restore permanence, albeit fleetingly, to 
the memory of her beloved parents. In this poem, the child’s 
afternoon nap appears to have robbed her of a day of light, 
and, in her refusal to be comforted, she weeps angry tears. The 
enemy, of course, is time. She is unconscious of the name of 
the source of her tears but she recognizes it intuitively as an 
enemy. Present and past are linked by the violets and song; the 
recollected call of the stone-curlews from Kedron Brook and 
her wan whistling of Scarlatti to an indifferent blackbird. The 
poem itself enshrines in its music the lamplight presences of 
the past.

The poem is aptly titled. The violets themselves are symbols of 
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life and death and are traditionally associated with sorrow. In 
this work they constitute a strong sensory and olfactory image/ 
entity symbolising the poet’s maturity and her early childhood 
as they cleverly interweave the past and the present. The poem’s 
dual settings (Tasmania and Queensland), together with the 
sincerity and nostalgia of the poet, suggest that Harwood is 
speaking of her own experiences and memories, evoked initially 
by the picking of violets

The description, 

Dusk and cold

establishes the cool climate of Hobart contrasting it against the 
“hot afternoon” in Queensland when she was first  consoled by 
the fragrance of the violets. The word ‘dusk’ is associated with 
both death and the unconscious realm. It literally, however, 
belongs to a landscape between two realms (light and darkness) 
and is used by the poet as a jumping off point to reflect on an 
earlier evocative experience. 

The alliteration of,

Frail melancholy flowers

reminds the reader of the duality associated with the flowers. 
White violets symbolise innocence and the inexperience of 
childhood whereas blue violets symbolise faithfulness, or 
specifically in this context, family love. This duality in symbolism 
is sustained throughout the poem; violets are associated with 
spring, but because of the shortness of their lives and their violet 
colour, they are also connected with death. The flowers are the 
first of a series of stimuli Harwood uses to create associations 
with the past. The flowers are paradoxically growing 

among ashes and loam

since this describes both a fertile and a barren soil. This 
paradox establishes a suitable mood out of which a reverie can 
convincingly grow. As the poet bends to the ground to pick up 
the flowers she notices the Tasmanian sunset, specifically that 
the, 

melting west is striped like ice-cream. 

This striking simile captures the vivid colours of the natural 
phenomenon but also remind the reader of her estrangement 
from the Queensland topography she so values. She also notices 
a,

Blackbird… indifferent to Scarlatti’s3 song, 

something that reminds us of her interest in music and that for 
her, allusions to music are indeed catalysts for the unleashing 
of memory and personal introspection and reflection.  Finally, 
the light, 

Ambiguous light. Ambiguous sky

facilitate the necessary reverie and denote the subtle shift from 

present reality to past memory. 

The indentation in the next stanza informs us that she is now 
regaling a formative past experience in the Brisbane suburb of 
Mitchelton when she had woken up early from an afternoon 
nap. The sparing dialogue in this section, infuses a type of 
modernism into the poem giving it a dramatic quality. The 
mother’s comment, 

it will soon be night you goose, 

is authentic and comforting. The figure of the mother, herself, 
is highly idealised as a sexual being with, 

Long hair falling down to her waist,

as she tries to comfort her child who believes the day has been 
stolen away from her. The child’s error, in fact, evokes a sense 
of empathy through familiarity and innocence. In order to 
comfort the distressed child, the mother takes her to see the, 
Spring violets in their loamy bed

(an image of fecundity) but the child remains inconsolable until 
the father arrives from work. What is at the heart of this poem 
is the fact that the young child cannot grasp the significance of 
the passage of time, 

While I slept had stolen from me those hours of 
unreturning light

and time’s power over her own life. It is only as an adult woman 
that she understands memory’s power to counteract the dark 
power of time.  The father takes the child inside as we are told, 

into my father’s house. 

This introduces the Biblical overtones of the poem where 
the biological father is, compared to the Celestial one of the 
scriptures. There the Child is able to find comfort and security 
in the process, 

to light the lamp and the wood stove

the alliteration emphasising both the light and the warmth. 

In the next stanza, we realise that through the light of memory, 
the “lamplit presence”, the  poet’s childhood will live on, 
conquering the darkness of death and that the cyclical nature 
of the poem, from present to past, end’s the poet’s affirmation 
of the power of her memories, which are beyond, 

death’s disorienting scale. 

The final image love and faithfulness is a striking one,

child with milk, my father, bending to inhale the gathered 
flowers stroking my mother’s goldbrown hair, 

particularly since it presents almost a holy image of the family. 
The sense of continuity or bringing together of past and present, 
is one of the factors which prevents the poem from being too 
negative, as often remembrance of things past and thought lost 
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can be depressing. The final stanza, which has a similar function 
to the cadenza of a musical composition, clearly indicates the 
poet feels no sense of loss of the past. The poem conquers time 
and death, it seems, by its very existence. Time does not erase 
memory as the images of the past recreated in the poem prove. 
Nor does time alter love. Through the poem the love shared by 
the poet’s parents still lives as does her love for them.

This is the most striking of all Harwood’s poems as far as 
Romanticism is concerned. The haunting last line (“Faint scent 
of violets drifts in air”) reminds of the finest John Keats who 
explored a number of ways of overcoming time and death 
through nature and Art. In his poem ‘Ode To A Nightingale’, 
the nightingale, one of nature’s gifts, like Gwen Harwood’s 
violets, creates a sense of continuity between past and present. 
The song of the nightingale, like the perfume of the violets, 
remains unchanged from age to age. Similarly, in Keat’s poem 
‘Ode On A Grecian Urn’, the urn, a work of art in the same way 
that a poem is a work of art, outlives its creator, its immortality 
defying death. Gwen Harwood’s use of memory and daydream 
is also reminiscent of Keats, although is not derivative at all. 
The faint smell of violets at the beginning of the poem provokes 
her recalling of emotional experience and crystallises her 
recollection of the past. The poem is focussed on nature in all 
its wisdom and superiority and beyond human frailties. There 
is a sense of poignancy to realise that as the poet’s life is nearing 
its end, the violets and nature itself shall live on.

Again, the gender of the speaker is not specified but the specific 
biographical details can identify a female speaker, which is a 
tradition of the Romantic poets. 

Christianity in the poem is presented in a very subtle, but 
significant matter. It becomes evident when the poem’s 
protagonist, juxtaposes her biological father with the heavenly 
one through the syntactically dramatic line, “into my father’s 
house” and foreshadows the presence of the holy trinity at the 
end of the poem.  The displacement of the masculinist holy 
trinity and its replacement with the poet’s family, highlights 
the importance of preparing yourself spiritually for the Day 
of Judgment. This image, recollected by Harwood, while 
she stoops to pick up ‘melancholy’ flowers is fundamental in 
demonstrating Harwood’s belief that spirituality pervades 
every aspect of life.

“The Violets” can be interpreted through a psychoanalytic 
paradigm in three ways. It firstly presents an amalgamation 
of the life and death instincts through its interweaving of the 
past and the present. Secondly the phenomenon of seeing 
the present through the formative existence of the past is 
something that lies at the heart of Freud as does the third 
manner, which deals with the process of internalisation – that 
is where important people and events are subsumed into one’s 
identity and become inseparable from the self, so even if they 

are lost in the mimetic world, they are not lost from the self and 
in fact continue to exert an influence on the self. According to 
Freud, this focus on internalisation commences when people 
are alive, but is completed when they die through the process 
of mourning. If we are unable to mourn, we move into a state 
of melancholia. While the poem “The Violets” uses the term 
melancholy in the first stanza, it is less about melancholy than 
it is about mourning. This is because the poem deals with the 
richness and spiritually fulfilled life of the speaker despite the 
loss of her parents. In true Romantic tradition, the scent of 
violets reminds her, and the reader, that their presence is never 
far away because, as she states in “Father and Child”, “things 
named can never truly be lost”. The poet has internalised those 
she has lost, and is sustained by that.

The interweaving of the life and death instinct in this poem 
refers not only to the fact that Harwood’s parents were alive 
but have now died (this is alluded to in the title of the poem 
“The Violets”, as violets are a flower associated with death).  It 
also refers to the lost hours of Harwood’s childhood in sleep, 
which is akin to death, as well as the lost year from childhood 
to adulthood. 

A further aspect of this poem which might be seen through a 
psychoanalytic lens pertains to the nature of memory which is 
evoked through the senses. Memory is that which takes us back 
into the past and also projects us forward into the future.  It is 
like time, a trajectory of continuity.

(Footnotes)

1 Unfortunately not one of the 2005-7 HSC NSW prescribed 
poems

2 The Greek word for death.

3 An early Eighteen Century Italian composer who wrote music 
predominantly for the human voice.
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This suite of lessons on poetry writing and performance is 
designed to: 

develop skills in language and poetry
model writing and performance by a professional 
performance poet, Tug Dumbly
construct situations in which students are encouraged 
to write and perform poetic works as expression of their 
own culture

value the pleasure of creative expression.

The lessons are offered as an assortment of activities from 
which teachers may select according to the interests of their 
students and the time available to them. They are written for 
students so that teachers can copy and paste them into student 
handouts. Underlined words are technical terms that teachers 
may need to explain more fully to some students. 

HOW DO YOU SAY IT?
The most important trick to performing poetry is to get the 
audience’s attention from the very beginning. In this activity 
you will consider how this might be achieved through your 
delivery, tone, and use of gesture and sound.  

Here are the opening lines of some of Tug Dumbly’s poetry.

I Like it Strong (extract)
“Hey, waiter!
what do you call this tepid bilge?
I asked for coffee,
a thick, hot, black triple-shot
of high-grade, fully-leaded
amphetamine beans,
caffeine to spasm the heart
and split the skull.

Ordinary Australians (extract)
Pollies keep waffling on about what Ordinary Australians 
think,
what they do, what they feel, what they like to drink.
And yet I’ve never seen one with my own eyes,
an Ordinary Australian, alive in the wild.

The Day the Poets Union Went on Strike (extract)

This nation’s seen some black times,
some times of trouble and strife,
but none as black as the day
the Poets Union went on strike.

People, We Have Progress! (extract)
Advertising: the art of making simple ideas

POETRY WRITING AND PERFORMANCE
MARK HOWIE AND EVA GOLD

IN-SCHOOL POETRY PROGRAM
The English Teacher’s Association NSW has worked with Tug Dumbly, performance poet and radio personality to devise a 
suite of dynamic lessons tailored to Stage 5 and 6 English syllabuses to reinvigorate and extend students’ interest in poetry. 

The package is made up of 5 lessons, 4 delivered by the teacher and 1 by Tug Dumbly as he performs and explains how he does 
his work.  Each lesson is made up of student activities building skills for them to write and perform their own work.  Here is 
what some of your fellow professionals have said about Tug Dumbly’s program.

“Rarely are my Year 8s speechless let alone gobsmacked. For achieving that Tug Dumbly is a genius! His performance was 
innovative, energetic and quirky. He captured their attention and held it even after his last breath. Tug Dumbly is a performer 
passionate about his art who truly proves that poetry belongs on the stage not the page!”

Ms. M Kennedy, The Scots College

“Tug’s show is a really worthwhile experience for students. They got to experience entertaining poetry presented in a really 
dynamic way. Most of our students write good poetry but then kill it when it comes to presenting it out loud. Tug’s performance 
gave them a taste of how poetry can be brought to life in a way that they can apply to their own work. The students completely 
enjoyed the show and I highly recommend it to English students and teachers alike.”

Ms. L Pothoven, Sefton High School

Audience: Students at Stage 5 or 6. Duration:  1 hour (or 1 lesson – decided on negotiation) Minimum Number: 50 students 
Cost: $4 per student. (Schools outside the Sydney metropolitan area will need to fund Tug Dumbly’s travel expenses) 

For enquiries and bookings: English Teachers’ Association NSW    

Tel: 02 9517 9799    Fax:  02 9517 2652    

or email your interest to admin@englishteacher.com.au                     
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complex for dumb people.
I Might Be Wrong Day (extract)

Polls show, pollies prattle,
people prate, pundits opine ...

But warning: opinions may cause death.

1. In groups of 3 or 4, experiment with different ways of saying 
these lines. Begin simply by reading them:

Fast/ slowly

Loudly/ softly 

2. Then move to experimenting with tone.  You could try to 
sound: 

Aggressive
Contemptuous
Seductive
Jocular
Friendly
Patronising
Anxious

World-weary

Then experiment with adding gestures to accompany your 
recitation. Then experiment with creating your own sound 
effects to accompany your reading of the lines. 

3. Now settle on the desired speed, volume, tone, accompanying 
gestures and sound effects. Practise your performance. Present 
it to the class.

4. Evaluate the performances. What worked well and why do 
you think this was the case? 

In your group you should be able to judge if you have captured 
the audience’s interest.

The class should be able to:

 identify the tone you have chosen 

 say how it affects the meaning of the lines and 

 whether the performance appealed to them and why.

THE SOUND OF POETRY

We are used to recognising a work as a poem because we 
can see its pattern on the page. In poetry we can also hear its 
patterns - patterns of sounds, silences, stress and pace. 

Below is one of Tug’s non-rhyming poems, People we have 
Progress! rewritten in prose form. In your group, choose one 
of the paragraphs (checking that the whole poem has been 
covered in the class) and re-write it as poetry as you believe 
it should sound. Read your chosen stanza aloud to hear the 
patterns that would correspond to the line breaks.  

Perform your stanza for the class.

People, We Have Progress!  

1 - Advertising: the art of making simple ideas complex for 
dumb people. That’s not a razor, it’s a Mach-ten turbo facial 
defoliating system with on-board contour-control computer 
chip for all terrain shaving!

2 - And just how good can a toothbrush get? Don’t answer before 
trying the Dentatron. Designed by NASA, the Dentatron’s 
unique Quasar-Swivel-Gimble-Sprocket-Head combined with 
revolutionary astro physic bristle system delivers the latest 
in  deep face exploration. Reaching far-flung gums and cavity 
galaxies the Dentatron will colonise your mouth to deliver a 
new benchmark in luxury brushing. The Dentatron - it’s not 
just a toothbrush, it’s an oral hygiene revolution. Coz people, 
we have progress!

3 - Experience the feeling of Old Master Toilet tissue. Printed 
with the works of Rembrandt and Da Vinci, our unique micro-
smooth five-ply nano-fibre will pamper your bottom with 
exquisite images of the Mona Lisa and Sistine Chapel. Because 
your bottom deserves it, because your bottom is worth it, 
because your bottom is important to us. Old Masters, it’s not 
just a toilet paper it’s a Renaissance in toilet tissue technology. 
Coz people, we have progress!

4 - Prams so advanced they need servicing - pneumatic tyres, 
brakes, gears, airbags and bullbars, tinted bulletproof baby 
limousines screening onboard DVD’s ...

5 - Sock with aeronautics degrees, underpants so smart they 
change the wearer, thermodynamic bras watches as phones 
phones as cameras, cameras as tvs, tvs as fridges, fridges as 
home entertainment complexes, function upon function in a 
Swiss-Army-Knife life till the only dysfunctional object left in 
the house is you.

6 - Supplement upon supplement, flavour upon flavour in an 
upsized, upgraded mega-value-added world. Just how much 
more can we add? Don’t answer before trying our new cherry, 
diet, vanilla, chocolate, tangy-berry, orange-lemon-lime 
flavoured Coke, with a hint of cola, free with any purchase 
of hash brown burrito popcorn flavoured beefy chicken chilli 
cheese bits in chutney and hazelnut gravy. And to think, 
primitive fools used to be satisfied with mere Coke flavoured 
Coke!

7 - But no longer, because the unmarketed life is not worth 
living and the unmarketed death is not worth dying, so do a 
search on Google-Vale Glades for www.mega-upgrade-
value-added-death.com, lay yourself to rest in an internet 
cemetery stick a camera in your coffin and charge the world to 
watch you slowly decompose, coz people, we have progress!

POETIC PILE-UP: ACCUMULATION

In poetry, more than any other art form, how something is 
said is as important and as interesting as what is said. In fact 
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what makes poetry poetic is the emphasis on the form and 
language.

In the first stanza of Out Damn Sport! Tug Dumbly expresses 
his frustration with the pervasiveness of sport in our culture. 
The intensity of his frustration is felt through the accumulation 
of the matey diminutives associated with that culture. It is these 
language techniques that convey the power of his feeling and 
are the key to the effectiveness of the poem.

Out Damn Sport!
Out damn sport!
I’ve had a gutful of
Blueys and Blockers and Buggos
and Campos and Fatties and 
Bennies and Dougies and
Sterlos and Pluggers and Sluggos
and Wakas and Gabbas and
Healies and Cashies and
Waughies and Warnies and Windies
and MCG’s and SCG’s and

pass the bucket please!

In your groups

1. Brainstorm and research examples of  language used by 
particular groups or associated with a particular situation.

2. Write a poem with particular attention to sound and rhythm 
using the structure below:

Out damn …..(your pet hate)

I’ve a gutful of …. etc

Pass the bucket please!

3. Perform your poem to the class.

Here is another example of accumulation for you to perform 
and enjoy – an extract from Ordinary Australians using a 
tetrameter with a rap beat.

Ordinary Australians 
It’s a Muslim, it’s a Buddhist, it’s a Christian, it’s a Jew, 
it’s a member of a Bankstown Hip-Hop crew.
It’s centrefold sexy, rough as Bruce Ruxton,   
doesn’t follow fashion or care what it chucks on.

It’s a poofter, it’s a lezzo, it’s a bloody man’s man,  
it’s a ballet-dancing truckie rolling rigs across the land.
It’s a junkie, a gym-head, a fully-fledged freak,
it’s a gun-toting, redneck, racist cyber geek.
It’s a boffin, a meathead, a petrol-headed prude,
it’s a musty academic that says hey dude.
It gets off on Coltrane, Mahler and Bach,
likes Death Metal and digs South Park.

It’s a wanker, a winner, a yobbo and a snob,
it’s a microcosmic member of a multi-culti mob.
There’s a rumour goin’ ‘round it was bred by aliens, 

but you and I know different,

it’s an Ordinary Australian.

Students can write their own poems based on this structure 
and using some aspect of language usage that you wish to teach. 
You may choose to construct a poem of this kind jointly with 
the class or have students work independently in groups. 

1. Brainstorm and research examples of a type of usage.

2. Write their poem with particular attention to sound and 
rhythm.

3. Perform their poem to the class.

Suggested types of usage:

• Technical jargon

• The language of their own group

• Slang

• Hollywood hype

NB. This could also be used as an introductory activity to 
teaching the idea of discourse.

FIGURE OF SPEECH: METONYMY 

Metonymy is the figure of speech where an object or concept 
is replaced with a word closely related to it. Metonymy works 
by connection or closeness of ideas rather than similarity. So a 
typical metonym is the substitution of the name of a building for 
a person or office eg ‘The news from Government House…’, ’The 
Palace has expressed its displeasure at…’ There is no similarity 
between the Governor of NSW and the official residence or the 
Queen and hers but they are associated with one another in 
people’s minds.

Once considered fairly literary, metonymy is figure of speech 
that has infiltrated the everyday through its frequent use in 
advertising. By associating a product with what we desire, 
advertisements  have successfully set up a metonymic 
relationship between such things as toothpaste and romantic 
fulfilment, a car and social acceptance, margarine and 
motherhood.  

Metonymy is now a common form of labelling and social 
stereotyping. We take one well-known or obvious aspect of 
something and use it to stand either for the thing as a whole 
or for some part of it. This allows us to make quick judgements 
about people even though the characteristics of a given social 
stereotype may not have much basis in fact. So we have the 
‘Chardonnay set’, ‘Westies’, the ‘blonde’, the ‘little Aussie battler… 
etc. Tug Dumbly sums up this process in the opening lines of 
Target Me!

Target Me! 
Target me!
I wanna be slotted, boxed, pigeonholed.
I wanna be explained,
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a succinctly summed
segment of society...
Let’s see,
am I part of the Chattering Class?
One of those Chardonnay-swilling
latte-sipping, black armband-wearing
bleeding-heart, Bo-Ho
Academic, intellectual,

P.C. leftie elites...? 

STEREOPHONIC STEREOTYPES: THE FLYTING

A verbal duel or flyting is a light-hearted and entertaining 
exchange of insults, practised by many cultures. In a flyting, 
two people take turns to outdo each other in the richness of 
their rhetorical scorn. These dialogues are seen in disputes in 
pubs and in families where elaborate insults display wit and 
insight. 

To hold a flyting:

1. Identify a ‘type’ and its opposite. 

2. List the qualities associated with each (how they look, what 
they do) to create metonyms.  You can enrich those metonyms 
by using compounded nouns as in these examples:

• The Metal-studded

• The Beer-swillers

• The Dance-crazed

• The Sun-worshippers

Here are some of Tug Dumbly’s descriptions of Bondi that you 
may want to use as a model:

Bondi
Bondi:
Smug, ugly Bondi.
Shallow, plastic, tourist-trapping Bondi.
All that pneumatic ego.
All that casually self-conscious vanity….
…
Bondi:
vanity’s mile,
one long catwalk of networking,
of buzzing yuppie eateries called Chi Chi’s 
crawling with TV producers named Iggy
who toy with rocket salads and 
decaf soy mega macchiatos and 
guffaw with pre-fab gusto

as they fake sincerity…

3. Now, using the same pair of ‘types’, have them compete in 
mutual flattery.  If you are having difficulty choosing types, try 
a dialogue between 

• teachers and students

• the young and the old

• footie fans and artists

INCONGRUITY: POETRY AND CLICHÉ
A cliché is an overused expression or idea. Clichés are often 
dead metaphors, that is, metaphors that have become so 
commonly used that we no longer recognise them as images 
eg. rosy-cheeked children, a landslide win, a running sore etc.

The piling up of clichés is exaggerated and has the effect of 
parody. This can be quite humorous. Read this extract from: 

It could be funny if it weren’t so tragic:
Orr mate the game was magic          
hundred and ten percent, 
done the hard yards, win on the cards
roolly come down to defence,
me groin’s on the mend, kept up me end
lucky ‘bout the weather,
end of the day it’s fair to say
the locker-room’s where we really play

when the boys all pull together.

1. Highlight the clichés. 

2. Notice how the patterning of sounds is not rigid. There are 
rhymes, half-rhymes and lack of rhyme in some lines. Underline 
the rhymes in one colour and the half-rhymes in another.

3. Check to hear the patterns of stresses in each line. Note them 
down. The first 2 have been done for you.

 /       /             /                /

Orr mate the game was magic 

 /                     /          /                   

hundred and ten percent, 

Have the class identify a situation such as:

• Doing well

• Feeling sick

• Working hard

• Being strong etc

Divide the class into groups and have them brainstorm as many 
clichés as they can around this situation.

Students are each provided with an A4 sheet table of 6 boxes. 

Students are instructed to walk around the space trying to 
collect 6 clichés from other students, filling each box with a 
different cliché on the given topic. 

They keep circulating until they have 6 different ones. 

Have students string these together, give them some rhythmic 
pattern and if possible a sprinkle of rhyme. 

Students perform their compositions for the class.
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Lesson with Tug:

Each workshop will be structured as follows:

1. Commence with one or two of Tug Dumbly’s poems 
(covering issues relevant to and aimed specifically at the age 
group represented at the workshop).

2. Discuss how and why Tug writes poems, where and how 
does he generate his creative ideas?

3. Is a Britney Spears song poetry - recite some lyrics from one 
of her songs. Hip-Hop and Rap - is this a new strand of poetry, 
and if so why? Compare Eminem to Shakespeare - reverse roles 
and rap some Shakespeare in an Eminem style, then recite 
some Eminem lyrics as a Shakespearian monologue (This will 
entertain the students and challenge their preconceptions). 

4. Tug will also perform his Eminem parody “What’s Slim Shady 
Got to Bitch About Now?”

5. The Workshop as a whole will then construct a poem from 
suggestions given by the group based on ideas from the previous 
lesson.

6. Rhyme and rhythm

7. Tug will give performance tips on how to make this poem 
effective.

8. The workshop will end by demonstrating that anything can 
be a fit subject for a poem – Tug will perform his work “Riddle 
of the Beached Thong”

Post Tug

Students in groups/pairs develop up poems using some of the 
techniques of the last few lessons and perform to the class.

IMAGINATIVE ASSOCIATIONS

Tug Dumbly says that he gets his ideas for poetry from the 
media or something from ordinary life. His imaginative journey 
seems to follow this path:

Experiment with this process.  

1. Bring an image of either a person or a thing 
into class.

2. Place them appropriately into a box labelled 
‘person’ and another box labelled ‘thing’. You may 
wish to prepare a list of words related to these 
categories to spice up the selection if necessary. 

3. ‘Dip’ into the box and select one person and 
one thing and develop associations - Choice A is 
like Choice B because. eg. 

• A politician is like a banana because…

• A mother is like a bucket because…

4. Extend the associations by brainstorming further similarities 
with your group.

5. Write and present a ‘Who am I?’ riddle for the class to see if 
they can guess both the person and the thing.

WHAT IF

Another way Tug Dumbly has further developed associations is 
by describing one situation in the language and preconceptions 
of another. 

In Wrinklies Week he describes the habits of old age in terms of 
illicit adolescent activities. By speculating ‘What if the pastimes 
of teenagers and attitudes towards school leavers were applied 
to pensioners?’ he extends the association of seniors and wild 
partying into a satire on the judgmental views of adults to 
teenagers.

Wrinklie’s Week
About this time every year
The sap it starts to rise
in the nation’s pensioners
who up and mobilise
Ten thousand wild retirees
Spill from nursing homes
To shake their rickety hips
And neolithic bones -
Oldies, biddies, crusties, coves,
Cantankerous cranks and coots,
Hang up pruning shears
And don Safari Suits
A geriatric army of
Ivy’s, Sids and Mays,
A pearly sea of twin-sets
And liver-spotted greys
Pile into Corollas
And buses all a’creak,
And head to Budgewoi

For the start of Wrinklie’s Week.

Every year they flock to town
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Like a Bogong plague,
Let their dentures down
And have their wicked way.
Indulge in dangerous habits
Like caffeine after three,
Sipping cups of chamomile
And dropping vitamin E
Sharing knitting needles,
Risking hearing-aids,
Bingeing big on sherry
At all-night bingo raves
Doing lines of tapestry,
Snorting smelling salts,
Getting high by slipping bits
Of uppers in their soles.
The town’s awash with dealers –
Rummy, Bridge or Whist,
Anyone can score
It’s impossible to miss.
It’s said that certain tearooms
Sell designer rugs -
Tartans, checks and florals,
Others say that drugs
Have lead to wild debauches
Of unprotected bex –
Aspirin, Ford, Viagra,
With laxative effects.
There’s wrinklies shooting insulin,
Rabid diabetics,
Slipping disks, popping hips,
Imbibing diuretics.
There’s wrinklies having gran-bangs,
Sharing carving knowledge,
With pruning demonstrations
In amongst the foliage.
Teenagers are traumatised,
Scared, scarred and perplexed,
By the hideous evidence
Of over-aged sex.
They found a monogrammed hanky
And half-eaten peach,
Which all seemed to suggest
A wild Orchy on the beach.
Budgewoi don’t like it
When the hoards arrive,
And yet it’s Wrinklie’s Week
That keeps the town alive -
Fleecy slippers, floral prints,
Frilly, fusty cossies,
A sea of Terry-Toweling
Go walking out of Fosseys.
Sightseeing tours
Are booked up to the peak
By budget-minded, package-dealing
Day-tripping freaks.
A spokesman for the police said:

“we’re trying to do our best,
Even so there’s been sixteen
Cardiac arrests
“Double-parked wheelchairs,
Bowling-green diving,
Multiple charges of
Lamington driving
“Old spice, Brylcream,Four-Seven-Eleven,
They’re using this stuff openly,
Raging on till Seven.”
One old coot arrested
refused to give his name,
said the cops had set him up,
that he was Zimmer-framed.
The police say it’s hard
to control geriatrics,
whenever they’re arrested
they resort to dirty tactics
“We just can’t shut ‘em up,
they’re such deadly bores,
talkin’ ‘bout the good old days
the weather and the war
“investments, nest eggs,
share portfolios,
they reminisce until we crack
and have to let ‘em go
“It’s dangerous, even deadly,
This bloody Wrinklies Week,
Already so far
One person is deceased
“She was knockin’ back shandies,
Then o’deed on Keno,
After mushing on to Frank and Tony,
Burl, Bing and Deano
“just collapsed in the bowling club,
Passed out on the floor,
A tragic waste of life,
She was only a hundred and four
“But you just can’t tell ‘em,
And that’s the saddest fact,
Coz once they reach a certain age
You just can’t hold ‘em back.”

This is how the parallel situations work. Find some other 
examples.

In your groups, decide on an association and develop it using 
the grid. You could see an event, situation or person in terms 
of something else.
For example:
• A school student in terms of a prisoner
• Reality TV in terms of a trial of endurance 
• Parliament as squabbling babies
• Surfies as members of the Country Women’s   
 Association/ Boy Scouts etc
1. Draft your speculation as prose.
2. Cut and edit it into poetry. 
3. Perform it to the class.
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Girls in Pants: The Third Summer of the Sisterhood by Ann Brashares

Girls in Pants: The Third Summer of the Sisterhood is the second sequel to The Sisterhood of the Travelling Pants 
and continues the story of four childhood friends in their last summer together before they go to college. This 
transition stimulates many different issues for each of the girls with the common thread being how their life-long 
friendship will survive such changes in circumstances. Tibby is dealing with her friend Brian’s changing feelings for 
her and her guilt about an accident that leaves her little sister in hospital. Bridget must redeem herself with Eric, 
whom she had manipulated two years earlier, sleeping with him before either was ready for the consequences of 
their intimacy. Carmen’s mother has remarried and is pregnant and Carmen is worried she will lose her place in her 
home and family to her new brother. Lena, must extricate herself from her domineering father and have faith in her 
talent in order to claim her place at art school. 

Each of the girls plays a significant role in the family life of the others and thus is significant in the development of the 
other. For example, Carmen helps Lena’s family realise that Lena’s grandmother longs for her home in Greece and must 
return since her son had forced her to come to America.  Another example is Tibby supporting Carmen’s 
mother through childbirth. Each has issues that they need to face and something that they must surrender in order 
to move on into a more independent, autonomous life. Whilst this is a novel about the significance of friendship, 
for most of the story, each girl is alone and most of the transformative action of the story occurs through a process 
of self-realisation. Girls in Pants: The Third Summer of the Sisterhood is a highly enjoyable tale that highlights the 
significance of self-reliance and deals in a realistic way with issues that affect teenage girls:developing self-awareness 
and identity, finding love, dealing with sexuality, making the transition into adult life and the accompanying changed 
relationships with friends and family. 

Situation Nursing home School
 Outing Schoolieʼs week
 Corallas, creaky buses Sports car?
Description rickety hips, neolithic bones Youthful bodies
 Safari suits Mini skirts

Participants Pensioner Teenager

Activity Dangerous habits
        *      Sharing (knitting) needles
        *      Risking (hearing) aids
        *      Getting high by slipping uppers (into shoes)
        *      Dealing and scoring (cards)
 These lines are doubly effective because of the punning on illicit drug taking.

Situation
Participants
Description
Activities

 Event/Situation/Personality 1 Event/Situation/Personality 2
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As a teacher-poet, I have often been asked by other 
poets about the state of poetry-writing in schools.  
One reason is that poets are interested in expanding 

their own audiences, and eager to make a living out of poetry  - 
though that is nothing but fool’s gold for most of us.  Many would 
love to establish a niche for themselves by giving workshops 
to younger people in schools.  Certainly, guest lecturers and 
workshops by celebrity media and fiction writers seem to be 
increasingly popular in private schools, especially with senior 
students studying Extension 1 and 2 English, whose teachers, 
generally speaking, are not writers themselves. Overwhelmingly, 
however, Extension 2 students seem to be choosing narrative 
forms and critical responses, with poetry as a runner-up, which 
reflects the relatively low status of poetry in our world.  Poetry, 
after all, is often seen as difficult, inaccessible, requiring too 
much hard work from the responder.   

Wanting to turn this around in my own school, I have for several 
years invited poets such as Joanne Burns to give workshops to 
our Extension 2 students in Year 12 and to other groups at my 
school in Sydney’s north-west.  As a result of the poets’ lively 
engagement with students’ poetry and prose, their problems 
and creative ideas, many students have changed direction in 
their writing, and have been inspired to explore and write 
more contemporary poetry. Australian poets such as Margaret 
Bradstock, Brook Emery, and Judith Beveridge have been very 
well received by our students, who quiz them extensively on 
their poems and their creative writing processes and their 
solutions to problems encountered in composition

For the past five years, I have tried to expose students and 
my colleagues to more innovative texts and contemporary 
Australian and international poetry in translation, and to model 
the best of what is available of classic and modern poetry of 
many kinds.  One of the most important things is that students 
see teachers themselves reading and writing poetry, struggling 
with the same problems, and publishing -  the best kind of  
modelling.

As a result, the number of students at my school choosing to 
write a collection of poetry for their Major Work is increasing 
every year. Judging by the increasing number of students across 
the state and nation-wide who enter poetry competitions such 
as the Dorothea Mackellar Award and the Taronga Poetry prize, 
it is evident that poetry writing is thriving in pockets all over 
the place, and that Extension 2 students are enthusiastically 
responding to this trend.  

The poet and academic, Peter Kirkpatrick and I have judged the 

Roxfest Poetry competition for the past five years, and every 
year it takes several hours to sift through and decide on the 
winners.  We are often impressed by what quite young children 
are writing in the way of poetry, especially children as young 
as eight and nine.  The freshness and unusual perspectives 
and imagery in some of their work reminds you that poetry 
really needs to be carefully, richly and diversely taught, not 
dogmatically and in a conformist way, if young people are 
not to have their most genuine creative impulses stultified or 
crushed.  

Formulaic poetry teaching, in particular, is not the way to 
go (as judges we shudder at all those poems on colours, and 
emotions (“envy is a plate of cold beans”).  Teachers at this level 
should look for other approaches than setting students barren 
“exercises” which teach conformity in imagery and ideas rather 
than the kind of divergent, surprising, dynamic thinking and 
imagining which emerges if you open students up to diversity.  
Students need quality poetry, not doggerel, to be modelled in 
the classroom.  

One of the positive consequences of the recent emphasis on 
“creativity” in the new  7-10 and Senior curricula in NSW is 
that composition itself and the creative process are more highly 
valued.  In Year 9 at my current school, for instance, students 
write a short major work (a short narrative, in this case) and a 
reflection statement for an across-the-grade assessment task.  
The task is completed over six weeks, and students have the 
opportunity to hone their creative strategies in consultation 
with their teachers, in a similar though less intensive way to the 
mentoring relationship between teachers and their Extension 
2 students.  In Extension 2, students have the opportunity to 
explore their chosen medium at length for the best part of a 
year, and to compose a substantial creative work.  

Two of our senior students who turned to poetry as their 
preferred mode of expression are reflecting a growing interest 
by young people in what is arguably the most difficult art-
form.  One had already won a District Poetry competition, 
been published in Youth Writes, the National Anthology, and 
was joint winner of the inaugural Poets’ Union Fellowship 
Awards.  Another was a close runner-up in the latter awards, 
and both attended the Annual Poets’ Union Poetry Festival, 
where poets from all over Australia come together for readings, 
performances and chat over a champagne or a beer.

I recorded a conversation with these two Extension 2 poets after 
their Major Works had finally been submitted to the Board of 
Studies for assessment.  I wanted to find out why they were 

“COLOURS COMING OUT OF OUR MOUTHS”: 
POETRY IN SCHOOLS 

LOUISE WAKELING, BAULKHAM HILLS HIGH SCHOOL
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so drawn to writing poetry, to see to what extent they shared 
my own obsession with it.   Why this passion for poetry, when 
some of their peers, equally intelligent and talented, are bored 
and frustrated when asked to respond to the work of some of 
the best poets in the language, let alone write the cursed stuff 
themselves?  

LW: N-, When did you first start writing poetry?

N:  I first began to write when I was in infants’ school – 
assignments that teachers set.  I always liked to write poetry 
instead of stories because I just found it easier.  I used to rhyme 
my poems, with really bad rhymes, up until about Year 5, when 
I started to experiment.  I picked it up again when I was in Year 
10, at the age of 15, with encouragement from teachers…  

LW:  Why poetry?

N:   I like the way you have to express things succinctly, and 
use words economically, and the way you can experiment with 
structure, and punctuation.

LW: So poetry affords more of those possibilities than prose, 
for you?

N: Yes.  I’ve written a bit of prose - not as much.  I feel 
comfortable in that medium, I find it easier to write prose, I 
don’t feel I have to concentrate as much.  I can just sit down and 
rattle it off, but I enjoy writing poetry more.

LW:  Are there other reasons why you might gravitate towards 
that form, which is, after all, one of the most difficult texts to 
write?

N:   Because it’s beautiful, and it’s not just the way it sounds, it’s 
not just the way it reads in your head, but the way it looks on 
the page, too.  I like the things you can do with it.

LW:  A-, when did you first start writing poetry?  Was it recently, 
or have you always written poetry?

A:  I suppose it’s the acrostic poems you start off with, but then, 
last year, as a Year 11 major work,  I did just one poem, and 
included it with some stories, and  I enjoyed it.  I did it because 
I had to, in a way, but I still enjoyed it.  Free verse allows so 
much freedom – I can’t rhyme.  You can express it in so few 
words -  the economy of it, it’s just so simple to express.  You 
can describe a whole painting in intricate detail, and it takes 
three words - you can break it down to that.

LW: When you write prose, do you find yourself leaning towards 
poetry?  Do you feel uncomfortable in other mediums?

A:  I’ve never been able to write a story, as in beginning, develop 
the character, middle, something happens, and the ending 
– it’s never happened.  I’ll always have a discussion, or make 
some sort of a comment, and to put that into two thousand or 
whatever words is difficult – I can get that now in poetry.

LW: You like the conciseness of poetry?

A:  Yeah – I like reading novels, and how they have the character, 
and you get into their world, but with  poetry, it’s like going 
to an art gallery, almost; I’m drawn to the emotions, and the 
physical aspects  of it…

LW: It’s a very intense form?  

A: Yes.

LW:  What does it do for you personally, then?  Do you see it as 
a very private thing, or a public thing?  Or are you just on the 
verge of that, with this Major Work?

A:  A lot of it is private, as in, when someone else reads it, they 
won’t understand what I’ve got hidden under there, but I really 
enjoy other people reading it, seeing their feedback, and how 
they relate to it, whether it makes them laugh, or contemplate 
and go, “Oh yeah, never looked at it that way”.

N:   I like the way that poetry hits the individual.  You kind of 
get smacked in the face by it, whereas with prose you get slowly 
drawn it.  

LW:  It’s something you live with over many days, weeks, months 
maybe, with a long novel. You’re living with it like a friend.  But 
poetry should smack you in the head.  Emily Dickinson talks 
about poetry taking the top of your head off.  So it’s a visceral 
thing, too, good poetry?  It hits you in the gut?

N:  And it stays with you.  I find it really easy to remember good 
poetry.  The first time I read “Kubla Khan”, it just stayed in my 
head.  The rhythms, you just remember them.   And the David 
Malouf poem, “Stars”, it just stayed in my head….   I just think 
it’s beautiful.

LW: And they become part of you, these moments of intensity 
that you live through poems.

N:   And poetic novels, too, like  Janet Frame’s Owls Do Cry – 
it’s my favourite novel.  It’s probably difficult to read, compared 
to other novels, but it stays in you.

LW:  Have you found that your poetic intensity, and those 
things that you do well in poetry, carry across to prose?

N:  It definitely influences it.  That’s a good thing.

A: You get the best of both worlds. You can either have the 
narrative or a chunk of  poetry in the middle, but you can also 
write in a poetic style.

LW:  And you can just open up the prose from something that’s 
a bit stodgy and narratorial and conventional.

N: I think any good work has an undercurrent of poetry in it 
anyway, even plays and films.  Even if it’s not stated, it’s still 
there.  In the film Dancer in the Dark, there’s no mention of 
poetry at all, but it’s there.
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LW: Some films are a visual poem.

A:  Originally, poetry rhymed, and it had alliteration and 
similes, but when you begin to write it, you realise it’s not like 
something they’ve had to do - incorporate the rhyming scheme, 
and everything.  It’s something that has meaning, and it’s got so 
much more depth to it.

LW: In terms of the creative process, each of you might like to 
talk about how you write.  Is it an agonising process for you, as 
it is for so many people, or is it a totally enjoyable, sensual sort 
of thing, where you feel really fully alive when you’re doing it? 

N:  Every time I write, it’s like a catharsis.  I feel better after it, 
I feel like I’ve done some good to the world, even though the 
world will never see it.  I feel like I’ve contributed something.

LW:  That you’re a maker, an artist, a creator.

N:  It makes me feel good.  It sometimes painful but it doesn’t 
have to be.  Within the pain there is always beauty.  

LW: Is it easy to generate once you sit down, and you’re in the 
right mood?

N:  Sometimes.  I like to do lots of stream-of-consciousness 
writing, and to read, say,  a Michael Dransfield poem, and then 
close my eyes, and let all the images sit in my  head, and then 
just write what comes out for about ten minutes.  Not in poetry 
form – just write it…

LW:  Just bounce off, basically, another intertext?

N:  Yes, and then from that raw material, turn that into a poem, 
by doing lots of drafts.  I find that really enjoyable.  

LW: Would that be a normal method for you, or do you do that 
only when you’re not inspired, just to kick-start you?

N: Yeah.  

LW:  I do that, too, sometimes.  

N:  Often I sit down with the intention of writing, but I just 
can’t do it, and I start drawing.  

LW: But you’re still thinking.  It’s all part of the process, even 
if you don’t use it or write, it’s still productive time, because 
you’re adding to the layers, somehow.

N: I find the weather influences me – I can write when it’s cold 
– and I can write at night-time better than in the day, and all the 
way through the night.  Sometimes I’ll stay up and just write.

LW: Do you feel manic, at times, when you’re writing?

N:  Sometimes.

LW: You know, when you’re on a roll, and you don’t notice the 
hours, you’re just fixed here in this task, and you’re not gonna go 
till it leaves you. And then you might feel a bit raw and ragged, 
and exhausted.  A-, is that part of your process, too?

A:  Maybe not hours and hours.  Before I go to bed, and if I’m in 
the mood for poetry, I’ll sit there and just lie with the light off, 
and things will come into my mind, and I know I’ll kick myself 
in the morning if I don’t write it down.  So I turn the light on 
and scribble it down, and I end up in the morning with just a 
sheet of random thoughts that I’ve just come up with.  They’ll 
just, say, separate out, and develop into bigger poems, or some 
of them will link together.

N:  I have a book, and a pen beside my bed, because I dream a 
lot, and I remember my dreams.  Sometimes I wake up in the 
morning and there’ll be all these things written on the page that 
I don’t even remember writing!  I think I must just do it in my 
sleep.  

LW: But your dreams are just so important – your dreams 
are the ways of working things out that your conscious mind 
doesn’t work out.  That’s a great source for poetry – provided 
you can grasp them.

A:  With the intensity of some poems, you’ll have written 
something and a month later you go back and look at it, and 
you get a jab.  You go, “Whoa, okay!” and you realise the actual 
meaning of it,  and relate it to an experience that’s happened in 
the past week.

LW: And things just slot into place.  The thing that you’ve been 
grappling for and struggling towards - suddenly it’s there.

N: And it’s perfect.

LW. Serendipity – when things somehow magically just slot 
into place, and it’s just that “lightness of being” that the creative 
writer gets…

N: Sometimes you have, like, a hole in your work, and you need 
a single word or a phrase to complete it, and you’ll find that 
single word, or you’ll realise that it doesn’t need to be like that.  
You can keep it.

N:  When I’m in the zone for writing, in the zone for performing, 
as well, I see colours coming off everything. I do usually, just 
when I’m sitting here.

LW: Like auras, you mean?

N:  No – colours.   I mean, I can see colours coming out of your 
mouth, now, but when I’m in the zone, it really intensifies… 

LW: I like that.  Is it something you’ve refined, that you’re really 
conscious of?

N: Not really – it’s kind of normal.

LW: You’ve withdrawn to some really inner space, here, haven’t 
you?

N:  When you’re in the zone, everything kind of just slots 
together, and everything feels right. I get it when I’m performing, 
too, doing drama things.  It’s completely private, both writing 
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and performing, and at the same time it’s completely public.

Even when I’m writing a poem that’s intended for my eyes only, 
it’s completely public, because it’s there.

A:  But to actually put it on paper, as well – you may be the 
only one who’s going to read it, but you have the need to write 
it down still. Maybe it’s a memory thing, or maybe it’s just the 
visual of the poem sitting there…

LW: It’s the fact that it’s something you can actually hold in 
your hand, and see, and read, and touch – it’s the actualisation 
of this process that’s gone on.  That’s very satisfying, when it all 
comes together.  Even when it’s a draft.  It’s almost like you sit 
back, and say, “Did I do that?”

N:  Sometimes I can’t remember writing things that I write.  I’m 
completely awake, I know I’m sitting down writing something. 
Then I feel better and I’ll go away, and come back five days later 
or something, and I’ve never read it before – it’s like it’s new…

LW:  It’s like a kind of automatic writing, is that what you’re 
suggesting?  That  you feel something is dictating to you?  It 
used to be called the Muse.

N: Yeah.

LW: And do you feel that you’re totally taken out of yourself in 
some way, or that something’s pouring into you –

N:  No.  It’s me.

A: It’s personal.

LW: Something coming from inside, then?

N: At the same time, my mind’s completely in it, like in the 
words, but it seems I’m not, it’s somewhere else…

LW: You’re an agent and you’re not an agent. 

N:  I wrote in my Reflection Statement that the most important 
thing is finding out, in any work of art, the core of it.  But it’s 
embedded in contradiction.  Anything I’ve ever read that is 
any good, appears at first to be a whole lot of contradictions.  
They’re not stated, but at the core of it is a complete clarity.  
When I was writing, that’s what I tried to bring to all of my 
poems.

A: You have to read it from beginning to end, to make it a whole, 
to bring it together.  

N:  Sometimes, even when words don’t go together, like 
completely different words - 

LW: Totally disparate – 

N:  And they sound right together, like red and foxy.  You put 
them together, and it’s clear…

LW: It’s almost like the metaphysical poets, yoking things by 
violence together that have really nothing to do with each other, 
but as soon as they do they have this really close, symbiotic 

relationship, and it feels right…

N:  A bit post-structuralist, too. That’s a really important thing 
that I discovered in the writing of my Major Work.

LW:  It worked itself out somehow in what you were doing 
there?

N: Yeah. 

LW: A-, in what ways did you clarify your vision or your voice 
in writing your Major Work?

A:  Starting out, I wanted to do a musical theme, but nothing was 
coming out, and so I would sit down and write whatever would 
come into my mind.  I changed that theme to experiences and 
landscapes, and it worked so much more easily.  Not forcing 
myself to write about a particular topic really helped.  Just the 
freedom of it, to be able to write what was important to me at 
that time.  I wrote some about where I live, about the dam, and 
the flying fox, and that sort of thing, and my brother read it on 
the weekend before I handed it in.  He goes, “Oh yeah, we did 
that - this is me doing this as well.”   It just felt so good…

LW: That he could really relate to something in it, that was the 
core of the experience…

A: Yeah.  I think my other brother would, too.  To anyone else, it 
would just be description, but it’s so personal to me…

LW: That’s what poetry can do so well - capture the moment, 
so it must feel good to be a kind of spokesperson, in a way, 
for other people as well  who don’t write poetry, we assume, 
and who wouldn’t be able to capture that experience in quite 
the same way.  That’s what poets are drawn to, though ego 
comes in too much sometimes.  Poets can feel that somehow 
they have a divine right to speak for others.  That’s one of the 
dangers for poets, perhaps, as they get pompous and middle-
aged…[laughter] 

A: If I get stuck on inspiration, I’ll go and read through a 
collection or an anthology, and there’ll be a few lines from a 
poem, or a single line.  I can write it down, and later I’ll come 
back to it.  I can develop a completely new idea around it.  
That line can be the starting-point for my work, although it’s a 
completely different experience.

N: Reading a lot of Australian poets has had an influence on my 
voice.  I don’t believe in patriotism or nationalism or anything 
like that, at all – I don’t know why,  but it still did.  Michael 
Dransfield has been important.

LW: What other Australian poets have been important?

N:  Kenneth Slessor, Charles Buckmaster, and all the generation 
of ’68.

LW:  That’s my generation!   [Laughter]

N:   I really admire their style.
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LW: There was some good experimental stuff being written 
then, and a lot of that has fallen by the wayside…

N:  And the Beats, and the Black Mountain poets in the US…

LW: That’s right.

A:  I probably didn’t do as much research as I was probably 
required to do. I read Robert Frost, and an anthology, and 
that’s basically all I read for my Major Work, so I had entirely a 
personal voice.  I wasn’t overly influenced by any.  The way you 
would say to me, “Go and read other poets”, and all the time I 
just had that one book.  Maybe it was just laziness!

LW: Do you feel impelled, perhaps, now, to go and read more?

A:  Yeah, I do.

LW: And you too, N-, and not just those poets, either – expand 
it a bit?

N:  Yes – but I don’t just read those poets!  I can’t read Russian, 
of course, but I like Akhmatova, and Pasternak.  They’re 

wonderful.

LW: Yes.  They have something that we don’t have, because of 
our relatively sheltered position in the world – that sense of 
acute suffering, and a long history that they’ve been immersed 
in, and much more respect for the concerns of poetry among 
ordinary people, as there is in South America.  There’s no 
widespread, popular respect for poets in Australia, but with 
the engagement of young poets like you, I hope that’s going to 
change!  

.

  

BOOK REVIEW
Eshuys, J. & Guest, V. (1997). The Power of Poetry. 
Noosaville, Qld:

Universal Publishing Pty. Ltd.

A treasure-trove of poetic delights, and a good starting 
point for teachers of Stage 4 students. Eshuys and Guest 
go far beyond the scope of the average textbook to present 
teachers and students with an interesting, succinct text 
which provides a comprehensive look at the reading, 
analysis and writing of poetry. Urging students to be 
“powerful, tight, different, visual, musical” (p.55) in their 
writing, The Power of Poetry provides useful scaffolds for 
students and a matrix of learning outcomes for teachers.

Structured in sections which aim to help students develop 
literacy skills, explore different forms of poetic writing and 
engage in critical analysis, the textbook adopts a personal 
growth approach to the study of poetry. Its treatment of 
feeling and style in poetry is particularly incisive and adept, 
and will appeal to Years 7 and 8. With an attractive and 
colourful layout and an up-to-date selection of poems, the 
textbook is both accessible and a useful way to introduce 
students to the elements of poetic language. With a variety 
of scaffolds, the book includes several poems by teenagers, 
and a section of alternately poignant and lighthearted 
poems relating to adolescence, friendships and life at 
school. Including a delightful section on metaphors, and 
some particularly useful advice (complete with examples of 
students’ writing) on drafting and redrafting poems, Eshuys 
and Guest present their readers with a rich selection of 
poems and ideas for teaching and writing poetry. A nicely 
integrated mixture of poems, scaffolds and strategies for 
use with junior English students.

Katy O’Connor

BOOK REVIEW
Denial by David Belbin 

Denial is a very tightly structured story that keeps the 
reader wondering about the main characters until its last 
revelations. Its somewhat disingenuous narrator is the 
almost fifteen year old Cate, who tells the reader about 
her “dissociation” very early in the novel, describing 
her past disconnection from her parents, her friends 
and herself. As the novel progresses, her ability to keep 
her own desires and emotions stifled and separate is 
increasingly obvious and used dexterously as a major plot 
device. Cate is coming to terms with her mother’s new 
husband and baby, her emerging sexuality and personal 
identity. She leaves her mother’s house and moves in with 
her father, Dan, using this change in circumstances as an 
opportunity for reinvention. 

Dan is a young, popular English teacher at Cate’s new 
school, but as she has her mother’s name, their connection 
is kept secret. Shortly after Cate arrives at the school she 
meets Aaron and begins a relationship with him, even 
though she is aware of his love for his friend Natasha, a 
beautiful girl in his year with whom he was previously 
involved . Natasha, brings charges of sexual assault against 
Dan, who is suspended from school and then descends 
into a drunken depression. Cate uses her connections with 
Aaron and Natasha to find out more information about 
what actually happened between Natasha and Aaron and 
Natasha and Dan, while keeping her true identity a secret. 
Eventually, the charges are dropped and Dan is reinstated, 
but the truth of the matter is revealed, appropriately 
enough, in an exchange between Natasha and Cate 
during interval at a performance of The Crucible.  Denial 
is an extremely taut story told in an unsentimental way, 
creating a betrayed and bereaved survivor in Cate and a 
range of credible characters who have all been affected by 
abuse in some way, either as victims or perpetrators. 

Melinda Kearns
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When I teach Milton’s epic poem, Paradise Lost, 
to undergraduates at UNSW, I like to begin by 
putting down the text and reciting from heart 

the invocation of the muse with which that great poem begins.  
In so doing, I understand myself to be performing Milton’s 
poetry, where performance is a remarkably rich and, at least in 
relation to some goals, I think highly productive activity.  Let 
me explain.

Performance of this kind, first of all, involves an act of memory.  
Having studied, read about, and read and listened to the 
opening twenty-six lines of the poem on many occasions, I can 
remember the poem, and it is out of that memory of the poem 
that I am able to recite it.  When I do recite it in this way, I bring 
it back to my own mind, I make it present to my consciousness 
and my sense of hearing, again.  Because the poem seems so 
extraordinarily elevated to me, because I usually find it so 
moving, because it often makes me feel enraptured, this act 
of remembering out loud also means that I enjoy myself in a 
particular way.  Performing Paradise Lost in class, that is, I 
bring it back to mind and experience the special pleasure that 
comes with doing that.  And in doing that, in experiencing 
rapture in front of other people, I to some extent divulge to 
them the kind of person I am, the kind of words I carry within 
my mind and “heart,” the kind of human being I am: I display 
myself as the kind of human being who reads poetry, is moved 
by it, enjoys it. 

In addition to doing all of these things, I also understand 
myself to be commemorating the poem in some sense when I 
perform it.  I take myself to be honoring it, paying homage to it, 
publically displaying my admiration for it, but also testifying to 
what I take to be my community’s high opinion of it.  Of course 
I might do some of these things by simply reading the poem, 
but a strange thing happens when you put down the text, stand 
forth, collect yourself, and speak the words of a poet to those 
before you:  I, and I think many students, feel that the occasion 
changes in some important way.  We feel that it all becomes 
more intimate in some sense, in part because I do not stand 
behind a lecturn or desk, with a book,  notes, or laptop between 
the class and me.  Rather, I stand out alone directly in front of 
the students, or walk amongst them.  I am physically closer to 
them, my entire body is visible to them, nor are there any notes, 
laptops, or books between us.  I have nothing physical on which 
to lean, nothing with or on which to write, nothing to read or 
consult,  none of our crutches.  There is a risk–that you will 
forget, that being nervous, your mouth will go dry and you will 
read poorly.  And it is always a bit risky to reveal something 
of yourself to others.  But that is in part why the occasion is 
different.  When you take that risk and get close to the class in 

this way, when you present yourself to them in this way, I think 
that the occasion suddenly, briefly becomes a little more serious 
than it might otherwise be, and there is a bit of hush.  It is in 
the context of that greater intimacy and enhanced seriousness 
that I feel I can be more successful in paying homage to the 
works that over a long period of time have come to be thought 
of as being of exceptional quality by the readers, poets, and 
institutions of what I take to be my culture and its traditions.

Performing Paradise Lost in class, I also understand myself to 
be giving and offering something to everyone in the room: I 
understand myself to be giving them something that so many 
others have thought to be “sublime.”  But since the thing I am 
giving them is not mine, since it is something that belongs in 
some sense to Milton, to the traditions in which he participated, 
to those who participate in those traditions of writing and 
thinking with him, it is misleading to say that I am the one who 
gives.  I want to say rather that, when I am reciting Milton in 
class, I also feel that I am something through which the gift is 
being given, the medium through which those words of power 
are offered to others.  At the same time as I feel I am revealing 
something about myself, I also feel that I am merely the means 
through which something rare is being transmitted to other 
people.

If all of this seems far-fetched to you, there’s more, but in 
order to describe it, I need to pause for a moment and recall 
some great but highly controversial scholarship.  In Poetry as 
Performance: Homer and Beyond (1996), the classicist Gregory 
Nagy provides a fascinating account of how Homer’s poetry 
came to exist in the form of the texts of the Iliad and the 
Odyssey we now have.  Nagy argues that from around 2000 to 
550 BC, what we think of as Homer’s poetry existed not as a 
text, but only as words that were remembered, recomposed, 
spoken, and sung, often at festivals and competitions, by 
various performers or rhapsodes in ancient Greece.  That is to 
say that there was a great degree of variation or “fluidity” in 
the words of the poems, and the tradition of Homeric poetry 
was essentially an oral tradition, one that was kept alive and 
extended by way of performance, where performance included 
not just repetition but recomposition and revision of the words 
themselves.  According to some authorities, such as Richard 
Janko, one particular rhapsode–Homer-- dictated the epics to 
scribes some time during the eighth century BC, and this act of 
dictation resulted in the primary source for the versions of the 
poems we now have.  Nagy rejects this view.  He claims that it 
is only some time around the middle of the sixth century BC 
that anything like what we would think of as texts of Homeric 
epic came into existence, and even then, there were several 
different versions of the poems produced by several different 

ON PERFORMING POETRY, TEACHING, AND LITERARY 
TRADITION BY WILLIAM WALKER
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performers and hands.  Because these first texts of the poems 
were still derivatives of performance rather than texts that 
governed performance, Nagy refers to them as “transcripts.”  
From around 320 to 150 BC, these “transcripts” take the form 
of “scripts,” where a script is a prerequisite for performance 
and something that governs it.  And it is only some time after 
150 BC (when Aristarchus edited the existing transcripts and 
scripts in Alexandria) that they came to exist as what Nagy calls 
“scripture,” a single text that does not change and that does not 
exist for the sake of performance.  Nagy does not make clear 
where exactly he locates the author, Homer, in all of this.  But 
he does make clear that what we think of as the foundational 
literary texts of western literary and epic tradition come into 
existence after a fifteen-hundred year-long period during 
which rhapsodes imitated, reenacted, and deeply revised 
and improvised upon each other’s live performances before 
audiences.

Milton’s England was of course different from Homer’s Greece, 
and Milton did not walk around performing his epic on street 
corners in London.  But neither did he write the poem in the 
way most “authors” do: blind, he called on various friends and 
relatives, usually in the mornings during the winter months 
from 1658-1663, to write down the words he spoke.  The 
primary occasion for the first writing of the poem, that is, 
was an act of speaking, an act of dictation of words that the 
poet had already composed before the act of speaking. More 
importantly, when he was composing the poem and when he 
published it in 1667, the old blind bard was presuming to take 
a place in the tradition of epic poetry initiated by Homer and 
continued by ancient Roman poets such as Virgil and Lucan, 
and European Renaissance poets such as Tasso and Ariosto.  
That ambition to take his place in a tradition of epic utterance 
is very clear right from the start of the poem:

 Of Man’s First Disobedience, and the Fruit

 Of that Forbidden Tree, whose moral taste

 Brought Death into the World, and all our woe

 With loss of Eden, till one greater Man 

 Restore us, and regain the blissful Seat, 

 Sing Heav’nly Muse... (1.1-6)

Though it is clear here that Milton’s principal source for the 
poem will be the Bible, it is also clear that he is imitating the 
way in which Homer begins his poems.  For Homer begins the 
Iliad with the lines, “Sing, goddess, the anger of Peleus’ son 
Achilleus / and its devastation...,” and the Odyssey with the 
lines, “Tell me, Muse, of the man of many ways, who was driven 
/ far journeys, after he had sacked Troy’s sacred citadel.”  Homer 
begins his poems, that is, by addressing or invoking the muse, 
or at least representing himself as someone who is performing 

these acts.  Remembering this when we read or hear Milton, 
we see that Milton begins his poem by imitating these acts, 
by reenacting the invocation of the muse with which Homer’s 
poems begin.  And it is by recognising that Milton begins his 
poem by reenacting Homer that we know that Milton is writing 
the same kind of poem Homer wrote, that he is writing an 
epic poem.  We know that he is aspiring to participate in the 
tradition of epic poetic utterance that began with Homer and 
the rhapsodes.

Here’s the thing: in light of how Milton begins his poem and 
our best scholarly  accounts of epic tradition, when I recite 
the opening lines of Paradise Lost, I think of myself as not just 
reading the lines, but imitating the act of invoking the muse.  I 
do not mean that I am or think of myself as sincerely attempting 
to make contact with an extraterrestrial whom Milton takes 
to be his muse.  I do not mean that I am actually attempting 
to invoke the muse as Milton may in fact have done when he 
began composing the poem.  I mean that in speaking those 
words live, before an audience, I am imitating Milton’s act of 
invoking the muse, I am re-enacting something that Milton 
does at the opening of his poem, just as Milton himself was 
reenacting something Homer may in fact have done and does 
in fact represent himself as doing at the opening of the Iliad and 
the Odyssey.  And insofar as reenactment is that by which epic 
tradition is constituted and continues, as Nagy says it is, I am 
in some sense participating in the tradition of epic utterance 
that runs from Homer through Milton--I am a modern-day 
rhapsode who, in performance, perpetuates the tradition of 
epic poetry and keeps it, in however a modest and limited way, 
alive.

In thinking of myself as a modern-day rhapsode, I am not 
of course thinking of myself as a poet/composer as the early 
rhapsodes did.  This is mainly because there is no significant 
element of recomposition or improvisation on the words 
in my performance as there was in the performances of the 
rhapsodes in the early stages of Homeric oral tradition.  Indeed, 
I attempt to reproduce the exact words of the authoritative 
editions of Milton’s Paradise Lost, without recomposing them 
in any way.  Moreover, unlike the performances of the early 
ancient rhapsodes, my performance is not based solely on my 
attendance of other performances of Milton that preceded me.  
It is based on what Nagy would call “scripture.”  If the Greek 
rhapsodes were to see me in the university classroom, imitating 
Milton’s invocation of the muse which is an imitation of their 
invocation of the muse, they might well think that the tradition 
had really gone to pot, and that we moderns really are quite 
pathetic beings who will never come close to what they called 
eudaimonia (a thriving and successful life).  And it is not as if 
I am competing with other rhapsodes for a prize, though you 
might say that I am competing with other lecturers for bums on 
seats.   
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But in spite of all of this, I feel that Nagy’s understanding of 
epic tradition permits me to think of my own performance 
of Milton as being some kind of participation in and even 
extension of the tradition of real and fictional acts of poetic 
utterance that was initiated by Homer and extended by Milton.  
For, at least in relation to my performance, Milton’s text is really 
a script--perhaps it would be more precise to say that, on these 
occasions, I use or regard Milton’s text as a script.  Performing 
on the basis of that script, I reenact something that Homer, the 
Homeric rhapsodes, and Milton did.  And there is, after all, an 
element of improvisation and revision in my performance, for 
the speed at which I speak the words, my pronunciation, my 
phrasing, my very voice no doubt differ from those of the old 
blind Milton when he first spoke those words on cold winter 
mornings in England, and those of the Milton rhapsodes who 
have gone before me.

In addition to remembering, enjoying, commemorating, paying 
homage, displaying, and giving when I recite the opening line of 
Paradise Lost in class, then, I reenact things Milton and other 
epic poets did.  I imitate an action that is called for by the text, 
at least when that text is regarded as a script.  This reenactment 
is not something external to the Homeric tradition of epic 
poetic utterance, something that exists entirely apart from a 
pre-existent tradition of poetic utterance, as criticism is usually 
thought to exist apart from the primary text.  It is rather an 
extension of that tradition, something that adds to it, something 
that brings that tradition into the present, if only for a moment, 
if only for a very few people.

Finally, in doing all of these things, I understand myself to 
be implicitly indicating to my students some aspects of what 
the discipline of literary criticism properly includes.  I am 
implicitly saying that remembering poems is an important part 
of the business of criticism, in part because, as we have just 
seen, it permits us to understand and enjoy what poets do and 
what literature is.  I am suggesting that literary criticism today 
properly includes the experience of pleasure.  I am urging that 
it includes acts of homage, celebration, commemoration, and 
preservation of those things that over long periods of time have 
come to be thought of by one’s culture as being of exceptional 
quality and merit.  I am in some sense urging that the literary 
critic properly rhapsodises, where that activity involves not just 
performing poetry, but also experiencing passion and rapture 
in the presence of other people.  And I am suggesting that the 
critic legitimately does something in addition to commenting 
on and interpreting an existing tradition:  by performing live, 
he or she may on occasion perpetuate that tradition, keep 
that tradition of poetic utterance alive.   Performing Milton, I 
attempt to convey an elevated and traditional but still realistic 
and vibrant idea of what literary criticism is and what it is for.

***

I don’t doubt that, while I’m performing Milton, some students 
sit there thinking, “why is he doing that?” “why doesn’t he just 

read the bloody thing?” “what a ham!” “what a lunatic!” “how 
is this relevant to my ability to do well in this course?”  But, 
on the basis of my own discussions with my students, student 
assessments, and my own instinct about what is happening at 
the time, I think that many of the people in the room do not feel 
that way.  My sense is that most students generally respect it as 
a performance occasion.  They respect the fact that, somewhere 
along the line, you have put the effort into studying the poem 
so closely and intently that you have it by heart, and that you 
are taking the risk of performing in front of them.  They are 
in some cases grateful for it, and show it by applauding (that 
depends on how well you perform, and on the spirit in which 
you perform!).  My feeling is that many students, at least those 
who have not been taught to loathe Western tradition and 
themselves, are impressed with the extraordinary elevation of 
Milton’s poetic utterance, regardless of the kind of relationship 
they may have with the heretical and highly idiosyncratic 
Protestant theology that informs the poem, and regardless of 
whether or not they identify with Satan.  And they sometimes 
feel that they have come closer to that power by attending an 
occasion on which a person is offering up those words to them, 
live, with an intention to give them something beautiful.

Some students also like the idea that by engaging in criticism 
understood in this way, they develop the ability to present 
strange and powerful things to others, besides the ability to 
comment in an articulate and informed way about them.  
They like the fact that when, at the dinner table or parties, the 
cynics ask “so, what are you doing English for?  What does that 
teach you to do?” they can respond by standing up, letting rip 
with a big fat passage from Milton, and saying, “that is one of 
the things I can do by virtue of studying English.  I can also 
explain clearly and precisely those particular features of the 
language by virtue of which it strikes us as being so elevated 
and impassioned–would you like me to do that as well?” (this 
scene is one of my recurring fantasies).  Most students also see 
it as something that is relevant to their ability to do well in the 
course once they see that performance is one of the assessed 
practices of the course: I either make it a requirement, or a 
means of getting bonus marks on their essays.   This has some 
nice spin–offs.  I walked into a tutorial last session and one guy 
got up and walked around the room while he recited with great 
gusto one of Satan’s speeches.  Nice way for us all to start the 
class!  Those who are a little more shy occasionally turn up at 
my office and recite thirty lines of the poem.  In some cases it 
is solely a matter of getting the bonus, but in many others it is a 
matter of people who really love a passage, who want to have it 
by heart and to be able to give it to other people.  In addition, if 
they go on to read Pope, the Romantics, the Victorians, or some 
of the moderns such as Wallace Stevens and A. R. Ammons, 
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some of them are able to recognise, understand, and enjoy the 
allusions to Milton which are such an important dimension 
of works by these authors–for these students can remember 
Milton. 

Last but not least of all, some students I think warm to the idea 
that when we “study poetry,” we do more than read and write 
about a set, pre-existent text–they like the idea that, in however 
modest a way, one of the things we do is to imitate the actions 
of earlier poets and singers and thereby directly participate in 
a tradition of poetic utterance, literally breathe new life into 
it and bring it into our world.  When they come home and a 
member of the family or a flatmate asks them what they did at 
school that day, they can say, “well, believe it or not, I personally 
extended the western epic tradition and kept Homer alive, for 
the time being!” And if this happens, I think something else may 
happen.  The students may in some way consider the nature 
of western culture and literary traditions, and the value of 
literary criticism.  They may consider that these traditions exist 
to an important extent as a result of people doing things such 
as repeating words, studying them, listening to them, reading 
them, talking about them, praising them.  Should people, such 
as ourselves, cease to engage in those activities, the traditions 
and the cultures of which they are a part also cease to exist, 
though it may take a long time for them and their influence to 
die out.

***

My limited experience of performing my own poetry 
outside the classroom both supports and is strongly 

informed by these ideas about poetry, performance, and 
tradition.

In 1999, I performed Paragon: Poems and Poses by William 
Walker.  It ran for a week in January at the Global Gallery 
in Paddington as part of the Sydney Fringe Festival, and for 
another week in October at the North Melbourne Town 
Hall as part of the Melbourne Fringe Festival.  The script for 
these performances consisted of poems I had written over the 
previous ten years.  They were about physical training; an idea 
of male beauty; how that beauty comes into existence and what 
it gives to those who behold it; the physical pain involved in 
training and holding poses; the sense of time one has when one 
holds a pose; the nature and meaning of posing for an artist 
who is intent upon creating a beautiful representation of the 
human body.

The script also included stage directions which called for me to 
hold various poses, naked, in a pitch-black theatre space upon 
a platform, with a single spot-light shining directly down upon 
me.  The light was to strike my head, chest, and shoulders which 
were to cast shadows across the rest of my body.  Most of these 
poses derived from representations of the male body in western 

painting and statuary, mainly classical Greek and Renaissance, 
though there were a few from Rodin.  These poses were ones 
which I had trained myself to hold by posing over a period of 
five years for fine arts classes.  The form and strength of my body 
were in part the product of an extended period of training in the 
gymnasium, though I only got really serious about working out 
for about a year prior to the performance.  I had to work with 
my wiry, relatively petit Scottish/Dutch physiology and genetic 
makeup, but by the time of the performance I was close to the 
form I imagined and wanted to represent.  So the performance 
consisted of me holding poses in a dark theatre-space beneath 
a spot-light while I recited my poems from heart.

I did it in part out of an instinct, a vision, a deep and long-
standing desire to make real what I had seen in my mind–I 
imagined something and wanted to make it real.  Who knows 
what lusts, desires, hypersensitivities, fears, wills, and anxieties 
went into that imagining, and who knows what socio-political 
conditions conditioned them.  But holding those poses after 
what in my culture have been taken to be the most lovely 
representations of male beauty, I took myself to be bringing 
those representations to mind, indeed, bringing them back to 
the mind and to the senses of the audience–I took myself to be 
commemorating them, in every sense of that word.  And by 
holding those poses while I read my poems about them and 
my own body as it was holding them, I felt that I was in some 
important way embodying my own vision and my own words: I 
was trying to speak the truth about a beautiful male form while 
being and showing that beautiful form itself.  I was trying to be 
both representation and represented, to produce the word, and 
be what the word meant.  That ambition perhaps moved out of a 
sense of how quiet and lonely the mere word can be on the page 
now.  I did not take myself to be imitating actions performed 
by Homer and the rhapsodes in epic tradition.  But I know my 
words were powerfully conditioned, perhaps overpowered, by 
the works of the poets I had read, loved, memorised, performed 
on various occasions–not just Homer and Milton, but also 
Pindar, the medieval religious lyricists, Donne, Shelley, Keats, 
Yeats, Stevens.  And insofar as that was the case, I felt I in some 
way participated in that extraordinarily rich and powerful 
poetic tradition--no matter how lame my own poetry may be, 
no matter how small my audiences were (they were small!), and 
no matter how insignificant my participation in that tradition 
may turn out to be.

But why strain for beauty? Why train for it and display it?  I 
spend much of my life thinking about that question.  But my own 
feeling at the time was that it was just the strongest, best, most 
demanding and meaningful thing I could ever do.  I felt fulfilled 
in doing it, glorious even, making my dreams and visions come 
true by standing, feeling that I was giving something golden and 
rare to other people.  Nietzsche somewhere quotes Stendhal 
saying, “la beauté, c’est la promesse de bonheur.”  And in his 
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late work he talks about how the function of art is to enhance 
life, to be a tonic of life.  I like those ideas of what art is for, 
and understand these performances to have been answerable 
to those conceptions of the function of the aesthetic.  I felt 
and hoped that by speaking beautiful words and presenting a 
beautiful physique, I was giving the promise of happiness to 
others, providing a tonic for their lives, inspiring them to lead 
a better life. This better life would involve the cultivation of 
what one took to be beauty, joy, delicacy, and sweetness.  There 
were also some polemical energies at work.  It was a kind of 
protest against the uninformed and grossly simplistic critique 
of western culture and its traditions which I think is commonly 
on display in English literary studies (if that still exists) and 
the culture at large.  It was a testimony to my membership in 
and alliance with these traditions, but also with those strong 
revisions and transformations of them through which they 
continue to exist and thrive. 

***

Yes, well, let me just conclude by bearing further witness 
to how productive performing poetry can be, both inside 

and outside the classroom.  In the classroom, I find that all 
kinds of good things can happen when you stand forth and 
recite from heart those poems which are close to your heart.  I 
hope that some of the things I’ve said here persuade you of this, 
and move you to give it a try if you’re not already doing it–I’d 
be interested to know how you go with it.  Let me add that this 
kind of thing is possible and legitimate with all kinds of other 
literary texts.  There are strong precedents for performing not 
just those products of an oral performance tradition, such as 
Beowulf, but also other works of English poetry and prose, such 
as Caedmon’s hymn, medieval lyrics and ballads, Dryden’s songs 
for St Cecilia, Dickens’ novels (which he himself used to treat 
as scripts), and many more.  I find that singing medieval songs 
such as the very beautiful “mirie it is...” and the robust “sumer 
is icumen in” goes over very well with my first-year class (this is 
all of course in addition to those possibilities provided by texts 
which were first produced as scripts for performance–drama).  
I hope also that some of the things I’ve said here provide you 
with a perspective on traditions of poetic utterance which are 
helpful to your teaching activities, even if they do not and will 
not include performance.  I hope to have suggested how, by 
virtue of studying and coming to know the history of literary 
forms and genres, we may come to have new and productive 
ways of thinking about and teaching literary texts.  And I hope 
to have given some comfort if not ammunition and inspiration 
to those of you who are unhappy with the way in which English 
has become a dumping ground for “all signifying practices in a 
culture” and a site for trashing the west.  

Outside the classroom, too, performing poetry can be a 
wonderful thing, though it can be chilly, and I have to admit 

that there is not much of an audience for it these days.  That, 
however, did not stop one of the great singers in the English 
language from performing.  During the years Milton was 
completing Paradise Lost, he was blind and sought by the 
authorities for defending the regicide and supporting the 
revolutionary regime of Cromwell, a regime which had given 
way to the restoration of the Stuart monarchy.  His books had 
been publicly burned, and many of his friends had been publicly 
tortured, executed, and desecrated.  He sings, as he says at the 
opening of Book 7 of the poem, “though fall’n on evil days, / On 
evil days though fall’n, and evil tongues; / In darkness, and with 
dangers compast round / And solitude” (7.25-28).  He hoped 
only that his muse would “fit audience find, though few” for his 
song.  She did, and his song is still being sung.
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Focus Outcomes
1. A student responds to and composes texts for 
understanding, interpretation, critical analysis 
and pleasure.

2. A student uses a range of processes for 
responding to and composing texts.

3. A student responds to and composes texts in 
different technologies.

4. A student uses and describes language forms 
and features, and structures of texts appropriate 
to different purposes, audiences and contexts.

5. A student makes informed language choices 
to shape meaning with accuracy, clarity and 
coherence.

6. A student draws on experience, information 
and ideas to imaginatively and interpretively 
respond to and compose texts.

11. A student uses, reflects on and assesses 
individual and collaborative skills for learning.

Word Bank
imagery figurative language literal language simile 
metaphor personification alliteration hyperbole rhyme 
rhythm stanza ballad haiku limerick cinquain syllable 
noun verb adjective collaborative learning multiple 
intellligences reflection learning log metacognition 
(we)blog netiquette  cliche

Aim
The aim of this unit is to introduce Stage 4 students to the 
pleasures of poetry using collaborative learning strategies and 
ICT. Students will build their knowledge and ability to use the 
(meta)language of the subject while collaborating, composing 
or responding to poetry. Students will establish a (we)blog for 
many of the activities and reflection. Reflection activities and 
strategies (metacognition) are emphasised and are of central 
importance during this unit. No specific poems are listed and 
teachers will bring their own (and their students’) preferences 
and expertise when choosing texts. It is very much a unit 
evolving (as you read) and needs to be further developed.

Teachers enjoying ease of online access with their classes 
should establish (we)blogs with their students for this unit eg. 
http://www.blogger.com/start. It is important that the school’s 
internet policy is followed if students are creating a blog for 
class and home use. Many teachers may choose to use a pen 
and paper learning log rather than a blog but should assume 
that either can be used for completing the reflection activities. 

Even if students do not establish blogs they should spend some 
time learning about this increasingly popular medium for 
publishing online.

Go online and find out more about blogs and what might be 
appropriate for your class. You will need to think about what 
email address students should be instructed to use to ‘sign-up’ 
when starting their blog. Also, it is a good idea to have students 
use ‘learning log’ or something similar in their blog title; for 
example, ‘darcyslearninglog’. It is important that you think 
carefully how to manage student ‘blogging’. It is essential you 
are familiar with the site to be used and have thought through 
all ‘the issues’. Some students will already have blogs and maybe 
they can be of assistance.

Here is somewhere to start:

http://www.blogger.com/start

http://www.binaryblue.com.au/elj/ 

http://www.smh.com.au/news/livewire/tuning-in-to-the-blog
osphere/2005/06/21/1119321738936.html

http://aps.eu.rmit.edu.au/lsu/resources/projects/blogging/
index.html

http://www.smh.com.au/news/breaking/bloggers-learn-price-
of-loose-talk/2005/07/09/1120704583743.html

The unit has been designed with the ‘Vygotskian-inspired’, 
learning-centred educational model, advocated by ALEA, in the 
MyRead CD ROM (2002) firmly in mind. These teaching ideas 
also rely on Howard Gardner’s well known theory of multiple 
intelligences and Mark Howie’s, A Transformative Model of 
Programming 7-10 English published in the November 2003 
issue of mETAphor as a model for integrating the various 
theoretical perspectives required by the current NSW syllabus. 
David Nettlebeck’s recent book, on inspiring students with 
technology, Computers, Thinking and Learning was very useful 
too. 

The Unit

Notes for students
Reflecting in a diary or journal is an activity that many people do 
daily. Increasingly, Australians are going online and writing in 
blogs (weblogs) as a popular way of sharing personal thoughts 
and experiences with a wider audience. More than 8 million 
Americans had blogs in late 2004 (Johnson: p.119). For this unit 
you will explore poetry – often collaboratively – and reflect on 
the way you learn.

Many students use learning logs to reflect on their educational 
growth. A learning log is much more than just a record of 

STAGE 4 POETRY AND (WE)BLOG UNIT BY DARCY MOORE
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activities completed during an assignment. A learning log can 
be a record of your:

- contribution to collaborative and group work

- critical and creative thought processes

- questions and ideas

- developing insight into the topic

- reflections on the learning processes by which you best gain 
knowledge and skills

- progess in the unit/course through self-assessment and honest 
evaluation

For this unit you will create a blog that is to be used as a learning 
log. Reflection is an important part of how we learn and having 
a process that allows you to do this is important. Establishing 
and maintaining your blog for reflection is a process you may 
find useful. This blog will become an ongoing online record 
of your learning experiences in English. Throughout this unit 
opportunity for reflection in a learning log will assist you to 
think about your own progress, learning strengths and learning 
needs.  

Student activities
1. Students are introduced to the unit with a request to draft 
a four-paragraph letter to their teacher structured using the 
following four topic sentences/questions (and to be written in 
their blog later as a published copy): What do you know about 
poetry? Why do people read poetry? Why do students have 
to study poetry? What is to be gained by reading and writing 
poetry? The teacher completes the task too (potentially in their 
own blog established for the unit/class)

2. Students go online and establish their own blog @ http://
www.blogger.com/start or some similar site. It is important 
that guidelines for appropriate use of the site are established 
with the class. For example, it may be for the best if students do 
not explore the other blogs; use a school email address; and all 
have ‘learningblog’ in the title of their blogs.

3. Students share letters/blogs writing comments on each 
others’ letters in the space provided online (again, some 
guidelines may be in order).

4. The teacher shares her letter/blog with students and 
asks students to write comments for homework eg. http://
darcyslearninglog.blogspot.com/

Reflection: How do you learn best? By working with a 
partner, in small groups or reading alone. Do you prefer to 
listen to the teacher explaining something or would rather 
actively participate in a role play or search for the information 
independently, perhaps online? Maybe you happily combine 
these approaches and enjoy variety. Reflect on your preferred 

learning style by writing a paragraph or two about how you 
learn best in your blog. Give this entry an appropriate title.

5. Think – pair – share: students are presented with the word 
bank (with a focus on the metalanguage of the unit) and 
identify terms they are familiar with before discussing with 
a partner. A class discussion is followed by each word being 
defined and visibly displayed around the room – with examples 
– by students. Student need to negotiate and agree on how best 
to do this.

Notes for students
Figurative language is employed by poets to create images. 
Figurative language is an umbrella term that covers a number 
of figures of speech such as similes, metaphors, alliteration, 
hyperbole, personification and onomatopoeia. It is intended 
to create images in our minds that stir us so that we become 
involved in what is being said. It is a rich form of language, 
different from literal language which is simple and direct. For 
example: the student is intelligent is literally true while the 
student is very sharp is figurative. The images created stimulate 
the reader’s sense of smell, sound, taste and touch, as well as 
sight.

A simile is a figure of speech that describes one thing by 
comparing it to another. Similes always use like or as to assist 
with this comparison eg crying like a rainstorm to create 
images. Onomatopoeia creates an aural image by using sound 
words. For example, the sounds ‘shoosh’ and ‘creak’. 

6. Students complete theses notes in pairs by including 
definitions and examples of metaphors, alliteration, hyperbole, 
personification, limerick, ballad, cinquain, haiku, limerick and 
sonnet by visiting http://www.poetry-online.org/poetry-terms.
htm or a similar site.

7. Students are placed in groups of 4-6 (for activities 7-9). 
Students negotiate with the other members of their group to 
provide a portfolio of poems for the unit: for example, one 
Australian and one international poem; a haiku (we couldn’t 
have a Year 7 poetry unit without a haiku now – could we?); 
ballad; cinquain; limerick; and, Shakespearean sonnet). The 
student discussion about how to complete the task is of critical 
importance; they should have a range of approaches to gathering 
the resources. It is important that the teacher is able to monitor 
the poetry to ensure appropriate poems are chosen. The teacher 
also completes this task and explains their approach. 

8. The whole class collates their poems using jigsaw groups (ie. 
if there are 6 students in the original groups each takes one 
poem and forms a new group). There should be at least 5 or 6 
examples of each category of poem for the new groups to read 
aloud before rotating. The ultimate goal is that each student 
has heard every poem read aloud (there will be loose ends). 
The class annotates poems, identifying: similes, metaphors, 
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onomatopoeia, personification, alliteration and hyperbole 
before rotating (so it is important that sufficient time is allowed 
and everyone is on task). Students take notes (and perhaps a 
copy) of the 2-3 poems they enjoyed the most.

9. Students reform original groups and examine the annotations. 
The poems are rotated and students choose to re-write an 
example of each figure of speech as a group. Annotated poems 
and ‘improvements’ are displayed around the room.

Reflection: Why use figurative language? 
Reflect on why composers use figurative rather than just literal 
language in their stories, plays, poems and lyrics. What 2-3 
poems did you like the best? Why were you attracted to these 
poems?

Notes for students (display around the room and give each 
intelligence an icon)

The theory of multiple intelligences was developed by Dr. 
Howard Gardner, professor of education at Harvard University. 
His theory, that there is more than just one dominant intelligence, 
has become very popular with educators and employers. 
Gardner believed that traditionally schools focused most of 
their attention on just two of these ‘intelligences’, linguistic and 
logical-mathematical intelligence, to the detriment of the other 
skills and abilities students might have developed successfully 
with more focus on the other intelligences. The multiple 
intelligences identified (with brief explanations) are: 

Verbal-Linguistic Intelligence - developed verbal skills and 
sensitivity to the sounds, meanings and rhythms of words

Mathematical-Logical Intelligence - ability to think conceptually 
and abstractly, and see logical or numerical patterns

Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence - ability to control body 
movements and to handle objects skilfully

Interpersonal Intelligence - capacity to detect and respond 
appropriately to the moods, motivations and desires of others

Intrapersonal Intelligence - capacity to be self-aware and in 
tune with inner feelings, values, beliefs and thinking processes

Musical Intelligence - ability to produce and appreciate rhythm, 
pitch and timber

Visual-Spatial Intelligence - capacity to think in images and 
pictures, to visualize accurately and abstractly

Naturalist Intelligence - ability to recognize and categorize 
plants, animals and other objects in nature

10. There are many quizzes available online or from the teacher 
that are simple introductions to your learning strengths. Try 
this quick quiz online to assess your multiple intelligences @ 
http://www.careerccc.org/products/cp_99_e/section1/quiz.
cfm

11. To find out more about multiple intelligences go online 
– there are some Australian sites but many more American 
ones. Here’s somewhere to start http://www.cookps.act.edu.
au/mi.htm

12. Create an icon that represents each of the ‘intelligences’ and 
display the most effective around the room. 

13. There is speculation about a ninth intelligence – existential 
intelligence. Go online and see what you can discover. Why 
might this intelligence be of use to a poet?

Reflection: What are your strengths? Before completing the 
online quiz to assess your intelligences predict your strengths. 
After completing the quiz comment on how accurately 
you assessed your strengths. Why is it important to have an 
understanding of this theory of multiple intelligences?

Homework: Seek poems or song lyrics that represent 
‘the real world’ successfully to read to the class or in small 
groups. In groups, visually represent the poems. Discuss each 
group’s interpretation of the poem. Display poems and visual 
representations. 

14. Visit Komninos’ poetry site and complete the online 
activities @

http://www.griffith.edu.au/ppages/k_zervos/5wpclear.html

The homepage is here:

http://www.griffith.edu.au/ppages/k_zervos/

Collaborative learning: an interactive approach 
to teamwork that enables students to combine 
their individual skills and resources to generate 
creative solutions to mutually defined problems.    
                                   (NSW 7-10 English syllabus)

15. Your task is to collaboratively compose a poem that explores 
an event in your or your partner’s life. It may be humorous, sad 
or serious. Your poem must employ:

- Standard Australian English

- Colloquial language

- Figurative language (similes, metaphors, onomatopoeia, 
personification, alliteration and hyperbole).

A suggested process is as follows:

1. Brainstorm some significant events or incidents in your 
lives.

2. Choose one that seems likely to make an interesting poem.

3. Retell the story to your partner a few times.

4. Draft the poem.

5. List who else shared or witnessed the event.

6. Interview these people and record their perspectives on the 
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event. Show them what you and your partner have already 
written. Make notes about their insights into the event.

7. Re-write the draft.

8. Edit this second draft by having both partners read it aloud, 
checking for cohesion, effective imagery, spelling and impact.

9. Word process the narrative using the appropriate tools to 
polish your final version of the narrative. Publish in your blog.

10. Share the poem with peers, adults and those who may have 
been close to the original event that ‘sparked’ your creativity.

Reflection: What pleasures and difficulties, successes and 
challenges did you experience while writing collaboratively? In 
what ways did you have to embellish the experience to make 
a better poem? Or, in other words, what did you put extra 
emphasis on? What did you put less emphasis on or leave out? 
What does all this tell you about autobiographical writing? 
How was your poem received by the audience(s)?

16. Students use digital cameras to capture images that can be 
used as stimuli for poetry. Discuss how this might best be done 
(eg. reflections in windows, nature, faces etc). Small groups/
pairs compose the words to accompany the image. Upload 
images and words to blogs.

17. Students return to the opening task (1) in the unit and 
reread their letter to the teacher. They then complete the task 
again: What do you know about poetry? Why do people read 
poetry? Why do students have to study poetry? What is to be 
gained by reading and writing poetry? 

Reflection: Has your response changed? How? What are 
your achievements for this unit? How successfully did you 
collaborate? What have you learnt about your learning needs/
style(s) during the unit? How could the teacher improve the 
unit?
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Feedback would be appreciated and if you want an electronic 
copy of this unit email: darcymoore@yahoo.com

BOOK REVIEW
Tread Softly by Kate Pennington

Tread Softly is a superbly written, evocative story of 
the intrigues and conspiracies of Elizabethan court life 
as experienced by Mary Devereux, a young seamstress. 
Mary grows up on the country estate of Sir Sydney 
Campernowne, where her father is head tailor. She has 
lost her mother, but is happy in her father’s workshop with 
the other seamstresses, who are busily preparing gowns 
for the family’s presentation to Elizabeth at Greenwich. 
Sir Sydney is visited by his nephew, Walter Raleigh, 
who has just returned from abroad but is currently out 
of favour with Elizabeth. He wants to accompany the 
family to court to see if he can regain Elizabeth’s good 
opinion and must be magnificently dressed. He demands 
an exceptionally ornate velvet cloak and Mary, who is a 
sensitive and artistic girl, does the embroidery. There is, 
however, a Catholic conspiracy to kill the Queen afoot, 
centering on the steward of the household, Hugh Trevor. 
Mary witnesses her father’s murder after he overhears 
the men talking and is in fear of her life from that point 
on. She manages to somewhat sublimate her grief in the 
completion of Raleigh’s cloak in her father’s memory, 
only to have her dreams shattered when her embroidered 
work is draped across a puddle for the monarch to walk 
on. Through the patronage of Raleigh, she advances to 
the court of Elizabeth, although the conspirators are 
still a threat to both the Queen and herself. Pennington 
maintains the sense of menacing foreboding throughout 
the story and creates a compelling picture of Elizabethan 
life, utilising familiar personalities such as Elizabeth and 
Raleigh in a way that is both original and authentic. This 
is a captivating story of the parallel lives of two people 
with unique personalities and abilities- Mary Devereux 
and Walter Raleigh- and the motivating power of love, 
loyalty and service. 

Melinda Kearns
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STA
G

E 4
POETRY: THE TROUBLE 
WITH NON-UNIVERSAL 
EXPERIENCES OF THE 

‘UNIVERSAL THEMES’. BY 
KELLI MCGRAW

When I have spoken to other English teachers about why poetry 

is so important to them, many have offered an opinion along 

the lines that ‘poetry is one type of text where universal themes can 

be enjoyed and explored’ or ‘when we read poetry we can forget about 

being critical of cynical and just enjoy the pleasure of reading about 

ideas such as truth and beauty’.  In fact, I seldom come across a teacher 

that fails to indulge in romanticising the enduring beauty of poetry.  

Poetry speaks to people, emotionally and spiritually, and apparently 

that’s why we love it.

But what happens when the supposed ‘universal themes’ – things like 

love, romance, family, war, life, death etc – are written about in terms 

that are at odds with the beliefs of the reader?  How does an atheist 

experience a poem about the wondrousness of heaven, or about 

finding comfort in death because our loved ones are going to a better 

place?  How does a student that has had a parent run out on their 

family, or who has been abused, experience a poem that is written 

about the poet’s love for their children?  How does a queer student 

experience a poem about the eternal, unbreakable bonds that can only 

be forged between a man and a woman?

Most of the time, one of two answers will be offered here.  One solution 

is to study these poems not just in terms of what they say, but also in 

terms of what they don’t say.  Good teachers of critical literacy will 

use those silences to explore the ways in which voices and experiences 

are marginalised, and talk with the class about the ways that text can 

be used as an ideological and political tool.  A second solution is to 

only work with ‘safe’ poems.  Those advocating this solution will pull 

out their collection of unbiased, non-political, gender neutral poems, 

and construct a unit that encourages students to develop an individual 

response to what is often very vague poetry.

I would like to offer a third solution here.  First I will assert that I am a 

strong advocate of critical literacy, and I don’t for one minute suggest 

that examining the silences of all types of text (not just poetry) is an 

inordinately fruitful endeavour.  However, I do find it alarming that 

students who belong to ‘minority’ or marginalised groups are often 

only engaging in stories about their beliefs and experiences through 

resistant readings of other texts.  So, a solution that I offer is to ensure 

that there are poems available – in your classroom and your school 

library – that affirm the experience of marginalised groups.

This of course applies to all types of texts, but the main message is 

that these texts have to be physically available in your school as a 

first step.  Then, as well as making those texts available, they should 

also be set for study.  It is by studying stories told by  marginalised 

voices as legitimate, natural and meaningful (rather than positioning 

those stories as ‘alternative’ or as being about ‘other’ groups of ways 

of life) that we provide space for marginalised students to indulge in 

invited readings, as well as developing a strong sense of diversity in 

our classrooms.

It is important here to point out that this is not a peripheral concern 

– there is a growing push for students to be given space to enjoy 

the invited reading of a text, to engage in the aesthetic pleasures 

afforded by being a compliant reader.  This ‘aesthetic reading’ is being 

emphasised as necessary in addition to our current critical exercises of 

‘reading against the grain’ and exploring the hidden ideologies of texts.  

The third solution is therefore an essential strategy of providing access 

to texts and of studying texts that invite the reader to take up a non-

hegemonic position.  Only by allowing aesthetic engagement in those 

texts in our class can we really confirm the legitimacy and celebrate 

the diversity of the beliefs and values of all of our students.

Now I don’t deny that this will at times involve stepping into some 

dangerous territory.  We all saw how a few parental complaints 

provoked the media frenzy that recently lead to the DET placing 

restrictions on how PDHPE teachers can teach about homosexual 

experiences.  Whether or not you believe they were right, there’s no 

doubt that when it comes to teaching about marginalised experiences 

in a proactive and positive way, the media, the politicians and our 

respective systems have many teachers running scared.

All of this, not to mention the dilemmas of identity and legitimacy 

faced by teachers trying to tackle material outside their own 

experience.  Can a fourth generation ‘white’ Australian teacher feel 

like anything but a hypocrite and a fraud when claiming to teach about 

the invited reading and the aesthetics of an indigenous poem?  How 

does a straight teacher that has set a poem about homosexual love 

for study answer the questions that will inevitably come in an honest 

and comfortable way?  With these kinds of concerns, teachers also are 

likely to face the challenge of having to admit to their class that they 

don’t have all the answers, and that they aren’t experienced in a certain 

set of beliefs or way of being.

But if teachers know one thing, it’s that just because something is 

problematic or challenging, it doesn’t mean it’s not worth it.  And in 

this case I would argue that it’s not just a worthwhile exercise, but 

an essential one.  We cannot continue to teach the ‘universal themes’ 

as they relate to dominant groups and only give marginalised groups 

legitimacy in our resistant readings.  We must provide opportunities 

for all of the students in our class to reflect on emotional and spiritual 

material without being positioned as ‘the other’.  This will involve 

creating a space where marginalised groups can also read poetry (as 

well as other texts) from an invited, compliant position and indulge 

in the aesthetic enjoyment of feeling like the poem spoke to them – 

because, after all, that’s what we love about poetry.

Kelli McGraw is a teacher at Sarah Redfern one day a week, an 

ETA Council member and  a PhD student at the University of 

Sydney.
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